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Zusammenfassung

Im Bereich der Aus- und Weiterbildung wird durch textbasierte

computervermittelte Kommunikation eine Reihe neuer Lernszenarien er-

möglicht. Lernende können von unterschiedlichen Orten aus, zeitgleich oder

zeitversetzt miteinander kommunizieren und dabei z. B. in virtuellen Semi-

naren gemeinsam Wissen konstruieren. Unter gemeinsamer Wissenskon-

struktion wird verstanden, dass Lernende in Kleingruppen zusammen Lern-

aufgaben mit dem Ziel bearbeiten, eine gemeinsame Lösung anzufertigen

und dabei individuell Wissen erwerben. Mehrere Evaluationsstudien geben

allerdings Hinweise darauf, dass in computervermittelter Kommunikation

die gemeinsame Wissenskonstruktion suboptimal ist. Zusätzlich zu Proble-

men gemeinsamer Wissenskonstruktion selbst, stellt computervermittelte

Kommunikation neue Anforderungen an gemeinsam Lernende. Lernende

partizipieren unzureichend in textbasierter computervermittelter Kommuni-

kation und in unterschiedlichem Ausmaß an wichtigen Prozessen gemein-

samer Wissenskonstruktion (z. B. das kritische Aushandeln mehrerer Per-

spektiven). Lernende scheinen insbesondere komplexe Aufgaben weniger

effizient gemeinsam bearbeiten zu können. Allerdings gibt es auch Hinwei-

se darauf, dass textbasierte computervermittelte Kommunikation spezifische

Vorteile in Bezug auf die gemeinsame Wissenskonstruktion aufweist. Ler-

nende konzentrieren sich stärker auf die Aufgabe und reflektieren ihre Äu-

ßerungen. Lernende können unabhängig von sozialem Status gleichberech-

tigt und aktiv an Lernprozessen teilnehmen. Darüber hinaus ist es möglich,

über die Gestaltung der Kommunikationsschnittstelle die gemeinsame Wis-

senskonstruktion zu strukturieren.

Dieses Befundmuster deutet darauf hin, dass gemeinsame Wissens-

konstruktion in computervermittelter Kommunikation zusätzlicher Förde-

rung bedarf, um die spezifischen Nachteile computervermittelter Kommuni-

kation einzuschränken und spezifische Vorteile computervermittelter Kom-

munikation zu fördern. Verschiedene Förderansätze basieren auf der Idee,
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gemeinsame Wissenskonstruktion in computervermittelter Kommunikation

durch die Gestaltung der Kommunikationsschnittstelle zu unterstützen.

Mittels einer aufgabenspezifischen Kommunikationsschnittstelle sollen be-

stimmte Aktivitäten eingeschränkt oder gefördert werden. Auf diese Weise

können klassische Förderansätze, wie z. B. Kooperationstrainings oder Mo-

deration, ergänzt und eine gleichbleibende Qualität gemeinsamer Wissens-

konstruktion erreicht werden.

Die Förderung der gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion durch die

Gestaltung der Kommunikationsschnittstelle ist ein Ansatz aus der For-

schung zum computerunterstützten kooperativen Lernen. Ein typisches Ziel

dieses Ansatzes ist, spezifische Defizite computervermittelter Kommunika-

tion (z. B. mangelnde Koordination) zu kompensieren, um computerver-

mittelte Kommunikation der Face-to-Face-Kommunikation anzugleichen.

Demgegenüber stehen instruktionale Ansätze der pädagogischen Psycholo-

gie, die über die Unterstützung der Koordination von Lernenden hinaus un-

mittelbar auf bestimmte Prozesse der gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion

abzielen.

Der Kooperationsskript-Ansatz stellt eine Möglichkeit dar, Prozesse

der gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion unmittelbar zu fördern. Der Koope-

rationsskript-Ansatz wurde für Studierende von Universitäten für das ge-

meinsame Lernen mit Texten entwickelt. Kooperationsskripts gliedern die

gemeinsame Wissenskonstruktion, indem sie detaillierte Anweisungen dar-

über geben, welche Aktivitäten von den Lernenden auszuführen sind. Ko-

operationsskripts lassen sich durch die Sequenzierung von Lernaktivitäten

und die Zuweisung von Aufgaben an verschiedene Teilnehmer einer Lern-

gruppe charakterisieren. Untersuchungen zeigen, dass gemeinsame Wis-

senskonstruktion mit Kooperationsskripts effizienter gestaltet werden kann.

Kooperationsskripts sollen wichtige Lernaktivitäten bei der gemein-

samen Konstruktion von Wissen fördern. Mehrere Studien beschäftigen sich

mit der Spezifizierung von Kooperationsskripts auf einzelne Prozessdimen-

sionen gemeinsamer Wissenskonstruktion. So untersuchen einzelne Studien

differenzierte Wirkungen von Kooperationsskripts, die zum einen auf Ela-

boration und zum anderen auf Meta-Kognition bei der gemeinsamen Wis-

senskonstruktion abzielen. Dabei zeigen sich unterschiedliche Ergebnisse
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der beiden Skripts. Meta-kognitive Skripts scheinen die gemeinsame An-

wendung von Wissen zu fördern, während elaborative Skripts den individu-

ellen Wissenserwerb zu unterstützen scheinen. Vor dem Hintergrund sozio-

kognitiver Ansätze zur gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion wurde insbeson-

dere die Bedeutung sozialer und kognitiver Prozesse der gemeinsamen Wis-

senskonstruktion betont. Allerdings gibt es bislang nur wenige Kooperati-

onsskripts-Studien, die in vergleichbarer Weise spezifische soziale und kog-

nitive Kooperationsskripts untersucht haben. Insbesondere für virtuelle Se-

minare wurden Kooperationsskripts nicht hinlänglich dahingehend unter-

sucht, inwiefern bestimmte Prozessdimensionen unterstützt werden sollten.

Vielmehr zielt die Förderung computerunterstützten kooperativen Lernens

häufig in unsystematischer Weise auf Aspekte ab, deren Bezug zu pädago-

gisch psychologischen Ansätzen gemeinsamer Wissenskonstruktion unklar

ist (z. B. die Unterstützung der Koordination von Sprecherwechsel). Die

Kombination der Forschung zum computerunterstützten kooperativen Ler-

nens sowie die Forschung zur gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion könnte

dazu beitragen, dass anerkannte pädagogisch-psychologische instruktionale

Ansätze für die gemeinsame Wissenskonstruktion in computervermittelten

Lernszenarien realisiert werden können.

Kooperationsskripts werden für gewöhnlich vor einer eigentlich ko-

operativen Phase in traditionellem Klassenzimmerunterricht vermittelt. Da-

bei ist für die traditionelle Vermittlung eines Kooperationsskripts mehr Zeit

vorgesehen als für die kooperative Phase selbst. Textbasierte computerver-

mittelte Kommunikation erlaubt die unmittelbare Gliederung des Diskurses

der Lernenden. Dadurch könnte eine computervermittelte Lernumgebung

derartig gestaltet werden, dass Lernende durch eine Reihe von Lernaktivi-

täten geführt werden. Kooperationsskripts können darüber hinaus mit der

Hilfe von Prompts, die in die Textnachrichten der Teilnehmer eingefügt

werden, realisiert werden. Prompts stellen Eingabeaufforderungen dar, die

z. B. in Form von Fragen oder Halbsätzen Lernende zu bestimmten Reakti-

onen anregen sollen. Somit könnte ein intensives Training vor der eigentli-

chen Phase der Kooperation oder ein kopräsenter Moderator durch das De-

sign der Kommunikationsschnittstelle ergänzt oder sogar ersetzt werden. Es

ist jedoch bislang wenig erforscht, inwiefern Kooperationsskripts, die in

eine Schnittstelle textbasierter computervermittelter Kommunikation imp-
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lementiert sind, spezifische Prozesse und Ergebnisse gemeinsamer Wis-

senskonstruktion unterstützen können.

Dieser Beitrag hat zum Ziel, die Wirkung von Kooperationsskripts

zu untersuchen, die in eine Kommunikationsschnittstelle einer computer-

vermittelten, problemorientierten Lernumgebung implementiert sind. Dabei

werden sowohl zentrale Prozesse der gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion als

auch der Erwerbs anwendbaren Wissens analysiert. Insbesondere wird un-

tersucht, inwiefern Kooperationsskripts, die auf spezifische soziale und

kognitive Prozesse abzielen, Prozesse und Ergebnisse der gemeinsamen

Wissenskonstruktion in Computernetzen mittels unterstützen können.

Als theoretischer Hintergrund der Studie dienen soziokonstruktivisti-

sche und soziokulturelle Ansätze zur gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion in

Computernetzen. Soziale sowie kognitive Prozesse der gemeinsamen Wis-

senskonstruktion erscheinen vor dem Hintergrund soziokonstruktivistischer

und soziokultureller Ansätze wichtige Indikatoren für das Lernergebnis zu

sein. Ausgehend von diesen theoretischen Ansätzen können Kooperations-

skripts konzeptualisiert werden, die auf die spezifischen sozialen und kog-

nitiven Prozesse gemeinsamer Wissenskonstruktion abzielen.

Soziokonstruktivistische Ansätze beschreiben, wie mittels bestimm-

ter sozialer Prozesse bei der gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion günstige

Bedingungen für den individuellen Wissenserwerb geschaffen werden kön-

nen. Von zentraler Bedeutung ist aus einer soziokonstruktivistischen Per-

spektive, dass soziokognitive Konflikte entstehen und diese soziokognitiven

Konflikte auf produktive Weise aufgelöst werden. Diese sozialen Prozesse

können durch soziale Modi der Ko-Konstruktion beschrieben werden. Mit

Hilfe sozialer Modi der Ko-Konstruktion können Aussagen darüber getrof-

fen werden, wie Aktivitäten in der Gruppe ausgeführt werden. Auf dieser

Ebene können lernrelevante Interaktionen hinsichtlich ihres Bezugscharak-

ters zwischen den Lernpartnern differenziert werden, wie zum Beispiel Eli-

zitation oder kritische Aushandlung. Ein soziales Kooperationsskript zielt

auf die Ebene der sozialen Modi der Ko-Konstruktion ab und sollte be-

stimmte Interaktionen Lernender fördern.
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Soziokulturelle Ansätze zur gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion be-

tonen demgegenüber, dass gemeinsame Wissenskonstruktion nicht nur ei-

nen für Wissenserwerb günstigen Kontext darstellt, sondern dass Lernen

grundlegend sozial vermittelt ist. Ein zentraler Wirkmechanismus gemein-

samer Wissenskonstruktion ist aus soziokultureller Perspektive die Interna-

lisierung von Prozessen, die auf der sozialen Ebene angesiedelt sind. Bei-

spielsweise erproben Lernende gemeinsam die Anwendung von Wissen auf

Probleme, internalisieren diese Prozesse und können dann diejenigen An-

forderungen, die sie zuvor nur mit sozialer Unterstützung meistern konnten,

alleine bewältigen. Diese kognitiven Prozesse der Aufgabenbearbeitung

sollten aus soziokultureller Perspektive also Aufschlüsse über internale

Lernprozesse gestatten. Kognitive Prozesse können durch epistemische Ak-

tivitäten repräsentiert werden. Epistemische Aktivitäten beziehen sich auf

die Art der Wissenskonstruktionsaufgabe. Auf der Ebene der epistemischen

Aktivitäten können also Handlungen differenziert werden, die mit der Kon-

struktion und Veränderung von Wissen zu tun haben. Beispiele für solche

Handlungen sind Definieren, Elaborieren, Bewerten und Begründen. We-

sentliche Einflussgrößen auf der Ebene der epistemischen Aktivitäten sind

die Lernumgebung und der Gegenstandsbereich. Für die gemeinsame, com-

puterunterstützte Wissenskonstruktion sind insbesondere solche epistemi-

schen Aktivitäten von Bedeutung, die Relationen zwischen Konzepten und

Fallinformationen konstruieren. Ein epistemisches Kooperationsskript, zielt

auf die Ebene der epistemischen Aktivitäten ab und sollte bestimmte aufga-

benbezogene Handlungen Lernender fördern.

Gemeinsame Wissenskonstruktion fördert gegenüber traditioneller

Lehre spezifische Lernergebnisse. Gemeinsame Wissenskonstruktion hat

zum Ziel, dass Lernende mehrere Perspektiven auf einen Wissensbereich

kritisch diskutieren, Wissen anwenden lernen und zu umfassenderen Wis-

sensmodellen gelangen, als sie dazu alleine in der Lage wären. Darüber hin-

aus kann bei der gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion unterschieden werden,

inwiefern Lernende Wissen erfolgreich gemeinsam anwenden können und

inwiefern Lernende Wissen individuell erwerben können. In Bezug auf die

Ergebnisse gemeinsamer Wissenskonstruktion wird daher fokussiertes und

mehrperspektivisches anwendbares Wissen als Ko-Konstrukt sowie der in-

dividuelle Erwerb fokussierten und mehrperspektivischen anwendbaren
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Wissens betrachtet. Unter Wissen als Ko-Konstrukt wird das Wissen ver-

standen, das die miteinander diskutierenden Lernenden gemeinsam anwen-

den. Das individuell erworbene Wissen ist das Wissen, das die Lernen in

einen anderen Kontext transferieren und selbständig anwenden können. Fo-

kussiertes Wissen ist Wissen, das auf zentrale Aspekte eines komplexen

Problems angewendet werden kann. Mehrperspektivisches Wissen hingegen

ist Wissen, das auf mehrere, möglicherweise widersprüchliche Problemas-

pekte angewendet werden kann.

Es werden sowohl quantitative als auch qualitative Methoden für die

empirische Studie verwendet. In einem 2×2-Design wurden die Faktoren

„soziales Skript“ (nicht vorhanden vs. vorhanden) und „epistemisches

Skript“ (nicht vorhanden vs. vorhanden) variiert. 96 Hochschulstudenten der

Pädagogik wurden in Dreiergruppen zufällig einer der vier Bedingungen

zugeordnet. Die Studie zielt auf folgende Fragestellungen ab:

- Inwiefern beeinflussen soziales Skript und epistemisches Skript

und ihre Kombination soziale und kognitive Prozesse der ge-

meinsamen Wissenskonstruktion?

- Inwiefern beeinflussen soziales Skript und epistemisches Skript

und ihre Kombination die Ergebnisse der gemeinsamen Wis-

senskonstruktion?

- Inwiefern hängen Prozesse und Ergebnisse der gemeinsamen

Wissenskonstruktion zusammen?

- Inwiefern können in den einzelnen experimentellen Bedingungen

bestimmte Diskursmuster identifiziert werden?

Die Teilnehmer wurden aus einem Einführungskurs in die Erzie-

hungswissenschaften in verschiedene Räume eingeladen. Diese Einfüh-

rungsveranstaltung bestand aus einer einstündigen Vorlesung sowie einer

zweistündigen Seminarsitzung pro Woche. Eine der Sitzungen bestehend

aus Vorlesung und Seminar entfiel und wurde durch dreistündige virtuelle

Sitzungen ersetzt, die über den Zeitraum von zwei Monaten verteilt für je-

weils drei Teilnehmer organisiert wurden.
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Der Versuch gliederte sich in eine individuelle Pre-Test-Phase, eine

individuelle Lernphase, eine kooperative Lernphase, sowie in eine individu-

elle Post-Test-Phase. Die individuelle Pre-Test-Phase beinhaltete die Erhe-

bung mittels Fragebogen verschiedener Kontrollvariablen (z. B. Ungewiss-

heitsorientierung) und einem Vorwissenstest zu anwendbarem Wissen.

Nach der Pre-Test-Phase sollten die Teilnehmer in einer individuellen Lern-

phase einen dreiseitigen Text zu Weiner‘s (1985) Attributionstheorie sorg-

fältig lesen. Diese Attributionstheorie ist ein typischer Inhalt der Einfüh-

rungsveranstaltung und Lernziel der computerunterstützten Lernumgebung.

Dabei wurde es den Probanden ermöglicht, sich Notizen zu machen. Nach-

dem die Lernenden in die computerunterstützte Lernumgebungen eingeführt

wurden, war es die Aufgabe der Dreiergruppen, in einer kooperativen Lern-

phase drei Fälle auf Basis der Attributionstheorie zu diskutieren und sich für

jeden Fall auf eine gemeinsame Analyse zu einigen. Dafür war für jede Ex-

perimentalgruppe ein Zeitrahmen von insgesamt 80 Minuten vorgesehen.

Die Teilnehmer kommunizierten dabei über eine textbasierte computerver-

mittelte Lernumgebung. Die Teilnehmer verfügten bis zum Ende der koope-

rativen Lernphase über den Text zur Attributionstheorie. Während der ko-

operativen Lernphase wurden alle Interaktionen der Lernenden mittels der

WWW-basierten Lernumgebung aufgezeichnet. Als zentrale Aspekte des

kooperativen Lernprozesses wurden die sozialen Modi der Ko-Konstruktion

sowie die epistemischen Aktivitäten erfasst. In einer individuellen Post-

Test-Phase wurde der individuelle Wissenstransfer in Bezug auf anwendba-

res Wissen sowie einige Kontrollvariablen (z. B. computerspezifische Ein-

stellungen) erfasst.

Die Lernumgebung für die kooperative Lernphase bestand aus einer

Reihe passwortgeschützter Webseiten. Vor dem Versuch wurden die einzel-

nen vernetzten Computersysteme in die passwortgeschützte Lernumgebung

unter dem jeweiligen Codenamen der Versuchsteilnehmer eingeloggt.

Den Dreiergruppen in der „Diskurs ohne Skript“-Bedingung (=

Kontrollgruppe) stand für jeden der drei Fälle ein eigenes textbasiertes

computervermitteltes Diskussionsforum zur Verfügung, das individuell an-

gesteuert werden konnte. Die Fallbeschreibungen waren innerhalb der je-

weiligen Diskussionsforen stets präsent. Innerhalb der Diskussionsforen
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konnten völlig neue Beiträge verfasst werden (= initialisierende Nachrichten

eines Diskussionsfadens) oder auf bereits existierende Nachrichten geant-

wortet werden (= Antworten, die nachfolgende Positionen innerhalb eines

Diskussionsfadens einnehmen).

In der Bedingung „soziales Skript“ verfügten die Teilnehmer über

dieselbe Technik wie in der Bedingung „Diskurs ohne Skript“. Darüber hin-

aus sollte jeder Proband zwei Rollen einnehmen, nämlich (a) Fallanalytiker

für einen der drei Fälle und (b) Konstruktiver Kritiker für die Analysen der

Lernpartner in Bezug auf die beiden anderen Fälle. Rolle (a) beinhaltete die

Übernahme der Verantwortung für eine erste und eine abschließende Analy-

se eines Falles und die Beantwortung der Kritiken der Lernpartner. In ihrer

Funktion als konstruktive Kritiker – Rolle (b) – sollten die Probanden die

Analysen der beiden anderen Fälle kritisieren, die von ihren Lernpartnern

erstellt wurden. Diese Funktion des konstruktiven Kritikers wurde durch

Prompts unterstützt, die automatisch den Nachrichten der Kritiker und die

Antworten der Fallanalytiker angefügt wurden. Diese Prompts lauteten

„Folgende Punkte sind mir noch unklar:“, „Punkte bei denen wir noch nicht

einer Meinung sind:“ sowie „Meine Vorschläge für eine Änderung der A-

nalyse:“. Die Antworten der Fallanalytiker wurden mit korrespondierenden

Prompts unterstützt, nämlich „Zu den Unklarheiten:“, „Zu unseren Mei-

nungsverschiedenheiten:“ sowie „Zu den Änderungsvorschlägen:“. Die

Aufgabe der Lernenden lautete, auf diese Prompts entsprechend zu reagie-

ren. Darüber hinaus beinhaltete das soziale Skript eine gesprächssteuernde

Komponente. Jede der beschriebenen Aktivitäten sollte von den Teilneh-

mern in einem bestimmten Zeitrahmen ausgefüllt werden, wobei insgesamt

80 Minuten für die Analyse der drei Fälle zur Verfügung stand. Die Studie-

renden wurden dabei durch alle drei Fälle geleitet und dazu aufgefordert,

abwechselnd die Rolle des Fallanalytikers und des Kritikers zu übernehmen.

Dabei wurden für jeden Fall 8 Beiträge verfasst: eine erste Analyse, zwei

Kritiken, zwei Antworten auf diese Kritiken, zwei neue Kritiken und eine

abschließende Analyse.

In der Bedingung „epistemisches Skript“ verfügten die Teilnehmer

über dieselbe Technik wie in der Bedingung ”offener Diskurs”. Darüber

hinaus wurde jede Nachricht, die einen Diskussionsfaden initialisierte,
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durch Prompts vorstrukturiert. Diese Prompts sollten die Lernende bei der

Analyse der Fälle unterstützen (z. B. „Geht der Attribution ein Erfolg oder

ein Misserfolg voraus?“, „Ist die Lokalität der Attribution internal oder ex-

ternal?“ und „Wird auf eine stabile oder eine variable Ursache attribuiert?“).

Die Prompts wurden durch leere Zeilen voneinander getrennt, in die die

Probanden jeweils die Antworten auf diese Prompts schreiben sollten.

In der Kombination beider Skripts wurden wiederum alle initialisie-

renden Nachrichten durch die Prompts der epistemischen Skriptkomponente

vorstrukturiert. Die Rollenverteilung inklusive der entsprechenden Prompts

entsprach der sozialen Skriptkomponente. D. h. dass die erste und die ab-

schließende Analyse des Fallanalytikers mit Hilfe der Prompts des epistemi-

schen Skripts vorstrukturiert wurde und alle weiteren Abläufe der Bedin-

gung des sozialen Skripts entsprachen.

Treatmentchecks zeigen, dass der Kooperationsskript-Ansatz mit

Hilfe der Strukturierung von Schnittstellen zur computervermittelten Kom-

munikation erfolgreich umgesetzt werden konnte.

Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass das soziale Kooperationsskript gleich-

verteilte Partizipation am Diskurs unterstützt. Gleichzeitig sinkt der Anteil

nicht-epistemischer Aktivitäten. Das soziale Skript führt zu einer stärkeren

Bezugnahme der Lernpartner und fördert bestimmte soziale Modi der Ko-

Konstruktion, z. B. kritisches Aushandeln. Darüber hinaus fördert das sozi-

ale Kooperationsskript den individuellen Erwerb multi-perspektivischen

anwendbaren Wissens. Das soziale Skript scheint Lernende dabei zu unter-

stützen, ihre Ideen mit den Ideen ihrer Lernpartner zu konfrontieren und

verschiedene Perspektiven einzunehmen.

Das epistemische Skript erhöht den Anteil spezifischer epistemischer

Aktivitäten, und fördert die gemeinsame Anwendung fokussierten Wissens.

Das Skript reduziert allerdings gleichzeitig die Häufigkeit wichtiger sozialer

Modi der Ko-Konstruktion (z. B. Elizitation). Bezüglich der Lernergebnisse

kann gezeigt werden, dass das epistemische Skript individuellen Wissens-

erwerb beeinträchtigt. Eine Erklärung hierfür könnte sein, dass wichtige

soziale Prozesse der gemeinsamen Wissenskonstruktion durch das epistemi-

sche Skript eher verhindert als gefördert werden.
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Interaktionseffekte beider Faktoren können gefunden werden in Be-

zug auf den sozialen Modus der Externalisierung, was als lautes Denken vor

der Gruppe charakterisiert werden kann. Lernende mit beiden Kooperations-

skripts externalisieren ähnlich häufig wie Lernende die allein mit einem

sozialen Kooperationsskript unterstützt werden. Effekte des sozialen Koope-

rationsskripts scheinen in Bezug auf die sozialen Modi der Ko-Konstruktion

dominant zu sein, so dass Effekte des epistemischen Skripts nivelliert wer-

den. Weiterhin findet sich ein Interaktionseffekt beider Faktoren in Bezug

auf die epistemische Aktivität der Konstruktion von Relationen zwischen

konzeptuellem Raum und Problemraum. Die Ergebnisse legen nahe, dass

ein ähnlich hohes Niveau dieser epistemischen Aktivität mit jeder Art von

Skript gefördert werden kann. In Bezug auf die Ergebnisse gemeinsamer

Wissenskonstruktion kann ein Interaktionseffekt hinsichtlich des individu-

ellen Erwerbs fokussierten anwendbaren Wissens gefunden werden. Dabei

muss allerdings festgestellt werden, dass die Kombination beider Skripts

dieses Lernergebnis nicht über den Durchschnittswert der Kontrollgruppe

hinaus fördern kann. Möglicherweise zeigt sich hier eine Tendenz, dass

Wissen, das durch eine epistemische Skriptkomponente bei der gemeinsa-

men Fallbearbeitung gefördert werden kann, mit Hilfe der sozialen Skript-

komponente internalisiert werden kann.

Insgesamt zeigt die Studie, dass durch die Strukturierung der Kom-

munikationsschnittstelle mittels promptbasierter Kooperationsskripts erheb-

licher Einfluss auf Prozesse und Ergebnisse der gemeinsamen Wissenskon-

struktion genommen werden kann. Aus den Ergebnissen können also fol-

gende Schlüsse gezogen werden: Epistemische Skripts eignen sich insbe-

sondere zur Unterstützung der gemeinsamen Wissensanwendung z. B. für

kooperatives Problemlösen, bei denen die gleichberechtigte Partizipation

und der individuelle Wissenserwerb weniger im Vordergrund stehen, als die

effiziente Bearbeitung eines vorgegebenen Problems in der Gruppe. Im um-

gekehrten Fall hingegen erscheinen soziale Skripts besser geeignet. Soziale

Skripts unterstützen den individuellen Wissenserwerb als Ergebnis gemein-

samer Wissenskonstruktion. Die Kombination der beiden Skriptformen

kann nur zum Teil zu einer Kombination der Vorteile der einzelnen Maß-

nahmen führen. Zum größeren Teil dominieren in diesem Fall die ungünsti-

gen Wirkungen der einzelnen Skriptkomponenten. Es stellt sich daher die
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Frage, wie schnittstellenbasierte Skripts verbessert werden können. Die Er-

gebnisse legen nahe, dass Kooperationsskripts auch soziale Komponenten

berücksichtigen sollten. Weiterhin könnte eine sukzessive Reduktion der

instruktionalen Unterstützung durch Skripts (fading) die Internalisierung

anwendbaren Wissens fördern.
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1 Changing Learning through CSCL

Computers and the internet have enabled learners to construct

knowledge in virtual or online seminars together with learning partners from

all over the world, who share interests rather than time and location (Collins

& Bielayczyc, 1997). Learners may engage through computer-mediated

communication (CMC) in a specific form of computer-supported collabora-

tive learning (CSCL, Koschmann, 1996). Learners choose, for example,

from a course catalogue of virtual universities, such as the Virtual Univer-

sity of Bavaria, and access virtual seminars via the internet from any con-

venient place at any time. In virtual seminars, locally distant students may

engage in collaborative knowledge construction at different times. They

work on tasks together through CMC in order to acquire knowledge. In this

way, learners who may have demanding schedules, such as jobholders or

single parents, can access further education more easily.

Some CSCL environments may not only aim to improve access to

education, but also to qualitatively change learning (e.g., Computer Sup-

ported Intentional Learning Environment – CSILE, Scardamalia & Bereiter,

1996; Scardamalia, Bereiter, McLean, J., & Woodruff, 1989). CSILE aims

to facilitate collaborative knowledge construction as alternative to tradi-

tional classroom teaching, which is often observed as a teacher explaining a

concept to more or less passive students (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1994).

CSCL-students are expected to explore complex problems by contributing

their individual perspectives and resources, as well as by commenting on

each others’ perspectives in a shared workspace, which they can access via

the internet. Students’ ideas and questions are represented in a central data-

base. This representation aims to facilitate learners to build on each others’

contributions, reference each others’ work, and create syntheses. Thus, a

shared knowledge base of a learning community can be successively built.

Several generations of students may build on, contribute to, and expand this

knowledge base. Compared to students in traditional classrooms, students in
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some CSCL environments have been found to engage in more complex,

coherent social and cognitive activities, to acquire more knowledge, and to

apply knowledge from multiple perspectives (Scardamalia & Bereiter,

1994).

In contrast to these results, several studies indicate that collaborative

knowledge construction is not superior to traditional classroom teaching per

se, because students are rarely accustomed to constructing knowledge col-

laboratively (Mandl, Gruber, & Renkl, 1996). Students may therefore be

even less familiar with CSCL. Furthermore, the little that students know

about ‘learning together’ may not be transferable to CSCL. Because of this,

CSCL may pose particular difficulties for students. In the following para-

graph known problems of collaborative knowledge construction will be out-

lined. Subsequently, it will be shown how these problems may become more

complicated in CSCL.

Problems of collaborative knowledge construction can be allocated

to social processes as well as to cognitive processes. Social processes of

collaborative knowledge construction may be impeded, because learners

may often opt for quick consensus instead of building on each others’ con-

tributions and establishing shared conceptions of a problem (cf. Chinn &

Brewer, 1993; Clark, Weinberger, Jucks, Spitulnik, & Wallace, in press;

Nastasi & Clements, 1992). For instance, learners may agree upon sugges-

tions of the best-respected student within a learning group regardless of the

quality of his/her proposals. As far as cognitive processes of collaborative

knowledge construction are concerned, learners sometimes disregard strate-

gies, theories or specific aspects of collaborative learning tasks (Crook,

1995; Hogan, Nastasi, & Pressley, 2000). For instance, collaborative learn-

ers rarely seem to follow an adequate sequence of problem-solving steps

and often engage in behavior that has been termed as satisficing (Chinn,

O’Donnell, & Jinks, 2000; Simon, 1955): collaborative learners often di-

gress, oversimplify and orient themselves towards minimal requirements of

collaborative learning tasks. Consequently, numerous studies indicate that

the desired effects of collaborative knowledge construction often fail to

emerge; learners construct inaccurate knowledge which they cannot apply
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and are not enabled to take multiple perspectives on a subject matter (e.g.,

Tudge, 1989).

How may these problems reemerge in CSCL? In addition to the de-

mands of collaborative knowledge construction, CSCL requires new cultural

techniques, e.g., handling computers as media for communication. CMC is

demanding, because discussants may not immediately react to others’ con-

tributions. Especially in text-based CMC discussants may take their time to

formulate their own written reactions. As a consequence, CMC discussants

may have difficulties inferring where in discourse their partners are. This

may cause discussants to reach different focal points and to lack in under-

standing one another. Accordingly, some studies found CMC to be sub-

optimal with respect to discourse coordination and coherence (e.g., Hiltz,

Johnson, & Turoff, 1986; Kiesler & Sproull, 1992). Incoherence and coor-

dination difficulties of CMC have been argued to impede collaborative

knowledge construction (Gräsel, Fischer, Bruhn, & Mandl, 2001; Kiesler,

1992). In order to generate productive collaborative knowledge construc-

tion, neither bringing students together nor providing access to a shared da-

tabase via CMC seems to suffice.

Against this problematic background of collaborative knowledge

construction in CSCL environments, social and cognitive processes of col-

laborative knowledge construction may need instructional support. Instruc-

tional support in CSCL environments may, for instance, provide a structure

for collaborative learners to better connect their single contributions to each

other and consequently, to facilitate the construction of coherent structures

of applicable knowledge within a subject matter (Scardamalia & Bereiter,

1996). Specific processes of collaborative knowledge construction can be

facilitated in CSCL when students are expected to assign to their individual

messages different given categories, such as ‘problem,’ ‘what I already

know,’ ‘new learning,’ and ‘my theory’ (Scardamalia et al., 1989). These

message types aim to foster specific collaborative task strategies. In this

way, instructional support is implemented into a CSCL environment and

learners are led to engage in specific discourse activities when they con-

struct knowledge collaboratively online.
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Still, there has been little empirical or theory-based research and

systematic experimental variation with respect to instructional support that

is oriented towards specific processes of collaborative knowledge construc-

tion realized within CSCL environments. Much is known in educational

psychology about how collaborative knowledge construction can be facili-

tated. However, this knowledge is seldom applied in designing instructional

support for CSCL environments. Although CSCL research produces fasci-

nating technical scenarios, only a few CSCL environments build on instruc-

tional approaches developed and analyzed in educational psychology. The

design of CSCL environments is typically based on what is technologically

feasible or aims to assimilate CMC to face-to-face (FTF) communication,

which is implicitly assumed to be an ‘ideal and normal’ context for collabo-

rative knowledge construction. Therefore, some CSCL environments are

designed to support discourse coordination, e.g., turn taking, in order to

compensate differences between CMC and FTF. Beyond facilitating dis-

course coordination, more specific processes of collaborative knowledge

construction may be facilitated by design of CSCL environments. Acknowl-

edged instructional approaches based on educational psychological research

explain what specific processes are essential to collaborative knowledge

construction.

Probably the most influential theoretical approaches to explain, pre-

dict, and facilitate the mechanisms of collaborative knowledge construction

in educational psychology derive from a socio-cognitive perspective (see

Slavin, 1996; Webb, 1989). According to this perspective, when working in

small groups, learners construct knowledge by discussing and sharing

knowledge with their learning partners. Thus, collaborative knowledge con-

struction is believed to build on specific social and cognitive processes. Stu-

dents actively engage in social and cognitive processes when jointly work-

ing on learning tasks, such as applying theoretical concepts to problems,

asking and answering questions, and building consensus with respect to the

learning task. These specific processes may facilitate multiple perspectives

on learning content and may foster applicable knowledge.

Some socio-cognitive instructional approaches aim to facilitate proc-

esses of collaborative knowledge construction, which falls in direct contrast
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to changing conditions of collaborative knowledge construction, e.g., by

training the individual learners prior to collaboration or providing a specific

incentive structure (see Slavin, 1993). Several process-oriented instructional

approaches provide an external structure to facilitate specific interactions of

learners (e.g., reciprocal teaching, Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Rosenshine &

Meister, 1994). In reciprocal teaching, learners are provided with a structure

for comprehending text material in small groups. This structure contains

several activities in a specific sequence, which are modeled by the teacher.

These activities include specific text comprehension fostering strategies that

the learners are expected to apply, namely questioning, summarizing, clari-

fying, and predicting. First, learners read the beginning section of a text.

Subsequently, one learner takes the role of the teacher. The learner’s task is

to ask questions on the text that should be answered by another learner.

Then, the student in the teacher role tries to summarize the main ideas of the

text. If necessary the learning partner completes missing subjects. Thereafter

the ‘teacher’ identifies difficult passages of the text and tries to clear them

up in collaboration with the learning partner. Finally, all learners try to pre-

dict the contents of the following text passages. Learners change teacher and

learner roles for following text passages in order to assure equal involve-

ment of all learners in collaborative knowledge construction. The adopted

strategies tend to enhance learning by facilitating the learners to engage in

effective processes of knowledge construction. Approaches that provide

structure to collaboration have been subsumed in O’Donnell and Dan-

sereau’s (1992) scripted cooperation approach (cf. Derry, 1999). This ap-

proach has been well researched and has proven to effectively facilitate

learning (O’Donnell, 1999). In this approach, an externally induced struc-

ture of collaborative knowledge construction processes is called a coopera-

tion script. Typically, cooperation scripts combine the facilitation of social

and cognitive processes. Therefore, an important, but rarely answered ques-

tion is, how cooperation scripts that are oriented towards social processes,

and cooperation scripts that are oriented towards cognitive processes, as

well as the combination of both, facilitate collaborative knowledge con-

struction?

The facilitation of both process dimensions should result in specific

outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction. In contrast to traditional
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classroom teaching and individual studying, collaborative knowledge con-

struction is meant to foster specific qualities of knowledge. Learners are

expected to apply knowledge to a problem jointly. Collaborative knowledge

construction may therefore pose a test bed for the adequacy of learners’ ini-

tial problem-solving strategies. In this way, applicable knowledge can be

regarded to as a specific learning outcome of collaborative knowledge con-

struction. When learners establish and maintain shared conceptions of a

problem in collaborative knowledge construction, they need to discuss and

integrate multiple perspectives on a subject matter. Learner may not only

acquire individual problem-solving strategies, but examine problems more

closely considering alternative approaches. However, there is little research

explaining to what extent instructional approaches to facilitate specific pro-

cesses and specific outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction apply

in CSCL environments.

In chapter 2, theoretical perspectives to explain and predict processes

of collaborative knowledge construction will be discussed. In the first part

of this chapter, collaborative knowledge construction will be defined and

socio-cognitive theories will be portrayed. Based on ideas of transactive

discourse (Teasley, 1997) and social modes of co-construction (Fischer,

2001; Fischer, Bruhn, Gräsel, & Mandl, 2002), social processes as they

come forth in discourse will be addressed. With respect to cognitive proc-

esses, a model of epistemic activities (Fischer, 2001; Fischer et al., 2002)

will be discussed, describing how learners work on the learning task.

In chapter 3, a systematic approach towards types and qualities of

knowledge will be introduced. Specific outcomes of collaborative knowl-

edge construction referring to applicability and perspectivity of knowledge

will be classed with this systematic approach.

In chapter 4, an overview of how instructional support may be real-

ized in CSCL environments will be discussed first. Next, instructional sup-

port will be conceptualized based on socio-cognitive approaches such as

scripted cooperation (O’Donnell, 1999). Finally, approaches of CSCL re-

search and educational psychology will be linked to build prompt-based

cooperation scripts for CSCL.
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In chapter 5 the theoretical framework will be summarized and the

research questions regarding processes and outcomes of CSCL supported

with social and epistemic cooperation scripts will be formulated.

In chapter 6 the methods of how the study was conducted and how

the variables were operationalized will be introduced. Additionally, the

CSCL environment of the study including the learning material will be pre-

sented.

Chapter 7 gives an overview of the results. First, effects of social and

epistemic cooperation scripts on social and cognitive processes of collabo-

rative knowledge construction will be reported; subsequently, effects on

learning outcomes will be presented. Then, relations between processes and

outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction in CSCL environments

will be reported. Finally, one case study for each of the four experimental

conditions will be presented.

Chapter 8 will discuss, interpret, and compare the findings of the

empirical study to prior findings. Furthermore, the case studies will be dis-

cussed. The findings of the study will then be put into perspective concern-

ing a number of limitations of the study. Furthermore, future research ques-

tions as well as implications for constructing CSCL environments will be

outlined.
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2 Processes of Collaborative Know-
ledge Construction in CSCL
Environments

Thus far, collaborative knowledge construction has described several

forms of learning together. This description does not include information

about specific socio-cognitive processes of ‘learning’ or what ‘together’

means (cf. Dillenbourg, 1999; Mandl & Renkl, 1992).

In fields of practice, ‘learning together’ may have diverse meanings.

When asking a student to ‘learn together,’ he or she might associate control

and evaluation by another student in simple learning tasks, such as vocabu-

lary testing. A teacher might associate silent group work with students tak-

ing over specific individual tasks of a major project assigned to a small

group. There are many more examples of what ‘learning together’ might

include. In accordance to Mandl and Renkl (1992), more local theories of

learning together need to be applied. Thus, ‘learning together’ needs to be

specified as collaborative knowledge construction for the purpose of this

study.

Definitions can be built by specifying the processes of learning to-

gether. A general distinction has been made between cooperative and col-

laborative learning (Dillenbourg, Baker, Blaye, & O’Malley, 1995; Ros-

chelle & Teasley, 1995; Webb, 1989). Cooperative learning is characterized

by a division of learning tasks within a group of learners (Slavin, 1996).

Learners work on segments of a larger task individually and compose the

separate solutions afterwards. Collaborative learning, in contrast, involves

the “mutual engagement of participants in a coordinated effort” (Roschelle

& Teasley, 1995, p. 70) to work on the learning task. In collaborative

learning, learners actively interact with each other on a continual basis

without major interruptions by teachers. Collaborative learning has also

been compared to peer tutoring or peer teaching, which is defined by the
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involvement of more knowledgeable peers (Chan, 2001; Cohen, 1986; Reis-

erer, 2003). Based on these specifications, collaborative knowledge con-

struction can be defined:

Collaborative knowledge construction refers to mutual engage-

ment of peers of equivalent learning prerequisites in learning

tasks with intertwined layers of socio-cognitive processes (cf.

Dillenbourg et al., 1995) as “the result of a continued attempt to

construct and maintain a shared conception of a problem”

(Roschelle & Teasley, 1995, p. 70) with the goals to solve the

problem and to individually acquire knowledge (Chan, 2001).

A criterion not yet addressed by the above definition is the group

size, indicating how many learners are collaboratively constructing knowl-

edge. Typically, learning groups should be small enough to allow any mem-

ber of the group to participate in socio-cognitive processes of collaborative

knowledge construction (cf. Cohen, 1994). Therefore, typical small groups

consist of three to five participants (Dillenbourg, 1999). In many studies on

collaborative knowledge construction, only dyads are subject to research. In

dyads, however, several phenomena, which are known to affect collabora-

tive knowledge construction, may not arise. For instance, learners may only

have the opportunity for free riding (Kerr & Bruun, 1983) in larger groups.

Learners in dyads must address each other more frequently, thus lowering

the possibility of free riding.

In this chapter, socio-cognitive theories of learning associated with

CSCL will be portrayed, and specific social and cognitive process charac-

teristics of collaborative knowledge construction will be discussed in detail.

Next, context factors influencing processes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction will be introduced. Subsequently, an overview of effects of com-

puter support on processes of collaborative knowledge construction will be

given. Finally, the chapter will be summarized and the basic assumptions of

socio-cognitive theories will be critically discussed.
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2.1 Socio-Cognitive Theories of Collaborative
Knowledge Construction

There are several socio-cognitive perspectives on collaborative

knowledge construction. For an elaborate overview of the most recent ap-

proaches see Fischer (2002). In this work, only a sample of theoretical ap-

proaches will be discussed. This selection should include influential ap-

proaches of modern educational psychology that explain mechanisms and

predict effects of collaborative knowledge construction as defined above.

The theoretical approaches should have particular explanatory power for the

specific research questions of this study.

The underlying assumption of socio-cognitive approaches is that

processes and outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction are related.

The two most influential socio-cognitive approaches towards collaborative

knowledge construction are (1) socio-constructivist approaches, and (2),

socio-cultural approaches. The most influential research of these approaches

originates within the field of developmental psychology. The most impor-

tant exponents of both approaches, however, Piaget and Vygotsky respec-

tively, have strongly influenced modern socio-cognitive perspectives on

collaborative knowledge construction (see O’Donnell & King, 1999) and

have been particularly linked to CSCL (see Koschmann, 1996).

Social processes will be outlined in reference to socio-constructivist

approaches and cognitive processes will be linked with socio-cultural ap-

proaches. Based on Fischer’s (2001) framework, social modes of co-

construction as well as epistemic activities will be discussed with reference

to social and cognitive processes.

2.1.1 Socio-constructivist theories and social processes

Piaget has influenced a specific perspective on collaborative knowl-

edge construction (Piaget, 1985). Individuals construct knowledge by a pro-

cess called equilibration, which has been described as the search for logical
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coherence in understanding (cf. De Lisi & Goldbeck, 1999). Individuals aim

to establish and maintain consistent, equilibrated models of their contexts*.

Knowledge construction occurs, when individuals accommodate cognitive

structures to better describe this context. Concepts are refined and/or new

knowledge is constructed. Individuals may also assimilate a given situation

into existing cognitive structures. In this way, individuals may deal with

concepts without changing existing cognitive structures. Therefore, indi-

viduals may sometimes disregard or misperceive information that contra-

dicts existing cognitive structures (Kuhn, 2001). Another option is imitation

(cf. De Lisi & Goldbeck, 1999; Fischer, 2002). Individuals may simply

pretend to adopt the perspective of another person, but do not restructure

their perspective. They achieve pseudoconsensus rather than actual accom-

modation (see Brown & Palincsar, 1989). Furthermore, individuals may

only make momentary adjustments. For instance, a student being corrected

by a teacher may change his/her response, but not the misconceptions re-

sponsible for the original wrong response. Another equilibration strategy is

to respond playfully, making light of the inconsistencies of the cognitive

structures. Complex subject matters are thus often oversimplified (cf.

Koschmann, Kelson, Feltovich, & Barrows, 1996).

This perspective on knowledge construction underlines the impor-

tance of inducing perturbations or disequilibrium of cognitive structures in

order to foster processes of equilibration as a motivation and first prerequi-

site to knowledge construction. Perturbations may evolve in social interac-

tion, when divergent views are being discussed. Neo-Piagetians therefore

consider socio-cognitive conflict as one of the central mechanism of col-

laborative knowledge construction (e.g., Doise & Mugny, 1984). It has been

argued that socio-cognitive conflict evolves in peer interaction rather than in

traditional classroom practice (= teacher learner interaction). Peer interac-

tion may make it more likely for learners to enter into a negotiation of mul-

tiple perspectives (Hogan et al., 2000). As learners may engage in socio-

cognitive conflict during more equal or horizontal interaction with peers

                                                
* This basic principle, in which individuals try to explain their environment and dissolve

inconsistencies, can be found in several other cognitive theories, such as attribution the-
ory or cognitive dissonance theory.
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rather than during more hierarchical or vertical interaction with teachers, a

change of learners’ cognitive structures can be initiated more easily in peer

interaction than in teacher learner interaction (Hatano & Inagaki, 1991;

Piaget, 1985).

Socio-cognitive conflict is not a sufficient condition for knowledge

construction, but needs to be productively dissolved by coordinating diver-

gent views in order to achieve more highly developed solutions to problems

(Chan, 2001; Nastasi & Clements, 1992). Several empirical studies within

the Piagetian framework have been conducted aiming to specify productive

interactions (Berkowitz & Gibbs, 1983; Kruger, 1992; Kruger & Tomasello,

1986). These studies examined in particular discourse interactions of learn-

ers. Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983) focused on interactions that relate to dis-

equilibrium from the perspective of transactive discourse (Dewey & Bent-

ley, 1949). Transactive discourse is defined as “reasoning that operates on

the reasoning of another” (Berkowitz & Gibbs, 1983, p. 402). Interactions

may be more or less transactive. An example for a less transactive discourse

is when collaborative learners juxtapose their contributions without refer-

ring to contributions of other discussants. An example for a highly transac-

tive discourse move is integration-oriented consensus building, which is

when discussants directly point out aspects of the contribution of learning

partners that they themselves have not considered and build them into their

own line of argumentation. Peer interaction has proven to produce more

transactive discourse than teacher-learner interaction (Kruger, 1992; Kruger

& Tomasello, 1986). The degree of transactivity of social interactions has

been found to be positively correlated with outcomes of collaborative

knowledge construction (Teasley, 1997).

The individual social interactions have not only been rated on a scale

of transactivity, but have also been respected for their individual functions

of collaborative knowledge construction (Fischer, 2001; Hakkarainen &

Palonen, 2003). For example, integration-oriented consensus building has

been regarded to as relevant for learning, not only due to its transactivity,

but because integration-oriented consensus building may indicate the con-

struction of a shared conceptual understanding. This idea of specific social

modes has been adopted and developed by Fischer and colleagues (Fischer,
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2001; Fischer et al., 2002), who identified a range of social modes of in-

creasing transactivity.

In the following paragraphs the increasingly transactive social modes

of knowledge co-construction and their distinct knowledge construction

function will be introduced in more detail. These social modes are externali-

zation, elicitation, quick consensus building, integration-oriented consensus

building, and conflict-oriented consensus building.

Externalization

Externalization (of knowledge) can be a task-related activity directed

towards other group members, but is of a low level of transactivity. Never-

theless, externalization has been regarded to as a central mechanism of col-

laborative knowledge construction (Webb, 1989). Learners explicate their

knowledge, which may make (mis-)conceptions accessible for the learners

in a group. Furthermore, when externalizing, learners need to restructure

knowledge to convert it into linear form. Thus, knowledge is simultaneously

reorganized when is externalized (Huber, 1987). Consequently, the require-

ment to externalize knowledge has been connected to knowledge construc-

tion. Only the expectancy to externalize knowledge has shown to facilitate

learning (King, 1989b; Renkl, 1997). Individual learners do not engage in

externalization on their own, but rather, learn ‘silently.’ Externalization is

thus mainly motivated by social situations (see Cobb, 1988).

Webb (1989) acknowledges that externalization may not be a

mechanism of collaborative learning, but an indication of students with fa-

vorable individual learning prerequisites to be able to externalize knowledge

on a subject. Externalization may indicate prior differences between learners

rather than actual learning processes. It is commonly accepted that prior

knowledge is a central factor for collaborative knowledge construction (see

section 2.3; e.g., Renkl, 1997). This includes that learners with favorable

individual learning prerequisites may especially profit from collaborative

knowledge construction. Students with favorable prerequisites may benefit

the most from collaborative knowledge construction. Externalization may
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have a mediating function, but cannot be made responsible for variances

resulting from collaborative knowledge construction.

The uncertainty of the exact function of externalization for collabo-

rative knowledge construction is further increased by the fact that there is

disagreement on whether externalization is more beneficial for the individ-

ual who is externalizing knowledge or for the learner who listens to other

group members (Renkl, 1997). In contrast to most theoretical perspectives

and research on externalization (Lambiotte et al., 1988; Lambiotte et al.,

1987; Nastasi & Clements, 1991; Webb, 1989), Renkl (1997) found that

listening to externalization can be superior to externalizing knowledge. In

his study he grouped dyads of listeners and explainers. The explainers had

to externalize their knowledge on complex stochastic tasks. Listeners could

question and comment on the externalization, but were asked to stay in their

roles as listeners. Results show clear advantages for listeners in several

transfer tasks. Renkl proposes that active externalization can be connected

to considerable stress and detrimental effects on motivation and time spent

on a task. Learners who externalize may have less time to reflect on a com-

plex subject matter than listeners, but need to concentrate on coordination of

communication. Therefore, beneficial effects of externalization on knowl-

edge construction have been limited to more simple learning tasks such as

text comprehension, rather than complex problem-solving (Renkl, 1997).

Elicitation

Elicitation is a more transactive social mode than externalization.

Elicitation has been described as using learning partners as a resource by

asking questions (Fischer, 2001). Elicitation aims at initiating a reaction

from the learning partners. In this way, elicitation has been regarded to as

important for collaborative knowledge construction, because it may foster

externalization. Therefore, a learning group may access a larger knowledge

base by elicitation (cf. Dillenbourg et al., 1995; Fischer, 2001).

Beyond motivating externalization, elicitation may inspire further

exploration when learners discover gaps of understanding (Fischer, 2001).
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This may also help to discover socio-cognitive conflict (cf. Renkl, 1997).

The individuals who ask questions and receive elaborate explanations may

be enabled to fill in the gaps of their understanding and correct misconcep-

tions (Webb, Jonathan, Fall, & Fall, 1995). In this respect, elicitation may

be beneficial for the eliciting individual as well as for the responding group

members.

Some studies showed that in more successful groups more task-

related questions have been asked (e.g., King, 1994). Based on these find-

ings, some approaches successfully foster group learning by facilitating the

generation of questions, e.g., with the help of prompts (see chapter 4; King,

1999; Rosenshine, Meister, & Chapman, 1996). There are however indica-

tions that elicitation and receiving help can be detrimental when learners

become dependent on this help (Webb, Ender, & Lewis, 1986). Instead of

attempting to work on the learning task, students may rather seek help from

teachers.

Quick consensus building

In collaborative knowledge construction learners need to coordinate

themselves to reach a common goal (typically to solve a complex problem).

However, there are rarely objective criteria determining when this goal has

been reached. Therefore, learners need to build consensus regarding the

learning task in a process of negotiation. In Teasley’s work on transactive

discourse (Teasley, 1997), consensus building is more transactive than ex-

ternalization and elicitation. There are different styles of reaching consen-

sus, however, that vary in their degrees of transactivity. Quick consensus

building is moderately transactive. Quick consensus building can be de-

scribed as learners simply pretending to accept the contributions of their

learning partners in order to continue discourse. In this way, quick consen-

sus building may not indicate an actual change of perspective, but is rather a

coordinating discourse move (Fischer, 2001).

Learners coordinate their mutual understanding in discourse by a

process called grounding (Clark, 1992; Clark & Brennan, 1991). Grounding
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does not need to correspond to actual mutual understanding, but to the be-

lief, “that the partners have understood what the contributor meant to a crite-

rion sufficient for current purposes” (Clark & Schaefer, 1989, p. 262, italics

added by the author). There are indications that the main ‘current purpose’

of learners is discourse coordination (e.g., turn taking; Weinberger, 1998)

rather than “to construct and maintain a shared conception of a problem”

(Roschelle & Teasley, 1995, p. 70). Thus, quick consensus building has

been explicitly distinguished from other forms of consensus building rele-

vant to collaborative knowledge construction (see Fischer, 2001).

In Weinberger’s (1998) study, dyads in CMC compared to FTF dy-

ads were asked to analyze problem cases together. Their discourse was

analyzed with a coding system based on Clark’s (1992) grounding approach.

Although some grounding moves were found to relate to learning outcome,

quick consensus building did not affect knowledge construction in CMC or

in FTF. These results indicate that quick consensus building is not linearly

related to outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction. Quick consen-

sus building may instead be detrimental, when learners disregard other

forms of consensus building (cf. Keefer, Zeitz, & Resnick, 2000; Leitão,

2000; Leitão & Almeida, 2000; Linn & Burbules, 1993; Nastasi &

Clements, 1992). When grounding is impeded, however, e.g., in CSCL envi-

ronments, quick consensus building might become a more relevant factor

with respect to collaborative knowledge construction. Most suggestions to

improve CSCL therefore aim to facilitate coordination and quick consensus

building (Hesse, Garsoffky, & Hron, 1997).

Integration-oriented consensus building

One criterion of collaborative knowledge construction is that peers

may eventually establish and maintain shared conceptions of a subject mat-

ter. This can be understood as an approximate process of learners who ac-

cumulate and integrate their individual perspectives (Fischer et al., 2002;

Mercer, 1995). Learners may come to better understanding by adopting each

other’s perspectives. Thus, integration-oriented consensus building has been

regarded to as highly transactive (Berkowitz & Gibbs, 1983; Teasley, 1997).
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This mode is often implicitly suggested by collaborative knowledge con-

struction scenarios when asking learners to collaborate instead of to com-

pete. Collaborative tasks state a common goal for learners or require learn-

ers to come to a joint solution (Littleton & Häkkinen, 1999; Pea, 1994).

Learners synthesize their ideas and jointly try to make sense of a task

(Nastasi & Clements, 1992).

Several aspects of integration-oriented consensus building need to be

considered. Integration-oriented consensus building must be carefully dis-

tinguished from quick consensus building. As opposed to quick consensus

building, integration is not mere agreement, repetition or juxtaposition of

individual perspectives (Roschelle, 1996). Integration is rather characterized

by the combination and sublation of positions. Integration occurs when in-

dividual learners give up initially held positions and correct themselves on

the basis of peers’ contributions. Learners who modify initial positions may

have learned by the integration-oriented co-construction modus. An indica-

tion for integration-oriented consensus building may be that “participants

show a willingness to actively revise or change their own views in response

to persuasive arguments” (Keefer et al., 2000, p. 77).

In empirical studies FTF and CMC learning dyads who either were

or were not supported by a task-specific structuring tool were compared in

respect to integration-oriented consensus building (Fischer et al., 2002).

Even though substantial differences of these groups could be found with

respect to other processes and results of collaborative knowledge construc-

tion, the groups did not differ significantly regarding integration-oriented

consensus building. This contradicts the importance attributed to integra-

tion-oriented consensus building for learning by the theoretical framework

of transactive discussion (Teasley, 1997). This inconsistency points out that

it may be difficult to distinguish between quick consensus building and in-

tegration-oriented consensus building on an operational level. In Fischer et

al.’s (2002) study, quick consensus building was not analyzed. Another ex-

planation is that the inconsistency may indicate a distortion between what is

observable in discourse and what can be inferred to internal processes of

knowledge construction. Therefore, discourse may be a somewhat biased
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indicator of knowledge construction and needs to be discussed against the

background of this possible distortion.

Conflict-oriented consensus building

The beneficial influence of conflict-oriented consensus building on

learning has been considered as the most transactive social mode and has

been well examined (Teasley & Roschelle, 1993). Conflict-oriented consen-

sus building has been regarded to as a component of a central learning

mechanism by Piaget (1928). Learners who are confronted with divergent

perspectives may experience disequilibrium as “shock” (Piaget, 1928, p.

204). Disequilibrium may induce learners to reconsider their conceptions in

order to resolve the conflict in the process of (re-)equilibration. In this way,

conflict-oriented consensus building may initiate other transactive modes

like externalization and integration-oriented consensus building. Reflective

and constructive resolution of conflict has been related to learning (Chan,

2001; Nastasi & Clements, 1992).

Similar to elicitation, conflict-oriented consensus building is char-

acterized by explorative behavior of the participating learners. Learners may

be pushed to test multiple perspectives or find more and better arguments

for their positions. This indirect effect of conflict-oriented consensus build-

ing has been confirmed by several studies (e.g., Chan, Burtis, & Bereiter,

1997).

Engaging in conflict-oriented consensus building may be socially

undesirable, however. In this way, learners, who are more interested in pre-

serving good relations to learning partners, may not benefit or may even

regress in collaborative learning. In this respect, a gender effect was found.

It has been shown that female students were more interested in preserving

good relations rather than engaging in conflict-oriented consensus building

with their same sex learning partners. As a consequence, female students

were more likely to adopt inadequate conceptions in order to establish and

maintain good relations and thus, were more likely to regress in same sex
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collaborative learning, than male students learning with male students

(Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 1999; Tudge, 1992).

2.1.2 Socio-cultural theories and cognitive processes

In contrast to Piagetian perspectives, socio-cultural theories recog-

nize social interaction not only as a setting eventually beneficial to individ-

ual knowledge construction, but knowledge construction as being funda-

mentally social and mediated by language (Vygotsky, 1978). Knowledge is

constructed by internalization of social processes in discourse. The basic

assumption of socio-cultural theories and Neo-Vygotskians is that knowl-

edge construction is happening twice: on an internal plane and on an exter-

nal, social plane. The social speech corresponds with internal speech,

meaning that discourse represents cognitive processes (Vygotsky, 1986)

Learners successively master cultural practices in social interaction. Prior

knowledge of the individual learner is activated in discourse and becomes

object to comparison. As a consequence, prior knowledge may be reorgan-

ized (cf. Cobb & Bowers, 1999). Internalization describes the process in

which the knowledge that is being negotiated on a social plane becomes part

of the individual cognitive structures. Vygotsky stresses that learners need

to be guided by more competent partners in discourse to solve problems

they could not solve alone. Thus, knowledge that they do not yet possess is

discussed and may be subject to internalization.

A more competent partner guides learners in a zone of proximal de-

velopment to apply adequate strategies to solve a problem. These task

strategies may be more or less domain bound. The learners internalize these

task strategies. Finally, they may individually acquire the knowledge to

solve problems on their own without additional support. This idea has been

re-conceptualized for collaborative knowledge construction by Neo-

Vygotskian researchers.

Neo-Vygotskians emphasize that collaborative learners need to co-

ordinate their approach towards a shared goal in order to collaboratively
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construct knowledge. Empirical findings on processes of collaborative

knowledge construction mirror an inconsistent picture regarding the ques-

tion whether only specific interactions or already active, goal-oriented par-

ticipation in discourse, i.e. the amount of task-related contributions, are

beneficial to learning outcome.

According to Cohen’s (1994) analysis of several studies, task-related

activities affect learning outcome only if learners collaborate on tasks that

are complex and resource interdependent. Complex tasks can be character-

ized by the fact that they do not provide one single, correct solution or

problem-solving procedure. Resource interdependent tasks cannot be solved

by one learner alone. An effect of mere participation in collaborative work

on tasks with one defined correct solution that may also be solved by indi-

vidual learners cannot be found (Webb, 1991).

In more recent studies, several different task-related or epistemic ac-

tivities have been identified in collaborative knowledge construction. An

epistemic dimension refers to the tasks learners are confronted with, e.g.,

categorizing or defining new concepts (Fischer, 2001; Fischer et al., 2002).

Therefore, epistemic activities may describe how learners work on the task

in more detail and in a more systematic way within a specific domain.

Pontecorvo and Girardet (1993) developed a system of domain- and con-

tent-specific epistemic activities to analyze how learners explain problem

cases, e.g., defining categories and words. In problem-based learning sev-

eral phases and activities have been identified (Barrows & Tamblyn, 1980;

De Grave, Boshuizen, & Schmidt, 1996; Schmidt, 1983), e.g., identification

of various problems and linking theoretical concepts to case information

(see also Stonewater, 1980; Voss, Greene, Post, & Penner, 1983; Vye et al.,

1997). Hakkarainen and Palonen (2003) classified the objects of inquiry as

cognitive activities of learners. They analyzed whether learners referred to

linguistic form, research questions, research methods, information, explana-

tion or other, unspecified objects when constructing knowledge together,

and found those learners who were more explanation-oriented to acquire

knowledge better.

Fischer et al. (2002) differentiated in collaborative knowledge con-

struction with complex problem cases to what extent learners relate to case
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information, to what extent learners relate to theoretical concepts, and to

what extent learners construct relations between theoretical concepts and

case information. More successful learners have often left the concrete level

of case information in these studies behind, and related to theoretical con-

cepts instead. This may indicate that there are different qualities of how

learners relate to the task. Epistemic activities, which have been applied by

Fischer et al. (2002) for an analysis of collaborative learning with complex

problem cases, will next be discussed in more detail. These epistemic ac-

tivities include construction of problem space, construction of conceptual

space, and construction of relations between conceptual and problem space.

Additionally, learners may also engage in non-epistemic activities. Whereas

all epistemic activities are on-task, non-epistemic activities can be described

as off-task behavior. At this point, there is little research on how knowledge

is collaboratively applied in discourse (Fischer et al., 2002; Teasley & Ro-

schelle, 1993). From a Vygotskian perspective the tasks learners collabora-

tively complete should relate to what tasks learners can accomplish indi-

vidually after collaboration. Learners who are able to apply knowledge

when they are supported in collaboration should also be able to transfer and

apply this knowledge in subsequent tasks individually.

Construction of problem space

In order to solve problems, learners need to acquire an understanding

of the problem. Therefore, learners select, evaluate and relate individual

components of problem case information. On the one hand, the importance

of the construction of the problem space has been outlined (Fischer et al.,

2002): this epistemic activity aims at understanding the problem, which is

prerequisite to successfully solve a complex problem. The construction of

the problem space includes the evaluation of particularities of a problem and

therefore may also facilitate the transfer of knowledge to different problem

spaces (cf. Greeno, 1998). On the other hand, a focus on the concrete level

of problem case information may hint to an engagement of learners in the

learning task on a low level (Salomon & Perkins, 1998). In this way, learn-

ers may retell rather than interpret a problem. Accordingly it has been

shown that discourse beyond a concrete level of the problem space may re-
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flect better strategies in learning scenarios based on complex problems

(Fischer et al., 2002; Hogan et al., 2000).

Construction of conceptual space

In order to solve problems on the grounds of theoretical concepts,

learners need to share the understanding of a theory. To this end, learners

construct relations between individual theoretical terms or principles. The

construction of conceptual space also implies to distinguish concepts from

each other. During this process, concepts are being defined and categorized

by the learners (cf. Pontecorvo & Girardet, 1993). Within collaborative

knowledge construction environments the construction of conceptual space

has been argued to be essential for successful problem-solving (De Grave et

al., 1996).

Construction of relations between conceptual and problem
space

The construction of relations between conceptual and problem space

has been regarded to as the main task in knowledge construction based on

problem-solving (De Grave et al., 1996). The individual relations between

concepts and problems that learners construct can indicate to what extent

learners are able to apply knowledge adequately, as well as how learners

approach a problem in detail. Therefore, relations between conceptual and

problem space can indicate, which concepts learners resort to in order to

solve the problem. With respect to a Vygotskian perspective, the collabora-

tive application of theoretical concepts to problem space may indicate the

internalization of these relations between conceptual and problem space. In

other words, learners who apply theoretical concepts to problems collabora-

tively may be able to transfer this knowledge to future problem cases, as

well as apply theoretical concepts individually.
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Non-epistemic activities

Learners may not only deal with the contents of the learning task, but

may also digress off-topic. For instance, learners may choose to talk about

themselves or coordinate off-task aspects of their environment, e.g., asking

learning partners how much time is left. A high frequency of non-epistemic

activities has been connected to detrimental effects on knowledge construc-

tion as cognitive resources may be occupied and learners can be distracted

(cf. Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 1998; Cannon-Bowers & Salas, 2001; Fischer,

Bruhn, Gräsel, & Mandl, 2000).

2.2 Relations between Processes and Outcomes of
Collaborative Knowledge Construction

Socio-cognitive perspectives on collaborative knowledge construc-

tion are based on the assumption that processes influence outcomes of col-

laborative knowledge construction, e.g., the individual acquisition of

knowledge. Therefore, this relation between processes and outcomes of

collaborative knowledge construction has been subject to research from so-

cio-cognitive perspectives on collaborative knowledge construction. Some

approaches have considered the frequency of individual phenomena in dis-

course of learners, e.g., giving explanations (Webb, 1992). Other ap-

proaches have analyzed discourse on a global scale of transactivity (Teasley,

1997) or of being epistemic or not (Cohen, 1994). In any way, utterances of

individual learners have been successfully linked to individual knowledge

acquisition.

Some approaches point out, however, that relations between proc-

esses and outcomes may not be linear, but reciprocal (e.g., Bandura, 1986),

implying for instance, that learners who ask twice as many questions do not

necessarily learn twice as much. This concludes that some discourse phe-

nomena may not relate linearly to learning outcomes, but can still pose an

essential component of discourse with specific functions, e.g., externaliza-

tion that initializes discourse (Bruhn, 2000). The group mean of any dis-
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course phenomenon may poorly relate to learning outcome (cf. Sellin,

1990). Furthermore, the distinct discourse phenomena may interact with

each other. Therefore, individual utterances as well as sequences and struc-

tures of discourse may need to be analyzed (Chan, 2001; Chinn et al., 2000).

Consequently, instead of counting only individual discourse phenomena,

discourse types of collaborative knowledge construction may be identified.

Some studies, for instance, report substantial relations between argumenta-

tive structures in learners’ discourse and individual knowledge acquisition

(Anderson, Chinn, Chang, Waggoner, & Yi, 1997; Chinn et al., 2000;

Keefer et al., 2000; Leitão, 2000).

These more recent approaches are typically based on a variety of

methodologies due to limitations of the individual qualitative and quantita-

tive research traditions (Chi, 1997). Based on the works of Walton and

Krabbe (1995), Keefer et al. (2000) apply a graphical coding analysis and

identify critical discussion as the most productive type of discussion for

collaborative knowledge construction, because it may facilitate understand-

ing and accommodation of divergent viewpoints. Critical discussion is char-

acterized by learners probing into, revealing, anticipating, and challenging

the perspectives of the co-discussants. Critical discussion may help learners

“to discover not only their opponents underlying positions, but their own as

well” (Walton & Krabbe, 1995, p. 188). Other discussion types include

“consensus dialogue,” in which all learners agree on the first claim pre-

sented. Keefer et al. (2000) also discuss “eristic dialogue,” in which learners

attack partners’ positions without concessions to their own points of view.

In response to the question, what kind of processes – social and cognitive –

are relevant for collaborative knowledge construction, it is yet unclear

whether there are patterns concerning a social and a cognitive dimension of

discourse that relate to knowledge construction, or if contributions of indi-

vidual learners predict knowledge acquisition best.
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2.3 Context Factors Influencing Processes of Col-
laborative Knowledge Construction

What are the factors that influence the processes of collaborative

knowledge construction? There has been ample research on context factors

that are believed to affect how learners collaboratively construct knowledge.

These include the organizational background, incentive structure, learning

task, individual learning prerequisites, and cooperation scripts (cf. Renkl &

Mandl, 1995). In this section, these context factors will be briefly intro-

duced.

Organizational background

With regard to organizational background, the pivotal concern is, to

what extent collaborative knowledge construction is an accepted learning

form in an educational institution. It has been shown that the individual en-

deavors of teachers to encourage students to practice collaborative knowl-

edge construction rarely lead to the desired outcomes (McLaughlin, 1976).

Instead, collaborative knowledge construction needs to be embedded into

school routine, and needs to be supported by school administration as well

as by the students. Learners may need to systematically experience the

benefits of collaborative knowledge construction in order to better accept

and to develop the prerequisite competencies of collaborative knowledge

construction (Renkl, Gruber, & Mandl, 1996; Renkl & Mandl, 1995). Fur-

thermore, organizational background also includes aspects such as group

size, room size, time frames, and the financial conditions which collabora-

tive knowledge construction may afford (Huber, 1999).

Incentive structure

Slavin (1993) emphasized group reward and individual responsibility

as necessary conditions for collaborative knowledge construction. He argues

that learners in groups need to be interdependent with respect to achieving

shared rewards. Simultaneously, individual contributions to group perform-
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ance need to be salient in this model, meaning that the performance of the

individual group member needs to be identifiable. Cohen (1994) restrains

the validity of this approach to training tasks, in contrast to complex prob-

lem-solving tasks. The extent to which the typical incentive structure in

educational institutions facilitates motivation to engage in collaborative

knowledge construction has been discussed. Evaluation of students’ per-

formances is typically based on individual tests on conceptual knowledge,

which can also be individually constructed. Knowing that collaborative

knowledge construction may be demanding and may require much effort,

learners may wonder why they should learn together. In this way, incentive

structure has been argued to define the goal motivation of learners. In school

contexts, for instance, the motivation of students in learning environments

may be different from those intended by teachers. Students may focus on

certification, i.e. passing the exam, or may try to impress peers. These goal

orientations may conflict with goals of teachers to facilitate conceptual un-

derstanding. Similarly, goal orientation of participants in experimental

learning environments may differ from that of learning, e.g., receiving a

certificate, earning money (cf. Ng & Bereiter, 1991). To these ends, learners

may not aim to be dependent on learning partners and establish shared goals

and conceptions (see also Johnson & Johnson, 1992).

Learning task

The collaborative learning task is another context factor for effective

collaborative knowledge construction. It has been argued that several task

criteria need to be met for social and cognitive processes of collaborative

knowledge construction to evolve (cf. Cohen, 1994). First of all, the task

should be complex, so that learners need to join resources (e.g., effort, com-

petencies, material) to solve it (resource interdependence). Cohen (1994)

argues that a major part of research on collaborative knowledge construction

confronts collaborative learners with simple tasks with only one correct so-

lution. These tasks, however, can not be referred to as actual group tasks.

Learners may not need to construct and maintain shared conceptions in or-

der to solve simple tasks. Furthermore, the task should be motivating in or-

der to reduce satisficing (cf. Renkl & Mandl, 1995). The Cognition and
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Technology Group at Vanderbilt (1992), for instance, has developed a video

format to present complex problems as learning tasks. In these videos,

learners are requested to help a ‘hero’ saving a wounded eagle by calculat-

ing distances, gas consumption etc. in order to foster the motivation of

learners.

Individual prerequisites

Several individual learning prerequisites have been discussed as im-

portant factors for collaborative knowledge construction. These individual

learning prerequisites may be categorized as cognitive (prior knowledge and

learning strategies) or emotional and motivational (social anxiety, uncer-

tainty orientation, interest). With respect to CSCL, computer-specific atti-

tudes have also been discussed.

Prior knowledge is a central prerequisite to collaborative knowledge

construction (e.g., Stark & Mandl, 2002). According to constructivist ap-

proaches and perspectives of cognitive elaboration, new knowledge needs to

be connected to prior knowledge. The more prior knowledge, the more po-

tential connection points for new knowledge are available (Dochy, 1992).

This influence of prior knowledge on learning outcome can be particularly

found in learning environments that are based on complex learning tasks

(Weinert, 1994). Furthermore, prior knowledge has been reported to interact

with facilitation of collaborative knowledge construction (see chapter 4;

O’Donnell & Dansereau, 2000). Some facilitation tools may be particularly

useful for learners with high prior knowledge. Some other facilitation tools

may support learners with low prior knowledge, but will impede progress of

learners with high prior knowledge (Cohen, 1994; O’Donnell & Dansereau,

2000).

Learning strategies, which describe how learners deal intentionally

with learning material, may influence how well learners understand theo-

retical texts (Wild & Schiefele, 1994). Learners who read through learning

texts critically, for instance, may have advantages over learners with inade-

quate learning strategies when applying theoretical concepts to a problem.
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Social anxiety is a condition, which results from the perception of a

socially demanding situation that is interpreted as a threat, typically to self

value. Particularly for collaborative knowledge construction, social anxiety

correlates negatively with performance (cf. Seipp & Schwarzer, 1991). It

has been argued that anxiety also influences the application of learning

strategies (e.g., Naveh-Benjamin, 1991). The cognitive capacity of anxious

learners seems to be consumed by the anxiety. Anxious learners may have

difficulties concentrating on the learning task or applying adequate task

strategies. Learning groups in discourse without instructional support re-

ported higher levels of social anxiety than dyads provided with cooperation

scripts (O’Donnell, Dansereau, Hall, & Rocklin, 1987).

Uncertainty orientation has been found to be an individual charac-

teristic relevant to motivation, learning strategies, and learning outcome in

collaborative knowledge construction environments (Huber, Sorrentino,

Davidson, Eppler, & Roth, 1992; Sorrentino, Short, & Raynor, 1984; Stark,

Gruber, Renkl, & Mandl, 1997). This construct explains and predicts to

what extent individuals seek additional information, explore inconsistencies,

or try to get along with available knowledge and avoid conflicting informa-

tion (Dalbert, 1996; Huber et al., 1992). The socio-constructivist theories on

collaborative knowledge construction, which are outlined in this work,

strongly build on the idea that learners engage in productive equilibration of

socio-cognitive conflicts. Thus, uncertainty orientation has been found to

positively relate to outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction

(Huber et al., 1992; Stark et al., 1997). Certainty oriented learners, in con-

trast, aim to avoid socio-cognitive conflicts, which is detrimental for indi-

vidual knowledge acquisition in collaborative knowledge construction envi-

ronments. Therefore, certainty oriented learners often aim to avoid collabo-

rative knowledge construction environments altogether. These learners pre-

fer individual learning environments.

Interest in the subject matter of the learning environment can be re-

garded to as an individual characteristic, which strongly influences learning

outcomes (Krapp, 1999). Learners with more interest in the subject matter

may more likely invest more effort to approach problems from multiple per-
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spectives. Learners with little interest, however, may show satisficing and

aim to accomplish minimal requirements of a collaborative learning task.

Computer-specific attitudes have been argued to be individual char-

acteristics strongly influencing CSCL (Richter, Naumann, & Groeben,

2001). Richter et al. (2001) have differentiated several dimensions of atti-

tudes towards computers, for instance, perceiving computers as a threat to

society. These attitudes towards computers have shown to influence the

motivation to learn in CSCL environments (Richter et al., 2001).

Cooperation scripts, too, have been denounced a context factor for

collaborative knowledge construction (O’Donnell & Dansereau, 1992;

Renkl & Mandl, 1995). The activities of collaborative learners may be

guided by cooperation scripts. Cooperation scripts provide a structure to

collaborative knowledge construction by specifying, sequencing, and as-

signing roles or activities to learners. A number of instructional approaches

have been designed to foster collaborative knowledge construction based on

the idea of cooperation scripts (O’Donnell & Dansereau, 1992). For in-

stance, in the jigsaw method, learners are assigned an expert role for one

specific question regarding the subject matter that is to be learned (Aronson,

Blaney, Stephan, Silkes, & Snapp, 1978). Then, learners build expert

groups, in which they discuss this one specific question. Subsequently,

learners of the various expert groups build basis groups in a way that for any

question on the subject matter one expert is present. In these basis groups,

learners are expected to convey their specific expert knowledge. By speci-

fying, sequencing, and assigning roles and activities, cooperation scripts do

not only suggest activities to learners, which are believed to facilitate

knowledge construction in turn. They also assure that learners are equally

involved in establishing and maintaining shared conceptions and can ap-

proach a problem from multiple perspectives. This is typically achieved

with cooperation scripts that require learners to change roles during collabo-

ration (e.g., reciprocal teaching, Palincsar & Brown, 1984). The cooperation

script approach is the issue of this work and will be discussed in more detail

in chapter 4.

Another context factor, which has not yet been discussed by Renkl

and Mandl (1995), are the tools learners use to communicate and work on a
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joint learning task. CSCL based on CMC as a context factor for processes of

collaborative knowledge construction poses another major issue of this work

and will be discussed next in more detail.

2.4 CSCL Technology and its Influence on Collabo-
rative Knowledge Construction

There is a wide range of how computers may influence collaborative

knowledge construction. The computer may visualize collaborative knowl-

edge construction, provide learning material, and mediate communication of

learners (Mandl & Fischer, in press; Mandl & Fischer, 2000). A range of

techniques has been developed to mediate communication via the computer

(e.g., e-mail, chat, video conferencing). Therefore, there are many forms of

computer-based media with distinct qualities (Weinberger & Mandl, 2003).

Most CSCL environments are based on text-based CMC on digital discus-

sion boards. Text-based CMC is technically feasible with standard computer

equipment and low-bandwidth internet access (cf. Weinberger & Mandl,

2003). Furthermore, it has been argued to simultaneously support permanent

visualization of group processes and, consequently, facilitate more reflective

discourse (Straus & McGrath, 1994). In this section text-based CMC will be

introduced. Subsequently, empirical findings on the influence of text-based

CMC on social and cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction in CSCL environments will be discussed.

2.4.1 Technology for CSCL environments: Text-based
CMC in web-based discussion boards

The most disseminated form of CMC is text-based communication,

which will be presented next (see Weinberger and Mandl (2003) for more

detailed descriptions of other forms of CMC). Text-based CMC means that

discussants type what they want to communicate, send, receive, and read
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messages onscreen (Döring, 1997b). Text-based CMC can be asynchronous.

In asynchronous CMC, discussants are not expected to interact at the same

time, but any non-technical delay between the individual activities may take

place. This means that messages can be recorded and discussants can re-

spond at any later, convenient time. In most current CSCL environments,

learners communicate via text-based, asynchronous discussion boards. In

discussion boards, messages are recorded on a central database and typically

represented in discussion threads. These threads start with one particular

message that is indicated in a message overview by its title, the author, and

the date of entry. Any response to a message is graphically connected to a

message that initiates a discussion by a line or ‘thread’ and indented. Thus,

an increasingly indented discussion thread is built in which the discussants

are supposed to continue the specific subject which was initialized with the

very first message. New subjects are meant to be set off with a new discus-

sion thread. Discussion boards have been realized as newsgroups with dis-

tinct computer servers and software. More recently, discussion boards have

been also implemented into WWW (World Wide Web) applications, which

can be referred to as web-based discussion boards and which can be ac-

cessed with standard internet browsers. Compared to FTF discourse, text-

based CMC differs in some respects. FTF-communication deploys in a lin-

ear fashion. In web-based discussion boards, however, CMC discussants

may enter discourse at various points of a discussion thread. CMC discuss-

ants may also enter asynchronous discourse at any time. Thus, they can take

any time to formulate messages. Another important technological aspect of

text-based CMC is the reduction of social context cues. CMC discussants

may remain anonymous to a certain extent (cf. Weinberger & Mandl, 2003).

Participants may use pseudonyms and may not possess any further audio-

visual information about each other such as dialect, gender, skin color etc.

Most approaches to analyze effects of text-based CMC on sharing knowl-

edge are based on this filter effect of the medium (see below).
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2.4.2 Influence of CMC on social and cognitive processes
of collaborative knowledge construction

There has been ample research and discussion about if and how

computer-mediated communication may influence processes of collabora-

tive problem-solving and knowledge construction. In the early 1990’s it was

debated whether or not technology would at all influence how knowledge is

constructed. One position was that there is no media influence on collabora-

tive knowledge construction (cf. Clark, 1994). It has been argued that the

medium is a mere vehicle and does not turn information into knowledge.

Although computer-based media shows some potential for learning, e.g.,

visualizing collaborative knowledge construction, this potential is not exclu-

sive to computer-based media. In this way, results of CMC studies cannot

be attributed to the medium. In contrast to this position, CMC has been un-

derstood as a cultural practice, which de facto has impact on the way

knowledge is constructed and communicated. The medium provides a spe-

cific context for discussants and consequently needs to be considered when

analyzing collaborative knowledge construction (cf. Gerstenmaier & Mandl,

2001). Therefore, CSCL research needs to aim towards analyzing and fa-

cilitating this cultural practice with computer-based media (cf. Jonassen,

Campbell, & Davidson, 1994).

Many studies show differences between CMC and FTF-

communication. Discussants may communicate differently, because they

may be more anonymous, because they may have more time to formulate

their contributions, or because they have to type what they want to commu-

nicate, etc. The results of this research have been rather inconsistent, how-

ever (cf. Fabos & Young, 1999). These inconsistencies may be explained by

different, media- and user-centered approaches towards analyzing CMC (cf.

Weinberger & Lerche, 2001).

Some researchers have taken a media-centered approach in order to

explain different results between CMC and FTF groups. This approach em-

phasizes the idea that in CMC the communication channel is reduced and

social context cues are filtered out. This channel reduction, which is par-

ticularly strong in text-based CMC, has been argued to lead to a range of
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effects on communication. CMC discussants are less likely to recognize

each other’s social status. Therefore, CMC may reduce inhibitions caused

by status differences to avoid conflicts (Kiesler, Siegel, & McGuire, 1984).

Furthermore, the social context cues, which are believed to be filtered out in

the reduced CMC channel, usually support the coordination of FTF discuss-

ants (e.g., turn taking). Due to the resulting coordination difficulties, text-

based CMC is often characterized by less frequent turn taking, longer indi-

vidual messages, and incoherent discourse (Hesse et al., 1997; Quinn, Me-

han, Levin, & Black, 1983). Therefore, text-based CMC groups take more

time to come to conclusions and have been considered to be less productive

than FTF groups in tasks that demand a high frequency of turn taking, e.g.,

solving complex problems (Straus & McGrath, 1994).

Only in idea-generating tasks have text-based CMC groups per-

formed equally well as FTF groups (Dubrovsky, Kiesler, & Sethna, 1991).

This effect has been ascribed to the possibility of giving input simultane-

ously in text-based CMC. In contrast, members of FTF groups may mutu-

ally block the production of ideas as each discussant is expected to wait for

his or her turn (production-blocking effect, Fischer, 2001). Channel reduc-

tion has also been associated with some potentially beneficial effects of text-

based CMC. In comparison to FTF-communication, CMC has also been

found to facilitate epistemic activities and conflict-oriented consensus

building, which has been positively related to collaborative knowledge con-

struction (Diehl & Ziegler, 2000; Kiesler, 1992; Rice, 1984; Riel, 1996;

Woodruff, 1995).

User-centered approaches criticize the emphasis of technical char-

acteristics of CMC and its effects on intra- and interpersonal conditions.

Thus, findings on channel reduction of CMC have been put into perspective

by user-centered research that considered time as an important constraint in

text-based CMC. Text-based CMC groups may perform equally well as FTF

groups, but may require more time due to the typing lag (Walther, 1996).

Groups that communicate in a computer-mediated way for longer periods of

time have often developed a discourse comparable to FTF groups (Spears,

Lea, & Lee, 1990; Walther, 1992). These results indicate that any former

channel reduction research is particularly valid for any anonymous ad-hoc
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groups, which interact for short periods of time only. Virtual groups in real

world settings typically start out as anonymous groups, and some online

learning scenarios may be based on short-term cooperation. However, when

online collaboration lasts over longer periods of time, users may compensate

the channel reduction effects of text-based CMC. This means that social

context cues may not be filtered out completely, but the user may evaluate

diction, provide personal background information (e.g., homepages), and

simulate social context cues in a text-based manner (Döring, 1999). For in-

stance, discussants may enrich text-based CMC with ‘emoticons’ or

‘smileys’ (e.g., :-)), comic language (e.g., *grin*), abbreviations specific to

text-based CMC (e.g., ROTFL = roll on the floor laughing), or TYPING IN

CAPITAL LETTERS, which is considered to be screaming.

Moreover, CSCL environments may be designed for specific pur-

poses, such as compensating barriers and fostering potentials of CMC for

collaborative knowledge construction (cf. Hesse et al., 1997). For example,

CSCL environments may be designed for communities of learners that in-

troduce themselves in detail on individual homepages (cf. Reinmann-

Rothmeier & Mandl, 2001). Therefore, CMC participants may be provided

with even more personal information about other group members than

groups that meet face-to-face. This modifiability of CSCL environments

may result in a range of possible effects on group processes (cf. Lea &

Spears, 1991). In this rationale, technical aspects may not be regarded to as

definite characteristics of CMC, but modifiable for educational purposes in

specific CSCL environments. Thus, effects on social and cognitive proc-

esses may strongly depend on experience of learners to use text-based CMC

and how interfaces are designed.

2.5 Conclusions and Limitations: Socio-Cognitive
Processes in Learners’ Discourse

The socio-cognitive theories of learning indicate that collaborative

knowledge construction builds on both social and cognitive processes. How
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learners interact with each other describes the social dimension of collabo-

rative knowledge construction. The studies on transactive discourse point

out that learners need to relate the reasoning of each other in order to con-

struct knowledge successfully. Simultaneously, more or less transactive

interactions may have specific functions in collaborative knowledge con-

struction. How learners relate to and deal with the task appears to be a sec-

ond cognitive dimension of collaborative knowledge construction. Cohen’s

(1994) analysis of several studies underlines frequency of epistemic activi-

ties as an indicator for collaborative knowledge construction. More recent

studies have distinguished several epistemic activities with a differentiated

effect on the learning outcome. Based on the socio-cognitive theories of

learning outlined above, social and cognitive processes of collaborative

knowledge construction have been discussed with reference to Fischer’s

(2001; Fischer et al., 2002) approach on social modes of co-construction and

epistemic activities.

CSCL environments have been argued to affect social and cognitive

processes of collaborative knowledge construction. With respect to social

processes it has been found that CMC learners appear to engage more easily

in conflict-oriented consensus building, but generally refer less to each

other’s contributions compared to FTF learners. Regarding cognitive proc-

esses, CMC has been found to facilitate epistemic activities and multiple

approaches towards the task compared to FTF-communication. Further-

more, CSCL environments may be designed to foster specific social and

cognitive processes. This rationale has been applied successfully in various

studies (see Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1996). A specifically designed inter-

face suggests specific discourse moves. The discourse of learners has been

argued to reflect socio-cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction and thus an improved discourse may lead to improved collabora-

tive knowledge construction (Leitão, 2000; Vygotsky, 1986).

Several phenomena may be observable that constitute discourse of

learners, but only specific interactions and discussion types may be account-

able to collaborative knowledge construction. Not just any kind of talk may

indicate knowledge construction. Precisely how discourse may correspond

with actual learning processes has been only poorly examined at this time. It
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is plausible to assume that discourse reflects some of the social and cogni-

tive processes. However, our understanding of the relation between lan-

guage and thought is vague. Both ‘social and internal speech’ (Vygotsky,

1986) may not be identical, but rather induce each other. Ideas that may

emerge in discourse, but are not immediately followed up, may resurface at

a later point in discourse. Thus, ideas may not be lost, but hard to trace. This

disappearance and re-emergence of ideas between the plane of social and

internal speech has been described as a ‘dolphin’ effect by Mercer (1994, as

cited in Scanlon, Issroff, & Murphy, 1999). In comparison to other forms of

assessment methods, like ‘thinking aloud’ (Mandl & Friedrich, 1992), dis-

course may offer a more ‘natural’ access to processes of collaborative

knowledge construction, with both social and cognitive processes being

mutually dependent.

Apart from methodological questions, other approaches to collabo-

rative knowledge construction exist which stress modeling and imitation of

behavior as important factors for collaborative knowledge construction

(Bandura, 1986). Learners who do not participate actively in learning dis-

course may profit in collaborative scenarios by mere observation of a more

capable peer. These learners may resolve socio-cognitive conflicts not dur-

ing collaborative phases, but at a later time (cf. Doise & Mugny, 1984;

Howe & Tolmie, 1999; Littleton & Häkkinen, 1999). In this way, individu-

als may continue to defend their point of view in front of peers, but may

come to more appropriate perspectives and apply them individually follow-

ing collaborative phases. Furthermore, some more advanced learners may

have a ‘secret master plan,’ which means they have a functional model of

the problem that they do not want to share (Fischer & Mandl, 2000). Those

learners may not recognize the need to engage in collaborative activities,

because they can solve the problem on their own. It could be argued that

when learners dispose of a secret master plan, learning outcomes may not

correspond to the social and cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge

construction at all. Therefore, various approaches to analyze collaborative

knowledge construction need to complement each other. In addition to the

analysis of individual discourse phenomena, discourse structures may need

to be analyzed as well (Chinn et al., 2000). Furthermore, qualitative and
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quantitative analysis methods may need to complement each other (Chi,

1997).
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3 Outcomes of Collaborative
Knowledge Construction

Most studies of educational psychology aim to improve learning out-

comes, which typically means to foster knowledge acquisition. Recent

evaluations of educational institutions have posed new requirements to-

wards improving learning outcomes. Not only should the amount of con-

ceptual knowledge learned be fostered, but also specific qualities of knowl-

edge. In traditional classroom teaching, the knowledge students acquire is

often of low quality. Basic problems of knowledge quality are, that the ac-

quired knowledge is often based on misconceptions, is often compartmen-

talized, and remains inert (Bransford, Franks, Vye, & Sherwood, 1989;

Mandl, Gruber, & Renkl, 1993, 1994b). Learners are not enabled to ap-

proach problems from multiple perspectives and solve problems based on

theory, but are instead requested to memorize individual concepts. Different

ideas of what can be expected as learning outcome have been connected to

collaborative knowledge construction scenarios. Collaborative construction

of knowledge, which is characterized by inquiry and discussion of complex

problem cases, aims in particular to facilitate applicable knowledge and

multiple perspectives (Dochy, Segers, van den Bossche, & Gijbels, in press;

Fischer et al., 2002; Renkl, 1997; Spiro, Feltovich, Coulson, & Anderson,

1989).

In this chapter, an overview of several types and qualities of knowl-

edge will be given and subsequently, learning outcomes of collaborative

knowledge construction will be specified. It will be argued that in accor-

dance with a knowledge-in-use metaphor (see De Jong & Fergusson-

Hessler, 1996), applicable knowledge can be regarded to as a co-construct

and as individually acquired knowledge (Fischer, 2001). Furthermore, fo-

cused and multi-perspective applicable knowledge will be allocated in De

Jong and Fergusson-Hessler’s (1996) matrix of types and qualities of

knowledge, and it will be discussed as outcome specific to collaborative
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knowledge construction. Finally, the outcomes of collaborative knowledge

construction will be summarized and the knowledge-in-use metaphor will be

critically discussed.

3.1 Types and Qualities of Knowledge

Many knowledge constructs have so far been conceptualized. The

high amount of knowledge types that are being discussed may indicate the

range of functions of what we know. The types of knowledge describe what

content knowledge is about, e.g., knowledge about conceptual space, and

what function knowledge fulfills regarding a specific task. Additionally,

different qualities of knowledge have been discussed. In this way, knowl-

edge has been characterized, for instance, as being superficial or deep, com-

partmentalized or coherent, and inert or applicable. It can be assumed that

knowledge qualities help to distinguish expert from novice knowledge.

Knowledge qualities may, therefore, provide an orientation on deficits of

learners’ knowledge and guide instructional approaches towards reducing

these deficits. In order to systematize the various perspectives upon knowl-

edge, De Jong and Fergusson-Hessler (1996) introduced a matrix consider-

ing both the type of knowledge and the quality of knowledge, with respect

to learning tasks that involve problem-solving. This matrix of types and

qualities of knowledge will be introduced in this section.

3.1.1 Types of knowledge

De Jong and Fergusson-Hessler (1996) assume the epistemic per-

spective of knowledge-in-use, meaning that “task performance forms the

basis for the identification of relevant aspects of knowledge” (p. 105). In

this perspective, the function of the various types of knowledge for a prob-

lem-solving task is emphasized. Thus, there may be some links between De

Jong and Fergusson-Hessler’s (1996) types of knowledge for problem-
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solving and Fischer’s et al. (2002) epistemic activities. De Jong and Fergu-

sson-Hessler (1996) distinguish situational knowledge, conceptual knowl-

edge, procedural knowledge, and strategic knowledge. In the following

paragraphs these types of knowledge and their corresponding epistemic ac-

tivity will be summed up briefly. With respect to strategic knowledge the

parallels to scripts sensu Schank and Abelson (1977) will be discussed.

Situational knowledge

“Situational knowledge is knowledge about situations as they typi-

cally appear in a particular domain” (De Jong & Fergusson-Hessler, 1996,

p. 106). Corresponding to the construction of problem space, situational

knowledge may indicate that learners have acquired a representation of the

problem and are able to abstract problem features. Individuals who have

acquired situational knowledge may therefore have understood characteris-

tics and categories of a range of problems within a domain.

Conceptual knowledge

“Conceptual knowledge is static knowledge about facts, concepts,

and principles that apply within a certain domain” (De Jong & Fergusson-

Hessler, 1996, p. 107). It can be argued that the epistemic activity of the

construction of conceptual space corresponds with conceptual knowledge-

in-use. Thus, conceptual knowledge enables learners to describe and define

concepts. Traditional classroom teaching has been criticized for focusing on

the facilitation of conceptual knowledge at the expense of other knowledge

types. Mandl, Gruber, and Renkl (1994a) claim, for instance, that learners

are typically facilitated and accustomed to acquiring conceptual knowledge,

but they are not supported and accustomed to acquiring other knowledge

types.
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Procedural knowledge

“Procedural knowledge contains actions or manipulations that are

valid within a domain” (De Jong & Fergusson-Hessler, 1996, p. 107). Pro-

cedural knowledge enables learners to analyze and solve problems. With

respect to epistemic activities, the construction of relations between con-

ceptual and problem space is comparable to procedural knowledge. In some

approaches, aspects of what has been also known as ‘procedural knowledge’

have rather been understood as a quality of knowledge, which describes

whether knowledge was applicable or inert.

Strategic knowledge

Strategic knowledge is knowledge about the sequence of solution

activities (De Jong & Fergusson-Hessler, 1996). Strategic knowledge en-

ables learners to identify separate steps and their order towards a problem’s

solution. Strategic knowledge may be implicit to a sequence of epistemic

activities or emerge as a non-epistemic activity when collaborative learners

coordinate group activities. ‘Script’ may be another term for strategic

knowledge (Kollar, Fischer, & Hesse, in press; Schank & Abelson, 1977).

This notion of ‘script’ differs from what is meant by externally induced co-

operation scripts as an instructional approach. Externally induced coopera-

tion scripts are scaffolds to structure learners’ interactions as an intended

instructional support. In contrast, scripts as strategic knowledge describe

cognitive structures, which may be called ‘internally represented.’ Kollar et

al. (in press) link these script terms and refer to knowledge as distributed

over an environment (cf. Salomon, 1993b). In this way, externally induced

cooperation scripts are a kind of manifestation of strategic knowledge. This

two-fold use of the term ‘script’ will be discussed further in section 4.3.
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3.1.2 Qualities of knowledge

In addition to types of knowledge, De Jong and Fergusson-Hessler

(1996) discuss several knowledge qualities, namely level of knowledge,

structure of knowledge, automation of knowledge, modality of knowledge,

and generality of knowledge. Some of these qualities have clearly been re-

ferred to as good vs. poor knowledge. This normative approach towards

knowledge quality may be functional for educational psychologists and fa-

cilitators to set goals of pedagogical interventions. For instance, knowledge

may be deep or superficial with regard to the level of knowledge. This

evaluation of knowledge quality is based on differences between ‘good’

expert knowledge and ‘poor’ novice knowledge. Experts do not differ much

from novices regarding superior memory or specific types of knowledge,

but rather by superior knowledge qualities.

Level of knowledge

Knowledge is often described as deep or surface-level. A deep level

of knowledge is characterized as the understanding of basic concepts, prin-

ciples, or procedures and enables learners to take multiple perspectives

about a problem (Snow, 1989). In contrast, surface-level knowledge is asso-

ciated with reproduction and rote learning (Glaser, 1991). Surface and deep

knowledge refer to the question of whether or not a learner recognizes sur-

face features of a problem or has deep knowledge about problem features

that are not apparent (Chi & Bassok, 1989; Dufresne, Gerace, Thibodeau

Hardiman, & Mestre, 1992). In a first step experts recognize deep features

of problems and identify the applicable principles, concepts, and proce-

dures. Only as a second step, do experts concretely apply the procedures to

solve a problem. Novices, in contrast, aim to identify surface features of a

problem and compare them with a surface-level goal state. Often, novices

will then immediately engage in concrete operations to reduce the distance

between a problem’s initial state and goal state (Dufresne et al., 1992).
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Structure of knowledge

Structure of knowledge has been argued to be the main difference

between expert knowledge and novice knowledge (Larkin, McDermott,

Simon, & Simon, 1980). Experts chunk information together into larger,

more meaningful units to build a hierarchic knowledge structure, known as

schemata or scripts (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981; Dufresne et al., 1992;

Schank & Abelson, 1977). Knowledge may be hierarchically structured in

reference to the importance of individual knowledge components. A hierar-

chic knowledge structure is suited best for retention, for quick and efficient

search processes, and for accomodating new knowledge (Boshuizen &

Schmidt, 1992; Reif & Heller, 1982). This chunking of information has

been well researched with recall tasks, where subjects are shown nonsensi-

cal problem-state configurations (e.g., when the pieces on a chess board are

arranged in a random configuration). When it is not possible to chunk in-

formation, recall performance of experts and novices is equally poor

(Dufresne et al., 1992; Gruber, Renkl, & Schneider, 1994).

Automation of knowledge

Another difference between novices and experts is, that novices use

their knowledge by conscious, stepwise processes. Novices often need to

make their knowledge explicit. Experts, in contrast, are claimed to make use

of their knowledge in a continuous, fluid, and automatic process (De Jong &

Fergusson-Hessler, 1996). Expert knowledge is therefore often referred to as

tacit or implicit knowledge. It has been argued that this quality of expert

knowledge may be acquired through informal learning, i.e. accumulating

experience or mentoring, typically outside of educational institutions

(Gelman & Greeno, 1989).

Modality of knowledge

Based on Paivio’s (1986) dual coding hypothesis, De Jong and Fer-

gusson-Hessler (1996) suggest that knowledge can be stored in long-term

memory as a set of propositions or images. The dual coding hypothesis ar-
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gues that knowledge is more easily remembered when it is represented in

the mind in multiple codes. Words and pictures may facilitate dual coding,

but not necessarily implying that words foster internal representation as a set

of propositions and that pictures foster internal representation as images. For

instance, concrete words are represented in both codes. The word “table”

typically activates a specific set of propositions as well as an image of a

table.

Generality of knowledge

Knowledge may be more or less transferable between tasks. For in-

stance, heuristics may be more or less domain independent. There has been

some research on facilitation of domain independent problem-solving

strategies (e.g., Schoenfeld, 1985) but there is a growing number of studies

which emphasize domain dependence of expert knowledge (cf. Gersten-

maier & Mandl, 2001; Mandl, Gruber, & Renkl, 1991).

3.2 Knowledge as Co-Construct and as Individual
Acquisition

Knowledge is usually examined with respect to the individual.

Hence, knowledge is often misconceived as “furniture of the [individual]

mind” (Yale Corporation, 1828, p. 7). Knowledge can also be described as a

more or less dynamic state of mind. Knowledge is characterized as a process

and activity state in task performance, instead of an object of mind. Knowl-

edge emerges in use only (De Jong & Fergusson-Hessler, 1996), which con-

cludes when collaborative learners solve problems on grounds of shared

knowledge or when individual learners perform tasks based on knowledge

that they have acquired. In this respect, co-constructs of the group and indi-

vidual knowledge acquisition, have been understood as two distinct con-

cepts (Crook, 1995; Dillenbourg, 1999; Fischer, 2001; Hertz-Lazarowitz,

Benveniste Kirkus, & Miller, 1992; Slavin, 1992). In collaborative knowl-
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edge construction, the analysis of both knowledge as co-constructed by the

group as well as acquired by the individual has been suggested (cf. Means &

Voss, 1996).

3.2.1 Knowledge as co-construct

Knowledge as a co-construct is knowledge that emerges in and re-

sults from collaborative knowledge construction (Fischer, 2001). In collabo-

rative knowledge construction, learning has been regarded to as by-product

of collaborative problem-solving processes (Dillenbourg, 1999; Gagné,

1987). Learners who construct knowledge together apply knowledge to

complex problems; they produce a more or less adequate solution to a

problem together. This group performance reflects the use of knowledge as

co-construct. In this way, co-constructs of the group are subject to effects

with the shared learning environment (Salomon & Perkins, 1998). Due to a

specific collaborative learning environment, the group of learners may work

together on a task more or less efficiently.

3.2.2 Individual acquisition of knowledge

Some socio-cognitive perspectives hold knowledge as embedded in

social contexts. The individual mind is still considered as the agent of cog-

nition, however, and individual knowledge acquisition is the predominant

goal of any learning environment (Salomon, 1993a). Salomon and Perkins

(1998) discuss individual learning outcomes as effects of a specific learning

environment. This concludes that knowledge is acquired and possibly trans-

ferred to different situations by the individual. Learners need to transfer

knowledge from problems worked on collaboratively to problems con-

fronted with individually. The lack of spontaneous transfer has been well

researched as a central problem of learning (cf. Mandl et al., 1994b).
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3.3 Focused and Multi-Perspective Applicable
Knowledge

Typically, learners are not facilitated to systematically apply knowl-

edge from multiple perspectives in traditional classrooms, but to memorize

isolated surface features of conceptual knowledge (Resnick, 1987). In this

way, knowledge remains inert in traditional classroom teaching. Collabora-

tive knowledge construction has been argued to facilitate qualities of

knowledge that are typically disregarded in traditional classroom teaching.

For instance, multiple perspectives and applicable knowledge have been

argued to pose central benefits of collaborative knowledge construction

(Renkl et al., 1996; Spiro et al., 1989). Still, applicability and perspectivity

of knowledge have not been systematically researched. These two qualities

of knowledge need to be discussed in more detail.

3.3.1 Applicability of knowledge

Applicability of knowledge, which has been regarded to as central

quality of knowledge by some researchers (Bransford et al., 1989; Mandl et

al., 1994b), can be regarded to as a question of knowledge structure (De

Jong & Fergusson-Hessler, 1996). Structured expert knowledge is effec-

tively applied. Compartmentalized novice knowledge, in contrast, is often

inaccessible and cannot be put to use. Several studies more closely exam-

ined how knowledge is being applied. For instance, Fischer, Gräsel, Kittel,

and Mandl (1996) examined coherence and accuracy of applicable knowl-

edge of students solving complex cases. The starting point of this study was

that students rarely build a coherent representation of a case. Complex

problem cases contain much case information to which several theoretical

concepts need to be applied (Gräsel & Mandl, 1993). Learners with com-

partmentalized knowledge, in contrast to structured knowledge, may not be

able to build relations between case information and theoretical concepts.
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3.3.2 Perspectivity of knowledge

Perspectivity of knowledge corresponds with the level of knowledge

in De Jong and Fergusson-Hessler’s (1996) matrix. Level of knowledge has

often been used in a normative way and can include indistinct ideas of good

(or deep) versus poor (or surface) knowledge. Perspectivity can be referred

to as one more concrete quality aspect of knowledge. Regarding perspectiv-

ity of knowledge, two qualities can be distinguished: learners may consider

one perspective and apply focused knowledge, or learners may consider

multiple perspectives and apply multi-perspective knowledge. This does not

conclude that multi-perspective knowledge is ‘good,’ and focused knowl-

edge is ‘bad’ knowledge. Both knowledge constructs can be referred to by

their distinct epistemic functions.

The few conceptual approaches regarding these qualities of knowl-

edge mainly stem from medical education of diagnostics (cf. Kassirer,

1995). Therefore, examples from research of learning to diagnose will be

referred to in the following paragraphs.

Focused applicable knowledge

Focused applicable knowledge is knowledge concerning the central

aspects of a complex problem case and how to interpret them. Novices are

rarely able to adequately relate their knowledge to problem cases. In medi-

cal diagnoses, for instance, so-called elementary findings (first basic find-

ings like pale skin, fatigue etc.) are often interpreted in an inadequate theo-

retical reference frame or are not organized to form a coherent clinical pic-

ture (Fischer et al., 1996). Focused applicable knowledge is necessary to

recognize the central aspects of a problem case and to apply the respective

theoretical concepts to these aspects. Said differently, focused applicable

knowledge directly addresses the core problems of a case.
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Multi-perspective applicable knowledge

Multi-perspective applicable knowledge is knowledge concerning

the adequate explanation of case information which can refine the analysis

of a problem case through the aid of theoretical concepts. Hereby, contra-

dicting case information is also being considered for a complete analysis of

a case. This form of applicable knowledge can thus also be used as premise

regarding the extent to which learners are able to consider alternative expla-

nations for a problem case (Vye et al., 1997). In medical diagnoses, for in-

stance, various findings may support a range of clinical pictures. Novices,

however, often generate final diagnoses based only on elementary findings,

disregarding further case information, which may specify or qualify a first

diagnosis. In this way, alternative diagnoses are being dismissed and final

diagnoses reflect a vague clinical picture (Joseph & Patel, 1990). Novices

seldom apply knowledge adopting multiple perspectives on a range of sub-

problems (Vye et al., 1997). Multi-perspective applicable knowledge en-

ables learners to consider various alternatives and to specify an analysis in

specific directions.

3.4 Conclusions and Limitations: Dimensions of
Applicable Knowledge as Outcomes of Collabo-
rative Knowledge Construction

Knowledge often remains inert. Recent instructional approaches

therefore have aimed to facilitate applicable knowledge (e.g., Dochy et al.,

in press). Applicable knowledge has been considered as knowledge as co-

construct, and as individually acquired knowledge (Fischer et al., 2000;

Salomon & Perkins, 1998). Furthermore, qualitatively different levels of

applicable knowledge can be pointed out as being focused or multi-

perspective. Learners may apply knowledge to central aspects of a problem

or consider various sub-problems. These forms of applicable knowledge

have been regarded to as being particularly facilitated by collaborative

knowledge construction.
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With respect to applicable knowledge, a knowledge-in-use metaphor

has been taken into consideration (De Jong & Fergusson-Hessler, 1996).

Knowledge is not described as a definitive object of mind, but rather as an

activity state of cognitive structures when individuals or groups perform

tasks. The authors themselves of this approach qualify the selectivity of

some types and qualities of knowledge. Some qualities of knowledge over-

lap or contain a range of sub-concepts (e.g., deep knowledge is character-

ized by multiple perspectives). De Jong and Fergusson-Hessler’s (1996)

matrix may therefore be regarded to as a non-deterministic scheme. This

scheme allocates various forms of knowledge with the aim to systematize

the many concepts of knowledge. Thus construct inflation can be reduced

and researchers can be facilitated to share conceptions of what knowledge

means. In this way, focused and multi-perspective applicable knowledge can

be specified as knowledge variant in depth and structure.

Another limitation regarding the notion of knowledge-in-use is that it

is to some extent self-referential. Similar to the circular idea that intelli-

gence equals its measurement (Boring, 1923), knowledge-in-use could be

defined by its measurement. This concept reflects some of the uncertainty of

research about knowledge. Indeed, the individual knowledge types are asso-

ciated with typical measurements, such as multiple choice tests for concep-

tual knowledge, or complex problem tasks for applicable knowledge.
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4 Instructional Support for
Collaborative Knowledge
Construction: Cooperation Scripts
for CSCL Environments

A vast amount of energy and resources has been invested in the last

decade to develop and establish CSCL in schools and universities (e.g.,

connecting schools to internet – “Schulen ans Netz”-initiative in Germany).

Typically, computers have been adapted to traditional classroom practices.

In this way, computers have not been systematically utilized to improve

educational practices based on approaches and findings of educational psy-

chology (Gräsel & Fischer, 2000). Regarding the use of computers for the

improvement of education CSCL approaches based on media are needed on

one hand. These approaches consider the specifics of CSCL environments in

order to realize instructional support. On the other hand, instructional ap-

proaches with an educational psychological background are needed. These

approaches utilize knowledge that has been acquired through decades of

research on collaborative knowledge construction.

Some instructional approaches aim to establish beneficial conditions

for learning together such as training the individual learner to cooperate in

order to facilitate collaborative knowledge construction (King, 1994; Rum-

mel & Spada, in press; Webb & Farivar, 1994). However, training of col-

laborative skills has been argued to be costly and impractical in CSCL envi-

ronments (Weinberger, Reiserer, Ertl, Fischer, & Mandl, in press). Some of

these training programs, for instance, take more time than the actual col-

laboration of learners (e.g., Hytecker, Dansereau, & Rocklin, 1988). Fur-

thermore, online learners may not be able to participate in FTF training pro-

grams.

There are alternatives to establishing beneficial prior conditions.

Process characteristics that influence collaborative knowledge construction
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can be identified in order to conceptualize direct instructional support for

these processes. Based on socio-cognitive perspectives, specific social and

cognitive processes can be identified as essential characteristics of collabo-

rative knowledge construction. There are a number of instructional ap-

proaches aiming towards specific processes of collaborative knowledge

construction (e.g., King, 1999). However, there is little systematic research

on how CSCL environments may be designed based on approaches of edu-

cational psychology to facilitate knowledge construction.

Instructional approaches to facilitate social and cognitive processes

in CSCL environments can be based on acknowledged approaches of edu-

cational psychology. In this way, instructional support can be conceptual-

ized, which does not only aim to compensate differences between CMC and

FTF discussions, but to facilitate specific social and cognitive processes.

The medium may not be deficient per se in comparison to FTF discourse.

Instead, text-based CMC may afford and constrain activities in ways that

can be detrimental or beneficial to collaborative knowledge construction.

The medium can therefore be understood as a natural resource for collabo-

rative knowledge construction. Instructional support may aim to exploit this

resource and simultaneously sublate the limitations of CSCL.

In this chapter, media-based instructional approaches specific to

CSCL will be discussed first. Second, functions of CSCL environments,

which facilitate collaborative knowledge construction, will be introduced.

Third, cooperation script approaches will be introduced in detail as a theo-

retical background rooted in educational psychology for facilitating collabo-

rative knowledge construction in CSCL environments. Next, implementa-

tion of cooperation scripts into CSCL environments will be discussed. Sub-

sequently, social and epistemic cooperation scripts will be introduced as

instructional support that can be realized in CSCL environments. Finally,

problematic aspects of the cooperation script approach will be discussed.
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4.1 Facilitating CSCL by Media Choice and Inter-
face Design

Approaches to facilitate CSCL are typically based on the possible in-

fluence of the computer interface as medium for collaborative knowledge

construction. These approaches of CSCL research may help to regard me-

dia-specific aspects of facilitation. CSCL research considers specific func-

tions of CSCL environments and provides a number of techniques concern-

ing the realization of support in CSCL environments. One CSCL approach

is to examine how the use of various media may influence collaborative

knowledge construction (Schweizer, Paechter, & Weidenmann, 2001). An-

other approach is to modify media to suit specific purposes (Hesse et al.,

1997). Collaborative knowledge construction in CSCL environments may

therefore be facilitated by choosing the most adequate medium for the spe-

cific learning scenario or by adapting media interfaces to serve specific pur-

poses, such as to foster specific processes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction (Weinberger & Mandl, 2003).

4.1.1 Media choice approaches

The adequate media choice may appear to be a simple and obvious

approach to facilitate collaborative knowledge construction, because any

media may include advantages and disadvantages related to different sce-

narios of collaborative knowledge construction. This task-media-fit-

approach has been mainly researched in CSCW (Computer-Supported Col-

laborative Work) rather than CSCL (McGrath & Hollingshead, 1994). Re-

sults of CSCW research may also provide valuable input to CSCL that is

based on problem-solving. The task-media-fit approach involves the notion

that, for instance, text-based CMC may be more appropriate for some tasks

than FTF-communication. The individual capacity (bandwidth) to transmit

more or less information through these media is matched with a number of

tasks that require different degrees of information (McGrath &

Hollingshead, 1993, 1994). An idea-generating task, for instance, does not
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require as much interaction between the discussants as tasks that involve the

negotiation of conflicts, e.g., the task to solve complex problems. Therefore,

idea generating tasks are appropriate for text-based CMC whereas other

tasks require more bandwidth as provided in video conferencing or FTF-

communication. The task-media-fit-approach therefore suggests that media

choice should be rational to facilitate collaborative knowledge construction.

A rational media choice means that specific characteristics ascribed to the

individual media make the media more or less appropriate for specific

communicative scenarios. For instance, email has been judged as appropri-

ate for information exchange, but in order to get to know each other, FTF-

communication is usually considered more appropriate (Rice, 1993). How-

ever, text-based CMC, e.g., in web-based discussion boards, has also been

considered to foster specific social and cognitive processes. Generally, text-

based CMC has been argued to facilitate more reflective discourse and thus

‘deep’ processing of knowledge (e.g., Marttunen & Laurinen, 2001). Actual

media choice in real world settings may not always be rational, however,

and may not always be based on an ideal fit between medium and collabo-

rative knowledge construction scenario (cf. Döring, 1997a).

Media may be chosen normatively based on what users know and

appreciate best. It has been shown, for instance, that the appreciation of

email in organizational contexts is related to the experience of the individual

in handling email and also depends on how colleagues and superiors ap-

praise email (Schmitz & Fulk, 1991). This includes the notion that the pre-

ferred medium is not necessarily the most costly, high-bandwidth medium.

Anderson and colleagues describe, for instance, that video conferencing

may be considered less useful compared with non-interactive video re-

sources (Anderson et al., 2000). Normative media choice may explain, why

ready to use video conferencing technology has existed for more than 20

years, but ‘videophones’ are still sparsely used. In contrast, the text-based

SMS (Short Message System) has quickly become a wide spread modern

mobile communication option in spite of the fact that technically more ad-

vanced forms of communication exist.

Media choice may also be interactive and depend on how many and

to what extent possible communicants use a specific medium. In this re-
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spect, a critical mass of communicants enhances the use of a specific me-

dium (Markus, 1987). Some studies show that communities can be sup-

ported best by using modest, common, and easily accessible equipment

rather than hi-tech, highly specialized communication tools (Carletta, An-

derson, & McEwan, 2000). Therefore, computer-based approaches to fa-

cilitate collaborative knowledge construction should consider the actual me-

dia context of the individual learner.

4.1.2 Interface design approaches

CSCL may be facilitated by interface design. This approach argues

that no medium was genuinely designed for collaborative knowledge con-

struction and thus, the design of the medium interface could be modified

and improved for specific CSCL scenarios (Hesse et al., 1997; Mandl &

Fischer, in press; Roschelle & Pea, 1999). Media can therefore be adapted to

foster collaborative knowledge construction by technically implementing

support into the CSCL environment. The development and experimental

research of interface design to support collaborative knowledge construction

has many practical implications. Typically, CSCL research strives to design

interfaces which reduce the deficits of CMC as compared to FTF-

communication. Many interfaces have been designed, for instance, to reduce

the coordination disadvantages of CMC (cf. Hesse et al., 1997). Interfaces

may also be designed to foster specific interactions found to be beneficial

for collaborative knowledge construction in educational psychology (e.g.,

Hron, Hesse, Reinhard, & Picard, 1997). The rationale is that a specific in-

terface design may endorse or even substitute extensive training and feed-

back by co-present moderators and warrant a standardized quality of col-

laborative knowledge construction (cf. Collins, Brown, & Newmann, 1989).

The interface may afford and constrain specific activities of collaborative

knowledge construction. In this way, specific functions of media may be

facilitated or reduced in order to facilitate collaborative knowledge con-

struction.
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4.2 Functions of Media for Collaborative Knowledge
Construction

Media can acquire several functions which facilitate collaborative

knowledge construction (Mandl & Fischer, in press; Roschelle & Pea,

1999). These functions may be inherent to some media but may also be en-

hanced by specific interface design. These functions have been categorized

as shared representation function, community-building function, and struc-

turing function.

4.2.1 Shared representation function

An interface may provide discussants with shared representations of

the subject matter through different codes (text, graphic, etc.). Representa-

tions may guide collaborative knowledge construction by emphasizing spe-

cific aspects of a subject matter (Fischer et al., 2002). The salience of spe-

cific aspects in representations would increase the chance that these aspects

would enter the discourse. Representations may also facilitate collaborative

knowledge construction by providing a common ground of the discussants

in accordance with the physical co-presence heuristics (Clark & Marshall,

1981). Shared representations are meant to function as a common reference

point and complement discourse by providing information that does not

need to be interpreted, but can be immediately used by the discussants

(Mandl & Fischer, in press). In this respect, shared representations could

reduce ambiguous communication. For instance, graphical representations

may define subject matters in more definite, complete ways than was possi-

ble in discourse without graphical representations (Schnotz, Boeckheler, &

Grzondziel, 1997). However, as Jucks, Bromme, and Runde (in press) show,

representations could also increase the illusion of evidence in expert-novice

communication. When explaining a subject matter, representations falsely

suggest critical information to be obvious. Explainers overestimate the ex-

planatory power of the representations. For instance, physicians may often

overestimate how much their patients recognize in radiographs and thus
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neglect to fully explain the radiograph. In asynchronous CMC this illusion

of evidence may become more problematic, because discussants cannot

immediately give feedback of incomprehension (Bromme & Jucks, 2001).

This inconsistency (representations facilitating common ground vs.

representations creating illusion of evidence) may be explained by the fact

that the beneficial effects of shared representations are highly dependent on

the degree of prior knowledge of all communicants (Fischer, 1998;

O’Donnell & Dansereau, 2000).

Shared active representations may also model group processes and

the subject matter in a more interactive way. For instance, mapping tech-

niques are based on the idea of representing individual concepts on single

cards and graphically linking these concepts with specified relations on a

map. Online mapping techniques have been successfully applied in CSCL

environments (Fischer et al., 2002). The rationale of these more interactive

forms of shared active representation tools is that users may record impor-

tant processes and results of collaborative knowledge construction. This

permanent record may in turn facilitate collaborative knowledge construc-

tion. Therefore, discussants may be less likely to fall victim to an illusion of

evidence when they need to construct a shared representation together.

Typically, these mapping techniques are not designed for specific tasks and

are content-unspecific. In Fischer et al.’s (2002) study, content-specific vs.

content-unspecific mapping techniques in CMC based on video

conferencing were varied. The results show that in contrast to content-

unspecific mapping techniques, content-specific mapping techniques foster

the construction of conceptual space and the construction of relations be-

tween conceptual and problem space as well as externalization, elicitation,

and conflict-oriented consensus building. Thus it can be said that mapping

techniques, which are designed for specific purposes, can improve CSCL.
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4.2.2 Community-building function

CSCL environments may support the social coherence of communi-

ties by providing defined virtual spaces as MUDs, for instance, do (MUD =

Multi User Dungeon, Dillenbourg, 2002; Mandl & Fischer, in press). MUDs

consist of textually represented spaces, objects, and characters or ‘avatars.’

Community-building in CSILE, for example, is based on the principle that

the individual members of the community contribute to a specific subject

matter on which other members of the community may further build (Scar-

damalia & Bereiter, 1996). In this way, the community-building function of

interfaces helps to allocate knowledge resources, to build groups of interest

and to continuously generate better answers to complex problems.

One aspect of community-building is therefore knowledge mining.

This means that the community-building function may help users to dis-

cover the knowledge of the entire community on a particular subject matter

and recommend specific resources and experts within the community

(Roschelle & Pea, 1999). The separation of the CSCL environment into spe-

cific, purpose-built virtual spaces, which may be accessible only by com-

munity members, aims to improve the knowledge search within a commu-

nity (Weinberger & Lerche, 2001). For instance, ”online-cafés” are sup-

posed to provide space for informal conversations, ”virtual information

centers” inform new community members how to use the environment,

”virtual libraries” represent the collected archive of the community, etc. In

this way, the community-building function of interfaces aims to support the

accumulation of structured knowledge. Thus, the value of the individual

contributions of the community members is intended to be augmented. Indi-

vidual contributions are made accessible to a community and framed in a

growing shared knowledge structure (Roschelle & Pea, 1999).

The community-building function can be regarded to as central to

CSCL environments in real world practice. Mandl and colleagues have con-

ceptualized several design principles for computer supported learning com-

munities (Fischer & Mandl, in press; Reinmann-Rothmeier, 2003; Rein-

mann-Rothmeier & Mandl, 2002; Reinmann-Rothmeier & Mandl, 2001;

Weinberger & Lerche, 2001; Weinberger & Mandl, 2003; Winkler &
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Mandl, 2002). These design principles include, for instance, embedding FTF

phases into online seminars, structuring online processes, or providing task-

specific virtual spaces.

4.2.3 Socio-cognitive structuring function

Interfaces may be designed to structure discourse aiming to induce

successful patterns of collaborative knowledge construction. Successful in-

teraction patterns may involve specific social and cognitive processes. For

instance, learners may be guided through a CSCL environment along pre-

scribed paths. Thus, more specific, individual activities can be suggested by

interface design. Typically, CSCL research aims to compensate differences

between CMC and FTF collaboration by facilitating coordination in CSCL

environments.

Baker and Lund (1997) pre-structured interactions of learners in a

detailed manner by providing buttons for specific speech acts in a text-based

CMC interface of a CSCL environment. The buttons are labeled with speech

acts, such as “I propose to ...,” “Ok,” “Wait!” etc., that could be pasted into

the interface and eventually completed by the user. Learners were expected

to use those buttons to reduce typing demands. Some speech acts would also

improve socio-cognitive knowledge construction processes and grounding.

Hron et al. (1997) sequenced the interaction of learners by alternately

prompting learners to propose correction of the learning partner, explain the

correction, and obtain agreement from the learning partner. Only when both

partners reached agreement was the interface accessible to realize the cor-

rection.

In comparison to discourse in text-based CMC, without structuring

induced by the interface, the studies show that structuring interfaces can

improve processes of collaborative knowledge construction and encourage

discussants to disagree and explore alternative viewpoints (e.g., Pfister &

Mühlpfordt, 2002). Furthermore, it has been found that structuring facili-

tates epistemic activities (e.g., Baker & Lund, 1997; Hron, Hesse, Cress, &
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Giovis, 2000). In this respect, text-based CMC may be appropriate for di-

rectly modifying discourse by sequencing and timing content or interaction.

Structure may also be induced with text-based CMC by assigning specific

activities or roles to individual group members. The focal point of realizing

structuring functions in CSCL is to make up for coordination disadvantages

in CMC. Structuring functions may also aim at specific processes of col-

laborative knowledge construction based on instructional approaches rooted

in educational psychology. In this way, collaborative knowledge construc-

tion in CSCL might be improved beyond what could be achieved even by

well-coordinated collaborative learners.

4.3 Script Approaches

Educational psychology may provide approaches to systematically

enhance the socio-cognitive structuring function of CSCL environments. A

number of script approaches have been developed based on empirical find-

ings and socio-cognitive theories to directly facilitate specific processes of

collaborative knowledge construction (see Huber, 1999).

Instructional script approaches are based on prescriptions for learn-

ers, induced by educational facilitators, to facilitate specific knowledge con-

struction activities. The script term, however, has also been used to describe

cognitive structures guiding individuals through specific processes (e.g.,

restaurant script, Schank & Abelson, 1977). That means, that individuals

possess knowledge about what specific activities in what sequence need to

be applied in a specific context. In a typical restaurant, for instance, indi-

viduals know that they first need to order a menu, subsequently wait to be

served and eat, and finally pay the bill. Kollar et al. (in press) link Schank

and Abelson’s (1977) idea of scripts as cognitive structures and instructional

script approaches (O’Donnell & Dansereau, 1992). Collaborative knowl-

edge construction may be always more or less guided by scripts, but not all

scripts may be externally induced by facilitators. Learners may interact on

grounds of cooperation scripts that are represented in their minds instead.
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For instance, learners may decide to compete against each other to contrib-

ute the best solution to a problem. These scripts are not explicitly introduced

by facilitators, but are already represented in cognitive structures and acti-

vated by cultural practice. These internally represented scripts may structure

the social and cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge construction.

For instance, learners may work on a set of subtopics of a complex problem.

Some of these internally represented scripts have been argued to be sub-

optimal for collaborative knowledge construction (Person & Graesser,

1999). Cooperation scripts, which are induced by educational facilitators,

however, have generally shown to be a promising approach to foster col-

laborative knowledge construction (e.g., Rosenshine & Meister, 1994).

The underlying principles of script approaches are to specify, se-

quence, and assign activities to collaborative learners (cf. Dansereau et al.,

1979). Specifying activities should help learners to produce activities which

are beneficial to collaborative knowledge construction and to avoid activi-

ties which may be detrimental. Typically, a teacher specifies activities,

which are believed to facilitate knowledge construction, prior to a collabo-

rative phase of learners. For instance, teachers introduce students to the

collaborative learning strategy of question asking. Subsequently, learners

are expected to engage in the specified activities in the collaborative phase.

Furthermore, sequencing activities aims to support productive interactions.

The specified activities may be beneficial for collaborative knowledge con-

struction only when they are applied at specified times. Sequencing should

warrant that the students engage in the specified activities at specific times.

In this way, the specified activities may be organized to build sensible dis-

course structures. For instance, after question asking, the sequence of a

script may suggest to answer questions as a next step. Therefore, sequencing

may support learners to better relate to each other and support transactive

discourse. Assigning activities aims to warrant that the specified activities

are carried out by all learners. This typically includes that learners are ex-

pected not only to engage in one specific activity, but to take turns in as-

suming responsibility for various specified activities. For instance, one

learner may be assigned the activity to ask questions regarding one specific

problem case and another learner may be expected to answer those ques-
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tions. Subsequently, these learners may switch their roles to work on a fol-

lowing problem case.

Scripts may be realized in several ways. Typically, scripts are intro-

duced and monitored by teachers. Therefore, script learning includes phases

of traditional classroom teaching wherein learners are taught to apply script

structures. This may let down the original idea of collaborative knowledge

construction as an alternative to traditional classroom teaching to some ex-

tent. Therefore, some script approaches aim to structure specific activities

differently. For instance, collaborative learners can be provided with arti-

facts (= man-made objects). Artifacts may be designed to carry information

about specific activities. When collaborative learners use these artifacts to-

gether, they may automatically engage in a sequence of activities.

In this section, the original scripted cooperation approach will first

be discussed (O’Donnell & Dansereau, 1992). The primary question is,

which activities scripts should specify? In reference to important processes

of collaborative knowledge construction, scripts may aim to facilitate social

and cognitive processes. Subsequently, another script approach, which is

guided peer questioning, will be introduced (King, 1999). Guided peer

questioning makes use of artifacts to suggest specific activities to learners.

4.3.1 Scripted cooperation

The first instructional approach to coin the ‘script’ term is the

scripted cooperation approach (Dansereau, 1988), which aims to facilitate

text comprehension. The main principle of scripted cooperation is to provide

instructions for learners to engage in specific activities in collaboration. In

this way, activities beneficial to collaborative knowledge construction

should be facilitated and activities that are detrimental to collaborative

knowledge construction may be limited. First of all, a text will be seg-

mented. Then, the MURDER-script specifies several activities for two

learners (cf. O’Donnell & Dansereau, 1992):
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- Mood – the learners relax and concentrate on the task
- Understand – both partners read the first section of the text
- Recall – learner A reiterates the text section without looking at the text
- Detect – partner B provides feedback without looking at the text
- Elaborate – both learners elaborate on the information
- Review – both partners look through the learning material once again

The learning partners are supposed to engage in these activities for

each text segment, switching roles regarding recall and detection for each

segment, until they have completed the text.

Several variants of the prototypical scripted cooperation approach

have been developed and examined as the prototypical script confounds

several dimensions of important co-construction activities (cf. Huber, 1999).

The activities suggested by the MURDER script aim, for instance, at affec-

tive, elaborative, as well as meta-cognitive activities. Early attempts to dis-

entangle the confounding of several dimensions of collaborative knowledge

construction have been made (Larson et al., 1985; see also O’Donnell et al.,

1987). Larson et al. (1985) compared effects on the amount and accuracy of

knowledge as co-construct and individually acquired knowledge of an

elaborative and a meta-cognitive cooperation script. This comparison

showed diverging effects on knowledge as co-construct and individually

acquired knowledge. The meta-cognitive cooperation script of this study

produced a positive effect on knowledge as co-construct, but was detrimen-

tal for individually acquired knowledge. The elaborative cooperation script,

in contrast, only facilitated individually acquired knowledge, but impeded

knowledge as co-construct. In later works, O’Donnell and Dansereau (1992)

differentiated several more dimensions of collaborative knowledge con-

struction activities, namely cognitive, affective, meta-cognitive, and social

dimensions. These dimensions may be confounded in individual scripts. In

several contributions, an equally multi-dimensional approach to facilitate

learning has been suggested. Many researchers particularly suggest facili-

tating social and cognitive dimensions of collaborative knowledge con-

struction (Mandl et al., 1993). In a recent contribution, O’Donnell (1999)

made “two key assumptions” with respect to scripted cooperation for col-

laborative knowledge construction:
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First, the use of scripted cooperation will prompt the use of cognitive pro-

cesses by participants that might otherwise not occur. For example during

scripted cooperation, students explicitly engage in error detection when

they might not routinely do so. Second, the use of scripted cooperation

can limit the occurrence of negative social processes that may impede

group functioning and achievement. For example, students often assume a

single role and maintain that role throughout a study period. (p. 180, ital-

ics added by the author)

Prototypical cooperation scripts aim to structure both social and cog-

nitive processes. The facilitation of social and cognitive processes should

facilitate collaborative knowledge construction, because learners often dis-

cuss at a superficial level and digress or argue about isolated and naïve con-

cepts (e.g., Hogan et al., 2000), and because learners’ spontaneous co-

operation strategies often prove to be sub-optimal (e.g., Webb, 1989). Little

is known, however, regarding cooperation scripts that aim either at social or

at cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge construction. There are

only a few studies that have analyzed scripts which explicitly aim at these

specific dimensions (Dufresne et al., 1992; King, 1992; Palincsar & Herren-

kohl, 1999). The results of these studies may convey an impression of how

the distinct social and cognitive processes can be facilitated. These studies

will be illustrated in more detail in the following paragraphs.

Scripts aiming to facilitate social processes. Social cooperation

scripts typically support specific roles in order to facilitate those social pro-

cesses, which are meant to be related to knowledge construction but rarely

emerge spontaneously in collaborative knowledge construction. Elicitation,

for instance, has been shown to be a discourse activity that peer learners do

not engage in sufficiently for learning purposes (King, 1990). Therefore,

King (1992) has aimed to facilitate this social mode of co-construction with

the help of social scripts. She found that when elicitation is facilitated suc-

cessfully, individual knowledge acquisition is also fostered (cf. section

4.3.2; King, 1999). Further social processes may be found sub-optimal and

have been facilitated with social scripts. Conflict-oriented consensus build-

ing, for instance has been linked to knowledge acquisition (e.g., Chan et al.,
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1997), but has also been found to rarely emerge spontaneously in peers’

collaborative knowledge construction (Tudge, 1992).

Scripts aiming to facilitate cognitive processes. Scripts aiming to fa-

cilitate cognitive processes may be more or less domain- and task-specific

(Dufresne et al., 1992; King, 1999; Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 1999).

Dufresne et al. (1992), for instance, rank questions with the help of a com-

puter-supported learning environment according to a hierarchy, whereby the

questions become increasingly problem specific. First of all, the learners are

asked to select and define a principle that could be applied to solve the

problem under consideration. Subsequently, the questions guide the learners

to apply the theoretical principle to the problem. In this way, they aim to

facilitate learners to mimic an expertlike, hierarchical problem-solving ap-

proach. Learners could be successfully supported with this script, which

aims at cognitive processes to produce more expertlike performance than

control groups. Dufresne et al.’s (1992) interpretation of this result con-

cluded that the script aiming at cognitive processes helps to focus learners

on expert task strategies and that these scripts may reduce cognitive load. In

collaborative knowledge construction, scripts may aim to keep learners on-

task, highlight solution procedures, and prompt learners to produce these

specific problem-solving activities. There are indications, however, that

expertlike strategies to solve problems in a top-down manner may not be a

functional way for novices to acquire knowledge (cf. Gräsel, 1997).

In another study, “cognitive tools” and “intellectual roles” have been

applied in fourth grade classrooms (Herrenkohl & Guerra, 1998). The cog-

nitive tools provided task strategies including predicting and theorizing,

summarizing results, and relating predictions and theories to results. These

task strategies were introduced to each student as the framework for discus-

sion prior to collaborative class activities. The intellectual roles did not pro-

vide additional strategies, but assigned the cognitive tools to individual

learners, meaning that each student was made responsible for either pre-

dicting and theorizing, summarizing, or relating theory-based predictions

and results. Classroom discussions of learners who were provided with in-

tellectual roles in addition to cognitive tools engaged in more transactive
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discussion and better epistemic activities, which led Palincsar and Herren-

kohl (1999) to argue

[...] that providing a set of tools to guide students in constructing scien-

tific explanations is not sufficient to ensure high levels of engagement and

collaboration. To deeply engage students with the cognitive content and

with other participants in the classroom, they need to be given roles with

concomitant rights and responsibilities. (p. 169)

Overall, the results of the studies indicate that scripts aiming to fa-

cilitate cognitive processes may need to be carefully designed. Expertlike

problem-solving strategies may not always provoke knowledge construc-

tion. Furthermore, scripts aiming to facilitate cognitive processes may need

to be endorsed by more social scripts components like assigning “intellec-

tual roles.”

4.3.2 Guided peer questioning

In addition to the original scripted cooperation, several other in-

structional approaches have been subsumed as script approach (cf. Derry,

1999; Renkl & Mandl, 1995). In contrast to the original scripted cooperation

approach, some script approaches use artifacts in addition to training to

further facilitate specific interactions of collaborative learners (e.g., Clark et

al., in press; King, 1999; Weinberger et al., in press). King’s (1999) artifact-

based script approach, guided peer questioning, utilizes hand-held prompt

cards to induce specific learner activities. This approach will be introduced

in the following paragraphs.

King found that students often have difficulties to spontaneously ask

task-related, thought-provoking questions (King, 1989b). As a solution to

these student-problems, King developed guided peer questioning (King,

1992). King (1999) argues that “different types of interaction facilitate dif-

ferent kinds of learning” (p. 88). She suggests that higher level of learning

also require higher levels of interactions between learners (King, 1989b).

According to King, task-related questions in particular, are indicators of
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higher level interactions. As a consequence, with a number of subsequent

studies, King aimed to teach students various strategies to ask task-related

questions and developed the guided peer questioning approach (cf. King,

1999).

King (1999) discusses three different discourse patterns for which

she provides specific prompts: complex knowledge construction, problem-

solving, and peer tutoring. These prompts are unfinished sentences, typi-

cally question stems that learners are expected to respond to and complete.

With respect to complex knowledge construction, learners are firstly trained

to give elaborated answers. Then, learners select a few question prompts

from a larger list and generate several content-specific questions by ‘filling

in the blanks.’ These prompts are, for instance, “What does ... mean?”, “Ex-

plain why ...”, “What would happen if ...?” and so on. Next, students discuss

a subject matter asking their questions and by giving elaborated answers.

With respect to problem-solving, students are provided with specific ques-

tion starters on hand-held prompt cards, e.g., “What is the problem?”,

“What do we know about the problem so far?”, “What is our goal now?”,

and so on. Two or three learners should then reciprocally construct ques-

tions with the help of the prompt cards and provide answers in small group

discourse. The prompt cards are supposed to be flexibly used by students to

mutually structure discourse. For peer tutoring, questions are provided for a

tutor only in a specific sequence to assess and consolidate prior knowledge,

construct new knowledge, and to monitor cognitive processes.

Results of empirical studies show that guided peer questioning is

more effective regarding individual knowledge acquisition than discourse

without instructional support (e.g., King, 1990). King’s (1999) findings re-

garding processes of collaborative knowledge construction are mainly anec-

dotal. King (1999) describes that guided peer questioning prompted high

level interaction, which includes activities such as asking thought-provoking

questions, integrating new knowledge with prior knowledge, and examining

alternative perspectives.
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4.4 Blending Scripted Cooperation and Guided
Peer Questioning: Prompt-Based Cooperation
Scripts

Both instructional approaches, scripted cooperation and guided peer

questioning, may be combined to build the fundament for prompt-based

cooperation scripts. The scripts in scripted cooperation have often been

compared to theater scripts. Participants are asked to play roles in a specific

order. However, the scripts in scripted cooperation do not really contain any

text, that is they do not specify the roles during collaboration. In guided peer

questioning this text is provided in form of question starters or prompts, but

no script or description of roles is provided that puts these prompts in con-

text. Prompt-based cooperation scripts combine both scripts and prompts.

First of all, learners are briefly introduced to specific roles, the prompts, and

to a scripted interaction structure. Then they individually work through a

theoretical text. In a following collaborative knowledge construction phase,

the learners are asked to apply theoretical concepts to several case problems

together. The goal is to come to a joint solution of the individual cases. In

this collaborative phase, learners are supposed to act out the individual roles

in a specified sequence with the help of text-based prompts. The individual

prompted roles and activities are complementary and are taken over recipro-

cally in a way, that all learners act out the various roles at specified times. In

this way, roles and activities, as they are suggested in scripted cooperation,

are supported by prompts, so that learners should not need to study the sug-

gested individual roles and activities intensively, but rather (inter-)act ac-

cording to what the prompts suggest. Therefore, prompts may help learners

to fill out the specific roles and activities.

The rationale behind prompt-based cooperation scripts is that learn-

ers are guided through a series of activities without having to waste time and

effort on preparing and thinking about specific roles, because the roles of

the scripted cooperation approach (O’Donnell & Dansereau, 1992) are sup-

ported by prompts as in guided peer questioning (King, 1999). As Derry

(1999) described King’s approach, there is a “pleasing simplicity to this

approach because it does not overload students’ working memories with
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multiple goals and forms of training” (p. 205). Prompt-based cooperation

scripts aim exactly at this kind of simplicity.

Some recent studies have examined processes and results of collabo-

rative knowledge construction supported with prompt-based cooperation

scripts. Interestingly enough, these studies have induced the prompt-based

cooperation scripts in different ways. Typically, the prompts are realized

with artifacts. For instance, prompts are written on cue cards that learners

are confronted with. Ge and Land (2002) compared the effect of question

prompts on individual and collaborative learning in FTF scenarios. Ge

found that question prompts are especially effective in peer collaboration,

but that individual learners can also be supported with question prompts

with respect to problem representation, solutions, justifications, and moni-

toring and evaluation of learning processes.

Some studies have additionally provided training to use the prompts.

Hron et al. (2000) compared implicit structuring, which induced group dis-

cussion on the subject matter by working on key questions in a preceding

learning phase, and explicit structuring, which provided additional rules for

discussion, namely to contribute equally and to engage in conflict-oriented

discourse. These forms of structuring were provided by a facilitator before

the collaborative, text-based computer-mediated setting. The results of this

study show that both forms of structuring support epistemic activities and

more transactive discourse.

Finally, a ‘prompter’ role may be assigned to one of the learners who

is then responsible for inducing the prompts into discourse. Coleman (1998)

investigated explanation prompts that were made available to learners on

cards in FTF collaborative learning scenarios. These cards were also sup-

posed to support roles. These roles were called prompter for the person who

selects the prompt cards and places them in front of the learning partners,

reader and writer for the person who would read the question and document

the group work, and explainer for the person who generated explanations

from the questions. The results of this study indicate that the prompts fa-

cilitated the construction of more advanced and correct explanations.
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4.5 Implementing Prompt-Based Cooperation
Scripts in CSCL Environments

Typical script approaches suitable for FTF collaborative knowledge

construction may not simply be transferable to, but may rather be impracti-

cal for CSCL environments. Scripts for FTF collaboration carry certain

costs of implementation, e.g., the costs of a moderator or facilitator who

models problem-solving, monitors compliance with a script, or trains stu-

dents prior to the actual peer interaction. In order to reduce these costs,

prompt-based cooperation scripts are mainly realized by artifacts. These

artifacts can be components of CSCL environments and aim to enhance the

socio-cognitive structuring function. In this way, prompt-based cooperation

scripts may be a feasible instructional approach for CSCL. Text-based CMC

offers the possibility to structure the learners’ discourse and can guide users

through a certain series of activities by design of the interface (Baker &

Lund, 1997; K. S. King, 1998; Nussbaum, Hartley, Sinatra, Reynolds, &

Bendixen, 2002; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1996). This means that the

prompt-based cooperation script approach can be linked with CSCL ap-

proaches and realized with socio-cognitive structuring functions of specifi-

cally designed interfaces.

Cooperation scripts can be implemented into CSCL environments,

for example, with the help of an interface providing a discourse structure

and prompts that are inserted into text-windows of web-based discussion

boards beforehand (Hron et al., 1997). For instance, Nussbaum et al. (2002)

provided learners with a number of prompts called note starters, e.g., “My

theory is ....” or “I need to understand,” which students could choose when

starting to write a message in text-based computer-mediated learning envi-

ronments. These note starters are implemented into the text window, which

discussants use to formulate messages in online debate. The findings of this

study show that note starters could encourage students to disagree and ex-

plore alternative viewpoints in comparison to discourse without structure

induced by interface design in text-based computer-mediated learning.

Thus, it can be said, that prompts can have a positive effect on conflict-

oriented consensus building in text-based CMC (Nussbaum et al., 2002).

Furthermore, scripts in CSCL seem to have a general positive effect on
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epistemic activities (Baker & Lund, 1997). Learners provided with scripts in

CSCL generally engage more in epistemic rather than non-epistemic activi-

ties. Little is known, however, about how scripts that aim at specific cogni-

tive processes can be applied in CSCL and to what extent specific cognitive

goals can be achieved with these scripts.

With respect to facilitating social and cognitive processes, most

CSCL research is restricted to whether or not learners need to coordinate

discourse moves and grounding (Baker & Lund, 1997; Hron et al., 1997).

These studies show that coordination can be facilitated with cooperation

scripts that are based on prompts and on structuring functions of CSCL en-

vironments. So far, there has been no systematic research with respect to

cooperation scripts in CSCL environments that are specifically oriented to-

wards social and cognitive processes.

CSCL environments may be regarded to as a “natural” environment

for the prompt-based cooperation scripts approach. This means that prompt-

based cooperation scripts can be realized in web-based discussion boards

rather than with hand-held prompt cards. Prompts may directly pre-structure

the text messages of learners. Additional demands to implement the coordi-

nation of the prompts, e.g., with the role of a student prompter as Coleman

(1998) suggests, may become redundant. Obviously, the facilitation of im-

portant processes of the collaborative construction of knowledge by artifacts

has some advantages over instructional support that is realized by teachers

(Weinberger & Mandl, 2001). The first advantage of this prompt-based co-

operation script approach in CSCL environments is that the quality of the

instructional support is warranted (cf. Collins et al., 1989). Individual teach-

ers and students may interact in more or less beneficial ways. In contrast,

CSCL environments can be continuously developed to better correspond

with students’ needs. Another advantage of applying prompt-based coop-

eration scripts in CSCL environments is that students may apply coopera-

tion scripts flexibly. Typical script approaches determine student activities

regardless of particular needs and individual learning prerequisites. Usually,

moderators are monitoring that script prescriptions are accomplished by

students. In CSCL environments students may decide more freely to what

extent externally induced scripts are being followed or not. Lastly, costs of
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instructional support may be reduced. Other forms of instructional support

suggest extensive training prior to actual collaborative learning as well as

adaptive feedback of co-present experts. Costs for these forms of instruc-

tional support often pose a substantial barrier for successfully realizing col-

laborative knowledge construction.

4.6 Conclusions and Limitations: Prompt-Based
Cooperation Scripts Realized in CSCL Envi-
ronments

In this chapter, it has been argued that discourse without structure

induced by facilitators or interface design based on script approaches rarely

produces interactions that are beneficial to knowledge construction. As a

consequence, instructional support can be suggested that aims directly at the

social and cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge construction.

Cooperation scripts are instructional support, which is oriented towards pro-

cesses and which specifies, sequences, and assigns activities and roles to

collaborative learners. Cooperation scripts may be based on prompts as in

guided peer questioning that support the individual activities suggested by a

script. These prompts can support socio-cognitive structuring in CSCL envi-

ronments. Thus far, support of social and cognitive processes has been con-

founded. Cooperation scripts may aim to facilitate what has been regarded

to as important processes for collaborative knowledge construction. There-

fore the development and implementation of an epistemic and a social

prompt-based cooperation script into a CSCL environment can be sug-

gested.

Social cooperation scripts aim to facilitate the specific social modes

of co-construction (Fischer et al., 2002). Social scripts provide learners with

roles and encourage them to perform particular interactions at specified

times. These particular interactions may be related to specific social modes

of co-construction. Thus, social scripts can aim to foster transactive dis-

course by supporting certain complementary roles such as constructive critic
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and case analyst. Social scripts can be based on a kind of schedule, in which

any of the specified role activities can be allocated. An everyday example of

such a procedure is the scientific peer review process. After a paper has

been submitted, peers take over the critic role and point out deficits of a

proposal. The scientific peer review process may not need additional in-

structional support, but can rather be understood as a social cooperation

script, which is already represented in individual minds as well as in cultural

practice sensu Schank and Abelson (1977). Novice learners, however, may

need externally induced scripts, because they typically do not possess bene-

ficial social cooperation scripts themselves.

Epistemic cooperation scripts aim to facilitate specific epistemic ac-

tivities (Fischer et al., 2002). Epistemic scripts can aim to facilitate ex-

pertlike problem-solving behavior by engaging learners in epistemic activi-

ties that experts typically carry out (Dufresne et al., 1992). In this way,

epistemic scripts are not supposed to add learning material, but can rather be

understood as a kind of task strategy. Epistemic scripts should, for instance,

help learners to consider all relevant aspects in an adequate order. An eve-

ryday example of such an epistemic script is a checklist. Checklists typically

induce the task strategy to consider several domain- and task-specific as-

pects in a specified sequence. For instance, pilots remember to control the

individual functions of the plane before flight with the help of a checklist.

There are indications that cooperation scripts as externally induced

instructional support must be applied with care. Scripts may be detrimental

to collaborative knowledge construction when discussants are more experi-

enced or when scripts are too detailed (Baker & Lund, 1997; Cohen, 1994;

Dillenbourg, 2002; Salomon & Globerson, 1989). Cooperation scripts may

disturb ”natural” interactions and cognitive processes. Cooperation scripts

aim at specific activities of collaborative learners, but an a priori structure of

discourse cannot foresee any ambiguity or necessary ”side tracks” in col-

laborative knowledge construction. Especially advanced learners may apply

specific successful knowledge construction strategies that no typical script

may recognize. In particular a very detailed prescription of interactions may

hamper knowledge construction. Complex problems may afford a big num-

ber of various interactions and allow many solution paths. A detailed struc-
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ture may, however, reduce the required multiple perspectives on complex

problems. Furthermore, less structured learning environments have been

argued to better facilitate motivated learning (Reeve, 1996). Cooperation

scripts may also overscript novice learners. Dansereau (1988) suggests that

cooperation scripts may be directed towards too many aspects and learners

may be able to realize only parts of cooperation scripts. For instance, epis-

temic cooperation scripts may distract learners from referring to each other

and social cooperation scripts may suggest that learners disregard the task

and carefully plan interactions (Dansereau, 1988, p. 118):

Some dyads appear to focus on content at the expense of accurately per-

forming the strategy while others do the opposite. In addition, some dyads

do not appear to adequately understand and implement the strategy. Fi-

nally, some of the dyadic interactions are characterized by a misuse of the

available study time through extraneous conversation, concentration on

unnecessary details, and occasional arguments.

 Thus, differential effects of social and epistemic cooperation scripts

on processes and outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction may be

expected.

Prompt-based cooperation scripts provide highly detailed structure,

because they specify, sequence, and assign roles. Beyond that, these scripts

provide prompts to define specific activities for the individual roles.

Prompts of cooperation scripts in a CSCL environment, however, can be

flexibly applied by the learners. Some studies show that learners rather ig-

nore script suggestions in CSCL environments (cf. Dillenbourg, 2002;

Gräsel, Mandl, Fischer, & Gärtner, 1994; Veerman & Treasure-Jones,

1999). Therefore it can be said that prompt-based scripts in CSCL environ-

ments may not determine any activity of collaborative learners. Instead,

learners may choose freely whether or not to apply prompt-based coopera-

tion scripts. Still, the strategies suggested by cooperation scripts may not be

internalized or reduce knowledge acquisition. Larson et al.’s (1985) study

indicates that some specialized scripts may actually impede knowledge con-

struction. Larson et al. (1985) argue that scripts may distract learners from

learning goals. Scripts may (over-)simplify complex learning tasks which

could possibly impede internalization (cf. Reiser, 2002). King (1989a, 1999)
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shows however, that learners were able to internalize question asking strate-

gies in the guided peer questioning approach to foster individual knowledge

acquisition.

Cooperation scripts may therefore need to aim at specific process

dimensions to achieve actual facilitation of collaborative knowledge con-

struction. It is important to note that learning can always be constrained by

more or less explicit scripts which may either be externally induced by a

facilitator or can pose a cultural practice which is already represented in the

mind (cf. O’Donnell, 1999; Schank & Abelson, 1977). For instance, it has

been well examined, how the tasks learners collaboratively work on affect

and structure interaction (Cohen, 1994; Howe, Tolmie, & MacKenzie,

1995). Depending on the task, learners appear to activate specific internally

represented scripts. Problem-solving tasks may initiate several internally

represented social scripts and provide roles like “superior,” who coordinates

problem solutions, and “executive,” who contributes or executes problem

solutions. There are indications, for instance, that in CSCL the social roles

of ‘thinker’ and ’typist’ eventually emerge, which produces negative effects

on collaborative knowledge construction (Bruhn, 2000). Therefore, exter-

nally induced cooperation scripts may need to be designed for specific con-

texts and with sufficient degrees of freedom for the discussants.

Computer-based media may pose an ideal test bed for adapting the

degrees of freedom of cooperation scripts to various contexts and enable

rather than constrain interactions (Dillenbourg, 2002). Beyond that, inter-

faces may be designed based on acknowledged and well researched coop-

eration script approaches in order to realize instructional support for CSCL.
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5 Conceptual Framework of the
Study and Research Questions

It has been argued that specific processes of collaborative knowledge

construction foster learning outcome. These specific processes hardly

emerge spontaneously, but need to be facilitated. Cooperation scripts pose

an instructional approach that can be oriented towards these specific proc-

esses and that can be realized with prompts and implemented in CSCL envi-

ronments. This study aims to analyze and facilitate collaborative knowledge

construction in typical CSCL environments that are based on text-based

CMC in web-based discussion boards. In this chapter, the conceptual

framework of the study will be summarized with respect to processes, out-

comes, and facilitation of collaborative knowledge construction in CSCL

environments. Finally, the research questions of this study will be outlined.

5.1 The Conceptual Framework of the Study

Based on the theoretical layout of chapter 2, a conceptual framework

for the analysis of co-construction processes can be conceptualized. It has

been argued that based on socio-constructivist and socio-cultural perspec-

tives, collaborative knowledge construction can be characterized by its so-

cial and cognitive processes. These processes may be apparent and well ac-

cessible in the discourse of collaborative learners.

Processes of collaborative knowledge construction may be influ-

enced by a number of context factors (organizational background, incentive

structure, learning task, individual learning prerequisites, cooperation

scripts). Some of these context factors are hardly varied in systematic re-

search, but rather have been identified in meta-analyses. Typically, it is dif-
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ficult to experimentally vary organizational background or learning tasks.

The learning environment can be implemented in the standard curriculum of

students to foster ecological validity. Thereby, collaborative learning condi-

tions may resemble and be comparable to standard conditions of learners in

groups in higher education within the natural variance. Further context fac-

tors include individual learning prerequisites which are assessed and tested

with respect to the question whether or not experimental randomization of

participants of the study was effective (see table 5.1a).

Table 5.1a: Control variables – individual prerequisites for collaborative

knowledge construction

Cognitive individual learning prerequisites

Prior knowledge

Learning strategies

Emotional and motivational individual learning prerequisites

Social anxiety

Uncertainty orientation

Interest

Computer-specific attitudes

Attitude towards computers as threat to society

Thus, all context factors except cooperation scripts are experimen-

tally controlled and are not supposed to substantially differ between the ex-

perimental conditions.

Social and cognitive processes have been identified as vital aspects

of collaborative knowledge construction. With respect to social processes, a

conceptual framework of social modes of co-construction, and with respect

to cognitive processes, a framework of epistemic activities can be applied

(see table 5.1b; cf. Fischer, 2001; Fischer et al., 2002).

The social modes of co-construction define how learners interper-

sonally link contributions to each other. Some more transactive modes have

been found to trigger more reflective approaches of collaborative learners

and to foster collaborative knowledge construction. In the framework of this
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study, these modes include the externalization and the elicitation of knowl-

edge as well as quick consensus building, integration-oriented consensus

building, and conflict-oriented consensus building.

Table 5.1b: Dependent process variables – Fischer’s (2001) conceptual

framework of the social and cognitive processes of collabo-

rative knowledge construction modified regarding quick con-

sensus building

Social processes: Social modes of co-construction

Externalization

Elicitation

Quick consensus building

Integration-oriented consensus building

Conflict-oriented consensus building

Cognitive processes: Epistemic activities

Construction of problem space

Construction of conceptual space

Construction of relations between conceptual and problem space

Non-epistemic activities

Epistemic activities point towards the actual tasks and the contents

learners deal with. Generally, epistemic activities have been regarded to as

more valuable for knowledge construction than non-epistemic activities.

Epistemic activities can be further distinguished into the construction of

problem space, the construction of conceptual space, and the construction of

relations between conceptual and problem space. It is not well examined, in

what relative frequency these activities should appear to foster knowledge

construction. Nevertheless it has been argued that the construction of rela-

tions between conceptual and problem space may be the pivotal activity of

learners in collaborative knowledge construction that is based on complex

problems. Furthermore it has been shown that learners who rather construct

conceptual space or relations between conceptual and problem space may

acquire more knowledge than learners who rather construct problem space.
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Chapter 3 was dedicated to the expected outcomes of collaborative

knowledge construction (see table 5.1c). For this reason, a knowledge-in-

use metaphor has been applied. Knowledge-in-use can be regarded to as a

co-construct of a group that is displayed in the discourse of learners. Fur-

thermore, learners may acquire knowledge individually. Several types and

qualities of knowledge can be distinguished. In the context of collaborative

knowledge construction, focused and multi-perspective applicable knowl-

edge can be distinguished as pivotal learning outcomes. Apart from being

able to apply theoretical concepts to the elementary sub-problems of a case,

collaborative knowledge construction explicitly aims to facilitate the ability

to apply knowledge from multiple perspectives.

Table 5.1c: Dependent outcome variables – conceptual framework of

outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction

Outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction

Applicable knowledge as co-construct

Focused applicable knowledge as co-construct

Multi-perspective applicable knowledge as co-construct

Individually acquired applicable knowledge

Individually acquired focused applicable knowledge

Individually acquired multi-perspective applicable knowledge

Next, the question needs to be addressed of how these outcomes may

be fostered by process-oriented instructional support. In particular, coopera-

tion script approaches that specify, sequence, or assign roles and activities

have been outlined. The approach of prompt-based cooperation scripts has

been introduced as a combination of the instructional approaches of scripted

cooperation and guided peer questioning that can be implemented in CSCL

environments. The question remains, however, at what processes in par-

ticular prompt-based cooperation scripts should aim at. Socio-cognitive ap-

proaches emphasize the relevance of social and cognitive processes for col-

laborative knowledge construction. Two scripts have therefore been con-

ceptualized to facilitate either social or epistemic activities. Social and

epistemic scripts are expected to facilitate specific social modes and epis-

temic activities. In this way, social and epistemic scripts can relate explicitly
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to the portrayed processes and outcomes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction. It is possible that both scripts may facilitate both social and cog-

nitive processes, as well as the outcomes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction (see table 5.1d).

Table 5.1d: Independent variables – instructional support of collaborative

knowledge construction with prompt-based cooperation

scripts

Prompt-based cooperation scripts

Social cooperation script

Epistemic cooperation script

The social cooperation script aims to facilitate specific social modes

of co-construction. The social script provides learners with roles and sug-

gests specific forms of interaction that learners rarely engage in spontane-

ously. The social cooperation script particularly provides the roles case

analyst and constructive critic. The function of the case analyst is to start

discussion by providing a first analysis of a problem. The tasks of the con-

structive critics include critical questioning, stating difference of opinions,

and providing advice for adjusting the first analysis. The case analyst in turn

is expected to respond to these critical questions and comments of the con-

structive critic, and to author a final, possibly improved analysis of the

problem case.

The epistemic cooperation script aims to facilitate the specific epis-

temic activities in collaborative knowledge construction. The epistemic

script provides task strategies for learners to endorse the task strategies

learners would apply spontaneously, which may be sub-optimal. The task

strategy that the epistemic cooperation script suggests is to first collect rele-

vant case information, apply theoretical concepts to the case information,

predict possible outcomes of the problem case, and discuss case informa-

tion, which may not be explained by the theoretical concepts.

Both of these scripts can be realized with prompts in CSCL envi-

ronments. Learners are expected to respond to specific prompts of the re-

spective scripts. By responding to the prompts in the intended way, the
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learners follow the task strategies provided by epistemic scripts or fill out

the roles suggested by the social script. Furthermore, social scripts can guide

learners through the virtual spaces in text-based CMC and suggest learners

to contribute to discourse at specified times.

Table 5.1e: Treatment check variables – prompts responded to in the in-

tended way and number of messages

Prompts

Prompts not responded to

Prompts not responded to in the intended way

Structure

Number of messages

Heterogeneity of number of messages

Learners, however, may not follow the respective cooperation scripts

in CSCL environments and may disregard prompts or not follow a given

structure. Therefore a treatment check should clarify to what extent learners

have engaged in the activities suggested by the script. First of all, the fre-

quency of prompts that have not been responded to, as well as the frequency

of prompts that have not been responded to in the intended way, can be

analyzed. Furthermore, the amount of messages suggested by social scripts

and the heterogeneity of this number of messages within the learning groups

can be analyzed and compared to script prescriptions (see table 5.1e).

5.2 Research Questions

Against the theoretical background of socio-constructivist and socio-

cultural perspectives and findings on cooperation scripts, social and epis-

temic cooperation scripts should be investigated in order to identify how

collaborative knowledge construction in CSCL environments can be facili-

tated. Therefore, several research questions can be formulated. First it will

be examined, to what extent learners applied the prompt-based cooperation

scripts with a treatment check. Second, effects of social and epistemic
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scripts on social and cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction will be examined. Third, effects of social and epistemic scripts on

outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction will be studied. Fourth,

relations between processes and outcomes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction will be explored. These research questions will be quantitatively

pursued. Finally, qualitative case studies will be applied to identify and

evaluate discourse structures with specific social and cognitive characteris-

tics, and typical comprehension failures.

5.2.1 Research questions on facilitation of social and
cognitive processes by cooperation scripts

First, the effects of social cooperation script and epistemic coopera-

tion script should be examined in respect to the processes of collaborative

knowledge construction.

1a) To what extent do social cooperation script and epistemic co-

operation script and the combination thereof affect processes

of collaborative knowledge construction in CSCL environ-
ments with respect to social modes of co-construction?

There are indications that specific social modes of co-construction

can be facilitated with social scripts implemented in a CSCL environment

(Nussbaum et al., 2002). Social cooperation scripts facilitate specific social

modes of co-construction. As the applied social cooperation script suggests

showing elicitation and conflict-oriented consensus building, these social

modes should be facilitated.

Hypotheses: The social cooperation script facilitates elicitation.

The social cooperation script facilitates conflict-oriented con-

sensus building.

Some studies indicate that pedagogical interventions, which aim to

structure epistemic activities, also affect social modes of co-construction

(Fischer et al., 2002). Epistemic cooperation scripts influence social modes.
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As the applied epistemic cooperation script suggests to give a more detailed

analysis of the problems, learners may engage more in the social mode of

externalization.

Hypothesis: The epistemic cooperation script facilitates externalization.

1b) To what extent do social cooperation script and epistemic co-

operation script and the combination thereof affect processes

of collaborative knowledge construction in CSCL environ-
ments with respect to epistemic activities?

Empirical findings point out that structuring CSCL facilitates epis-

temic over non-epistemic activities (e.g., Baker & Lund, 1997). This has

been confirmed, even though CSCL without any particular structure is al-

ready supporting epistemic activities compared to FTF discourse (Woodruff,

1995). Furthermore, empirical studies show that specific epistemic activities

can be facilitated in CSCL (Fischer et al., 2002). Therefore, learning groups

with any form of cooperation script engage in less non-epistemic and more

epistemic activities than unscripted learning groups. Furthermore, an epis-

temic cooperation script implemented in CSCL environment facilitates spe-

cific epistemic activities. The epistemic cooperation script particularly aims

at the construction of problem space in order not to mimic expertlike ap-

proaches, but to limit concrete operations within the frame of specific

prompts. Furthermore, the epistemic cooperation script aims to facilitate the

construction of relations between conceptual and problem space. Therefore,

these epistemic activities may be facilitated with the epistemic cooperation

script. No main effects or interaction effects with social cooperation scripts

on specific epistemic activities are expected, however.

Hypotheses: Both social and epistemic cooperation scripts reduce the fre-

quency of non-epistemic activities.

The epistemic cooperation script facilitates construction of

problem space.

The epistemic cooperation script facilitates construction of re-

lations between conceptual and problem space.
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5.2.2 Research questions on facilitation of learning out-
comes by cooperation scripts

Second, effects of social cooperation script and epistemic coopera-

tion script should be examined with respect to outcomes of collaborative

knowledge construction. Based on socio-constructivist and socio-cultural

approaches, scripts facilitating specific processes should also facilitate spe-

cific outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction.

2a) To what extent do social cooperation script and epistemic co-

operation script and the combination thereof affect outcomes

of collaborative knowledge construction in CSCL environ-
ments with respect to focused and multi-perspective applicable
knowledge as co-construct?

Hypothesis: Both social and epistemic cooperation script foster focused and

multi-perspective applicable knowledge as co-construct.

2b) To what extent do social cooperation script and epistemic co-

operation script and the combination thereof affect outcomes

of collaborative knowledge construction in CSCL environ-

ments with respect to individual acquisition of focused and
multi-perspective applicable knowledge?

Hypothesis: Both social and epistemic cooperation scripts facilitate indi-

vidual acquisition of focused and multi-perspective applicable

knowledge.

5.2.3 Research questions on relations of processes with
outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction

Finally, relations of variables examined during the collaborative

phase (social processes, cognitive processes, and knowledge as co-

construct) and individual acquisition of applicable knowledge will be ex-

amined exploratory. These relations should be strong according to both so-
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cio-constructivist and socio-cultural approaches. Based on socio-cultural

approaches, learners should be able to apply knowledge individually that

they have applied in prior collaborative phases. Thus, there should be a

strong relation between applicable knowledge as co-construct and individual

acquisition of applicable knowledge.

3a) To what extent are social processes related to the individual

acquisition of applicable knowledge?

Hypothesis: Social processes relate strongly with the individual acquisition

of applicable knowledge.

3b) To what extent are cognitive processes related to the individual

acquisition of applicable knowledge?

Hypothesis: Cognitive processes relate strongly with the individual acqui-

sition of applicable knowledge.

3c) To what extent is the applicable knowledge as co-construct
related to the individually acquired applicable knowledge?

Hypothesis: Knowledge as co-construct relates strongly with the individual

acquisition of applicable knowledge.

5.2.4 Research questions of the case studies

The quantitative analyses record frequencies of specific social and

cognitive processes. Qualitative analyses may further reveal how specific

processes affect collaborative knowledge construction. Therefore, qualita-

tive case studies can illustrate the quantitative results. In particular, the case

studies aim to answer the following research questions.

4a) Which social and cognitive discourse structures can be identi-

fied in the experimental conditions?

4b) Which comprehension failures of students can be identified?
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6 Methods of the Empirical Study

In this chapter, sample and design, the experimental learning envi-

ronment, and the variables will be reported. Apart from the statistic proce-

dures, the qualitative approach of a graphical coding analysis will be intro-

duced.

6.1 Sample and Design

96 students of educational sciences from the Ludwig Maximilian

University of Munich participated in this study. The students, who were

attending a mandatory introduction course, participated in an online learning

session as a substitute for one regular session of the course. Participation

was required in order to receive a course credit at the end of the semester.

The learning outcomes of the experimental session, however, were not ac-

counted for in students’ overall performance. The introduction course con-

sists of a one hour lecture and a successive two hour seminar. Equally, the

online learning session took three hours.

The data was collected in 32 separate experiments distributed over a

period of two months (January and February 2001) with groups of three

students. The students were to learn Weiner’s (1985) attribution theory in

the online learning session, which is standard curriculum content of the in-

troductory course. Students were individually invited to one of three differ-

ent laboratory rooms. Learning partners did not meet or know each other be-

fore the experimental session. Each group was randomly assigned to one of

the four experimental conditions in a 2×2 factorial design (see figure 6.1).

The four experimental conditions will be abbreviated with DWS (= dis-

course without script), ECOS (= epistemic cooperation script), SCOS (=
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social cooperation script), and ESCOS (= epistemic and social cooperation

script).

Social cooperation script

Without With

Without n = 8 n = 8Epistemic
cooperation
script With n = 8 n = 8

Figure 6.1: 2×2 factorial design of the empirical study with eight groups

of three equaling 24 participants in each experimental condi-

tion.

The factors “social cooperation script” (none vs. social cooperation

script) and “epistemic cooperation script” (none vs. epistemic cooperation

script) were experimentally varied. Data was collected in a pre-test, during

the treatment phase, and in an equivalent post-test (see section 6.6 for a de-

tailed description of the control variables).

Table 6.1a: Demographic data of the participants in the four experimental

conditions.

DWS ECOS SCOS ESCOS

Gender

- Female 21 20 23 19

- Male 3 4 1 5

Age M = 23
(SD = 5)

M = 22
(SD = 3)

M = 22
(SD = 3)

M = 23
(SD = 4)

First language

- German 19 17 20 18

- Other 5 7 4 6

The sample can be described as follows (see table 6.1a): 83 partici-

pants were female and 13 were male. The age of the participants averaged at

23 years (SD = 4). 74 participants declared German as their first language. It
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should also be noted that the 22 students whose first language was not Ger-

man have spoken German for an average of 10 years (SD = 7). The experi-

mental groups did not differ systematically with respect to gender, age, or

first language.

Table 6.1b: Prior applicable knowledge of the participants in the four

experimental conditions.

DWS

M    (SD)

ECOS

M    (SD)

SCOS

M    (SD)

ESCOS

M    (SD)

Prior applicable knowledge

Focused 0.13 (0.61) 0.04 (0.20) 0.29 (0.81) 0.21 (0.51)

Multi-
perspective

0.42 (0.78) 0.38 (0.88) 0.25 (0.44) 0.33 (0.76)

The experimental groups did not differ systematically with respect to

prior applicable knowledge (see table 6.1b). The university students dis-

posed of very little prior knowledge in general. Therefore, the portrayed

differences are subject to a floor effect and cannot be reliably measured (see

section 6.6).

Table 6.1c: Learning prerequisites of the participants in the four experi-

mental conditions.

DWS

M    (SD)

ECOS

M    (SD)

SCOS

M    (SD)

ESCOS

M    (SD)

Learning
strategies 3.19 (0.51) 3.11 (0.46) 3.21 (0.68) 3.29 (0.44)

Social anxiety 2.23 (0.92) 2.24 (0.82) 2.51 (1.04) 2.32 (0.73)

Uncertainty
orientation 3.28 (0.52) 3.32 (0.61) 3.32 (0.66) 3.32 (0.48)

Computer-
specific
attitudes

3.00 (0.69) 2.98 (0.68) 2.92 (0.70) 2.90 (0.62)

Interest 4.12 (0.69) 4.06 (0.84) 3.93 (0.84) 3.76 (0.73)
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Furthermore, the randomization of the four experimental groups was

effective with respect to important prerequisites of collaborative knowledge

construction like learning strategies, social anxiety, uncertainty orientation,

computer-specific attitudes, and interest towards the learning environment

(see table 6.1c). All of these control variables were measured with individ-

ual instruments, described in section 6.6, that are all based on a five-point

Likert scale ranging from low (= 1) to high (= 5).

6.2 Experimental Phases

Table 6.2: Overview of the test procedure

Duration
(1) Introduction and pre-tests

Introductory explanations 5 min

Assessment of learning prerequisites (questionnaire) 5 min

Pre-test of applicable knowledge (case) 10 min

(2) Individual learning phase

Introductory remarks 5 min

Individual study phase of the theoretical text 15 min

(3) Collaborative learning phase

Introduction to the technical handling of the web-based
learning environment

20 min

Explanation of the procedure 5 min

Collaborative learning phase 80 min

(4) Post-tests and debriefing

Post-test of applicable knowledge (case) 10 min

Assessment of the subjective learning experience 10 min

Debriefing 5 min

Total time ca. 3 h

The experiment extended over four phases (see table 6.2). (1) Intro-

duction and pre-test: first, the participants of the study filled out a question-
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naire and a pre-test consisting of a case task. (2) Individual learning phase:

after the pre-test, the students were asked to individually study a three page

description of the attribution theory. (3) Collaborative learning phase: after

the learners were briefly introduced to the handling of the learning environ-

ment, they worked together on three cases. In this collaborative phase the

individual experimental groups were provided with the individual treat-

ments. (4) Post-tests and debriefing: the collaboration was followed by an

individual post-test which paralleled the individual pre-test.

The time in the individual phases was exactly the same in all four

conditions. In the following paragraphs, the individual phases of the test

procedure will be outlined in more detail. Finally, training of the experi-

menters who surveyed the four phases of the experiment will be described.

6.2.1 Introduction and pre-tests

First of all, a possible field of application of the results of the em-

pirical study was pointed out to the participants. The possible field of appli-

cation of the results of the empirical study was to improve learning with

new media at the university level, e.g., at the Virtual University of Bavaria.

Furthermore, the university students were introduced to the learning goals of

the experimental web-based environment. These learning goals were to ex-

perience forms of virtual learning with new media, which represents an im-

portant focal point of the studies of educational sciences at the University of

Munich, and to learn about a prominent theory of educational sciences to-

gether with two learning partners. The participants were assured that all data

were treated anonymously. The participants were informed that they were

surveyed via video, but were further assured that they were not recorded.

After that, the participants were equipped with a pen, paper, and a marker

for making notes. Furthermore, learners were provided with a clock to

monitor time in the individual segments of the experiment. Finally, the par-

ticipants were asked to fill out a questionnaire of some demographic and

other control variables (e.g., uncertainty orientation) and analyze a baseline

case to their best knowledge (see section 6.6).
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6.2.2 Individual learning phase

In the individual learning phase, the participants were informed

about the general procedure of the online learning session, which entailed

analyzing a few more problem cases with learning partners mediated via

text-based communication “similar to communication with email or SMS.”

Subsequently, the participants were handed out a theoretical text about attri-

bution theory (see section 6.3.1) and were told that their learning partners

would receive the same theoretical text. Finally, the experimenters pointed

out once more to the students that they could make notes and mark the text.

6.2.3 Collaborative learning phase

In the individual laboratory rooms, each student was equipped with a

standard IBM Pentium computer with a standard web-browser (MS Internet

Explorer). With the help of this hard- and software, the students could

communicate with each other via web-based discussion boards of the

learning environment (see figure 6.2.3).

Laboratory room 1 Laboratory room 2 Laboratory room 3

Figure 6.2.3: A learning group of three participants in separate rooms

communicating via web-based discussion boards.

First of all, the participants were introduced to the handling of the

learning environment. They were given socio-emotionally neutral code

names (Ahorn, Birke, or Pinie), and were informed about the individual

components of the web-based learning environment (timer, task description,

orientation map, and web-based discussion board; cf. section 6.3.3). The
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participants were asked to write and read some of the messages in test

boards. They were taught how to title messages, start threads, answer mes-

sages, quote and delete text in the text windows, and read the messages of

the various levels of a thread (initiating message, response etc.). Further-

more, the participants were introduced to the specifics of the individual ex-

perimental conditions (cf. section 6.4). The task of the students was to dis-

cuss three problem cases on grounds of the theoretical text and to come to

an agreement about an analysis of each of the three cases. Finally, the par-

ticipants were asked to read the ‘Welcome’-page of the learning environ-

ment (see figure 6.3.3a) and wait until all learning partners were ready to

start at the same time. From this moment on, the learning environment

worked automatically. During collaboration, all participants had a copy of

the text covering attribution theory. The whole discourse of the students was

recorded by means of web-based discussion boards through which the par-

ticipants communicated. A quarter of an hour prior to the end of the collabo-

rative phase, the students were reminded by the experimenters to fulfill the

task and come to joint analyses.

6.2.4 Post-tests and debriefing

After the collaborative phase, the participants analyzed another

problem case individually with pen and paper. The procedure was equiva-

lent with the baseline case of the pre-test. Finally, in a debriefing interview,

the participants were asked to report their experiences in general. These

comments were noted by the experimenter.

6.2.5 Experimenter Training and Surveillance of the Ex-
periment

The four general phases of the experiment were introduced by inten-

sively trained experimenters who were equipped with a detailed portfolio of

each of the four experimental conditions. The training of the experimenters
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included the accomplishment of the experiment in the role of the subjects,

extensive practical training in the role of experimenter assistants, and role

playing as responsible experimenters in various worst case scenarios (e.g.,

system crash). Furthermore, the experimenters were trained in how to re-

spond to questions posed by participants.

Figure 6.2.5: Observation of the participants and their computer monitors.

The four phases of the experiment were surveyed by video. The par-

ticipants themselves as well as their computer monitors were observed from

a video control room (see figure 6.2.5). The surveillance of the experiment

via video served to reduce eventual experimenter effects and to better con-

trol the procedure of the experiment. The participants were not recorded on

tape.

6.3 Learning Material and CSCL Environment

This section serves to illustrate the learning material as well as the

technical aspects of the web-based learning environment. This includes the

theoretical text and the problem cases as well as the individual components

of the web-based learning environment.
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6.3.1 Theoretical text

The task given to the students was to analyze cases with the help of

Weiner’s (1985) attribution theory. First of all, students were handed a short

description of the attribution theory, which they were allowed to study on

their own (including taking notes and marking text). The theoretical text

mainly covered Weiner’s (1985; Weiner et al., 1971) attribution theory and

addresses the question how students attribute causes for success or failure.

Weiner’s work is strongly based on the conceptions of Heider (1958) who

allocates causes for attribution to two dimensions, namely locality and sta-

bility.

The dimension of locality means that attributed causes can be found

within or outside of a person who experienced success or failure. In other

words, causes for success or failure can be attributed to internal or external

causes. An example of an internal cause would be the time the individual

learner invested prior to an exam. An external cause is, for example, the

difficulty of an exam. Regarding the dimension of stability, attributed

causes may be temporally stable or variable. This dimension describes

whether attributed causes may be different next time, because they vary by

chance or because they could be changed intentionally, as for example,

when a student decides to invest more time in preparing for an exam. In

contrast, an example for a stable cause is the talent of a student, which is a

relatively constant (stable) feature. These two dimensions are independent

of each other and thus pose a matrix of four attribution variants: Talent, ef-

fort, task difficulty, and chance (see figure 6.3.1).

There is a prescriptive aspect to this classification system. Weiner

(1985) assumes that in order to sustain learning motivation, failures should

be attributed to variable causes such as chance or effort. Students who as-

cribe failures to a lack of effort may work harder in the future, whereas stu-

dents who ascribe failures to a lack of talent may regard further learning

efforts as pointless, because they believe they cannot improve or change

anything in comparable future situations. Accordingly, attributions of suc-

cess to talent are beneficial for future performance, whereas attributions of

success to chance are detrimental.
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Locality

Internal External

Stable Talent Task difficulty
Stability

Variable Effort Chance

Figure 6.3.1: Classification system of attributions according to Heider

(1958)

The attribution theory further distinguishes between attributions of

the concerned student him- or herself and other persons, which can have

equivalent effects on future performance. The short text about the attribution

theory concludes with a reference to re-attribution-training, which may

change detrimental and foster beneficial attributions (Ziegler & Heller,

2000).

6.3.2 Problem cases

After studying the theoretical text, the task of the students was to

analyze and discuss problem cases. An important aspect of learning based

on problems is that the problems that learners are confronted with, should be

complex and require the construction of problem space, conceptual space,

and the construction of relations between conceptual and problem space (De

Jong & van Joolingen, 1998; Fischer et al., 2002; Kitchner, 1983). Thus,

presented problem information can be irrelevant or ambiguous. These com-

plex problems are supposed to resemble real world contexts familiar to stu-

dents, which may facilitate motivation and knowledge construction in com-

plex domains. In this regard, the presentation format of problems may be of

importance. Some instructional approaches, for example, use simulations or

a videodisc format to present problems in a more realistic way (Anchored

Instruction, Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1997). How-

ever, these formats may be rather costly. The format of text-based cases is a
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more feasible approach to present problems and is well known in juristic,

management, and medical education, as well as in problem-oriented ap-

proaches to learning (Kaiser, 1983).

With respect to the learning environment of the study, problem cases

were developed that resembled daily situations of students and that could be

solved with the help of the attribution theory. For instance, learners were

supposed to analyze the following problem case:

You participate in a school counseling as a student teacher of a

high school with Michael Peters, a pupil in the 10th grade.

“Somehow I begin to realize that math is not my kind of thing.

Last year I almost failed math. Ms Weber, who is my math

teacher, told me that I really had to make an effort if I wanted

to pass 10th grade. Actually, my parents stayed pretty calm

when I told them. Well, mom said that none of us is ‘witty’ in

math. My father just grinned. Then he told that story when he

just barely made his final math exams with lots of copying and

cheat slips. ‘The Peters family,’ Daddy said then, ‘has always

meant horror to any math teacher.’ Slightly cockeyed at a

school party, I once have told this story to Ms Weber. She said

that this was no bad excuse, but no good one either. Just an ex-

cuse that is, and you could come up with some more to justify

to be bone idle. Last year I have barely made it, but I am really

anxious about the new school year!”

The descriptions of the problem cases were embedded into the web-

based learning environment, so that the participants could study the problem

case while authoring new messages on the web-based discussion boards.

6.3.3 Web-based learning environment

The web-based learning environment is a password protected web-

site in which three participants can post messages that, apart from the ex-
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perimenters, only the members of the learning group could read. The par-

ticipants were logged in with code names in an effort to warrant anonymity.

The learning group was locally spread out, which means that the individual

participants operated on separate, distant computer terminals. The web-

based environment consists of several components that are based on html,

php- and perl-protocols, and javascript (Stegmann, 2002). The various

modifiable components of the learning environment will be described in the

following paragraphs.

Html-web-pages

The whole web-based learning environment is accessible via the

world wide web and built on standard html-web-pages. Html (Hypertext

markup language) is a format that may combine text and images and is

readable with browsers of any operating system or computer model (see

figure 6.3.3a).

Figure 6.3.3a: The ‘Welcome!’-web-page of the learning environment with

a summary of the task combining text and images.
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Flexible task description and timer (javascript)

One component of the web-based learning environment is a flexible

task description and a timer in a dark green window which is continually

present in the upper left corner of the screen (see figure 6.3.3b). These fea-

tures are based on javascript and may be modified and adopted to different

settings of the learning environment. For instance, the timer counts down

the minutes of the task. The timer can also structure the collaborative phase

into several time segments. This helps to guide learners through a series of

interactions in various web-based discussion boards. Accordingly, the task

description can be adjusted to any of the programmed segments. In other

words, any time segment can be characterized by a different task descrip-

tion.

Figure 6.3.3b: Flexible task description and timer.

Web-based discussion boards (php- and perl-protocols)

The main component of the communication interface consists of an

arbitrary number of web-based discussion boards. Each board has a distinct

color and a map in the lower left corner to facilitate orientation (see figure

6.3.3c). The orientation map marks the current discussion board with a red

×. On the boards, a description of the problem cases can be found. Below

the case description, a text message (incl. a header) can be typed into text

windows. It is possible, to pre-structure these text windows with prompts to

which learners can flexibly react to.

After contributions have been sent off, they can be accessed via an

overview page of the individual web-based discussion boards (see figure

6.3.3d). In this overview page, the typical thread structure of discussions is
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shown. A specific thread structure can be realized with the help of the timer.

The timer may guide participants in a specific sequence through the web-

based discussion boards. This sequence can be visualized with the help of

the orientation map that can indicate a specific sequence of the individual

web-based discussion boards with arrows.

Figure 6.3.3c: Interface of the learning environment with an orientation

map, the case description, and text-window (incl. prompts).

Problem caseTask descrip-
tion and timer

Orientation
map

Text window
with prompts
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Figure 6.3.3d: Overview of one out of three completed web-based discus-

sions that was guided and segmented with the help of a timer

and an orientation map.

6.4 Experimental Conditions

In this section, the four experimental conditions of the 2×2-design

will be described. In this context, the implementation of the social coopera-

tion script and the epistemic cooperation script into the web-based learning

environment will be illustrated.

6.4.1 Discourse without cooperation scripts (DWS)

The participants of the experimental condition “Discourse without

cooperation scripts” (DWS) were allowed to access three distinct web-based

discussion boards within the web-site via an overview page (see figure

6.4.1). The problem case descriptions were permanently available inside the

individual discussion boards. Within these discussion boards new contribu-

tions (initiating messages) could be posted that started a thread or existing

messages could be answered in order to continue a thread with an unlimited

number of responses.
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Figure 6.4.1: Overview-page of all three discussion boards for the problem

cases

As in standard web-based discussion boards, replies to messages

contain the original text of the message which is marked with “>.” Addi-

tionally, quoted text is presented in different colors to be able to more easily

distinguish between quoted text and new words. The participants were in-

troduced to the possibility of the web-based discussion board to delete

original text when composing a new message in the text window. The timer

in the DWS-condition was set to 80 minutes after which the collaborative

phase automatically ended.

6.4.2 Social cooperation script (SCOS)

Each student involved in the “social cooperation script” scenario

(SCOS) was assigned two roles: (a) analyst for one of the cases and (b) con-

structive critic for the other two cases. Role (a) included taking over the

responsibility for the preliminary and concluding analysis as one case and

responding to criticism from the learning partners. In their function of a

constructive critic (role (b)), the learners were required to criticize the

analyses of the two other cases presented by the learning partners. These

activities were supported by the interaction-oriented prompts (see figure

6.4.2a), which were automatically inserted into the critics’ messages and

into the analyst’s replies in order to help learners successfully take over

their roles.
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Prompts for the constructive critic

These aspects are not clear to me yet:

We have not reached consensus concerning these aspects:

My proposal for an adjustment of the analysis is:

Prompts for the case analyst

Regarding the desire for clarity:

Regarding our difference of opinions:

Regarding the modification proposals:

Figure 6.4.2a: Prompts of the social cooperation script to support the roles

of constructive critic and case analyst in collaborative knowl-

edge construction.

SCOS-learners were given a time limit for each of the required ac-

tivities. All in all, these activities lasted 80 minutes, as in the groups without

the script. The SCOS-learners were guided through all three cases and were

asked to alternately play the role of the analyst and that of the critic. SCOS-

learners were given a list of the respective prompts with short explanations,

and a plan of how the social cooperation script would guide the collabora-

tive learning phase (see figure 6.4.2b).

Figure 6.4.2b: Plan of the automatic guidance of the social cooperation

script through the web-based discussion boards handed out to

the participants.

1. First
analysis → 2. First

con-
structive
critique

→ 3. Second
con-
structive
critique

→ 4. Reply
to first
critique
5. Reply
to second
critique

→ 6. Third
con-
structive
critique

→ 7. Fourth
con-
structive
critique

→ 8.New
analysis
of the
case
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The social cooperation script determined the number of messages

being produced for each case (see table 6.4.2; see also figure 6.3.3d for an

example of a complete discourse that was SCOS-guided).

All learners had to draft a first analysis for one of the three problem

cases (1st message), continue with the second problem case and write a cri-

tique of an initial analysis of one of the learning partners (2nd message),

continue with the third problem case and write another critique of an initial

analysis of the other learning partner (3rd message). The learners then had to

return to the original problem case and compose two replies to the two cri-

tiques the learning partners have written in the meantime (4th and 5th mes-

sage), then continue with the second problem case and respond critically to

the defense of the analyst of the second problem case (6th message), move

on to the third problem case and do the same (7th message), then return to

the original problem case and compose a final analysis (8th message).

Table 6.4.2: Result of the cooperation script for one of the three cases

with the respective time limits

Student A (analyst) Student B (critic) Student C (critic)
First analysis
(16 minutes)

Constructive critique*
(8 minutes)

Constructive critique*
(8 minutes)

Replies to both critics*
(16 minutes)

Constructive critique*
(8 minutes)

Constructive critique*
(8 minutes)

Final analysis
(16 minutes)

* these contributions were facilitated with prompts for critics and analysts

In summary, the SCOS suggested that learners write eight messages

for each problem case: an initial analysis of the case, four critiques in total,

two replies, and another, final analysis (see table 6.4.2). In addition to the

prompts within the text windows, the SCOS also set the titles of these eight

messages.
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6.4.3 Epistemic cooperation script (ECOS)

Participants of the experimental condition “epistemic cooperation

script” (ECOS) disposed of the same resources and technique as the DWS-

learners, but any initiating message was pre-structured with ECOS-prompts

(see figure 6.4.3).

Case information, which can be explained with the attribution theory

Relevant terms of the attribution theory for this case:

- Does a success or a failure precede this attribution?

- Is the attribution located internally or externally?

- Is the cause for the attribution stable or variable?

- Does the concerned person attribute himself/herself or does another

person attribute him/her?

Prognosis and consequences from the perspective of the attribution theory:

Case information which cannot be explained with the attribution theory:

Figure 6.4.3: Prompts of the epistemic cooperation script to apply the con-

cepts of Weiner’s (1985) attribution theory to problem cases.

The prompts were questions about the problem cases and aimed to

facilitate learners to first identify relevant case information, relate the con-

cepts of the attribution theory to the case information, predict outcomes and

suggest pedagogical interventions for the case, and finally identify case in-

formation which cannot be explained with attribution theory. These prompts

were introduced to the ECOS-learners on a piece of paper with short expla-

nations of the meaning of the individual prompts. This prompt list was

handed out to the ECOS-learners prior to the collaborative treatment phase

while the technical handling of the web-based learning environment was

explained. These prompts were supposed to be responded to in the given

sequence. For this reason, the prompts were separated from each other by

empty lines in which the participants were supposed to type in their respec-
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tive responses to the prompts. Thus, the specific sub-tasks of the learners

were to respond to the given prompts and elaborate on them together with

their learning partners. As the original text is quoted in any subsequent mes-

sage (response), the prompts continue to be present within a discussion

thread. As in the DWS-condition, the timer in the ECOS-condition was set

to 80 minutes after which the collaborative phase automatically ended.

6.4.4 Epistemic and social cooperation script (ESCOS)

In combination of both epistemic and social cooperation scripts

(ESCOS), all initiating messages were pre-structured with the ECOS-

prompts. The distribution of the roles, including the social prompts as well

as the timer-controlled guidance through the three case boards, was identical

to the SCOS-condition. In other words, the first and the concluding mes-

sages of the analyst were pre-structured with the prompts of the epistemic

cooperation script and the application flow was otherwise identical to the

SCOS-condition. The participants were given both handouts about the

ECOS-prompts and the SCOS-prompts. The time on task was 80 minutes,

which was identical to any other experimental condition.

6.5 Operationalization of the Dependent Variables

The goal of the empirical study was to measure the effects of the so-

cial and epistemic cooperation scripts – the independent variables – on the

processes and outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction, which are

the dependent variables. In this section all dependent variables, including

social and cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge construction, and

learning outcomes will be presented. For this reason, process data as well as

outcome data have been collected and measured.
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6.5.1 Process data and their measurement

The data for the social and cognitive processes were collected during

the collaborative learning phase. The data source for the process measures is

the discourse of one of the three web-based discussion boards. Social modes

of co-construction and epistemic activities have been analyzed with a cod-

ing system for multi-level analysis of knowledge co-construction processes

in discourse (Weinberger, Fischer, & Mandl, 2002), which is based on a

coding system by Bruhn, Gräsel, Fischer, and Mandl (1997) that has been

applied by Fischer et al. (2002).

Unit of analysis

In the quantitative analyses, the unit of analysis of the process meas-

ures is the relationship between two subsequent conceptual components of

the discourse of the students (cf. Hofer & Pikowsky, 1993). For instance,

the sentence “The cue that no one in the family is witty anyway is equiva-

lent to an attribution on talent” consists of the case information “that no one

in the family is witty” on the one hand and the concept “attribution on tal-

ent” on the other hand. The relation between the conceptual components is

defined by the words “is equivalent.” Conceptual components may be

spread over syntactical units such as sentences. For instance, “My first im-

pression is that the pupil stresses his lack of talent. This is an internal attri-

bution.” One conceptual component is “that the pupil stresses his lack of

talent” which is related to another conceptual component, namely “internal

attribution.” The utterance that relates two conceptual components may be

more relevant for collaborative knowledge construction because the coarser

granularity of this unit of analysis may indicate components of mental mod-

els better than syntactical units (cf. Chi, 1997; Chi, DeLeeuw, Chiu, &

LaVancher, 1994; Hofer & Pikowsky, 1993).
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Rater training

Two raters have been trained to identify these units of analysis by

processing ca. 1000 units together. After that, inter-rater reliability was de-

termined on the grounds of roughly 500 units more that the raters analyzed

independently from each other. Discrepancies were not resolved in accor-

dance with (Chi, 1997), “because resolving them can actually bias the inter-

pretation of subsequent codings” (p. 307). Coder-correspondence for identi-

fying units was 87%, determined on the grounds of the ca. 500 units, which

is an acceptable ratio (cf. Chi, 1997).

Overall raw data

In total, the discourses of all groups in one of the three web-based

discussion boards consisted of 17863 words (not including the prompts)

distributed over 412 messages. On average, 184 words (SD = 133.18) were

posted in 4 messages (SD = 3.66) per person in one of the three web-based

discussion boards. These discourses have been segmented into a total of

1763 codeable units (6 utterances were incomplete and could not be coded).

On average, each learner produced 18 codeable units for this one problem

case (SD = 14.34). There are no substantial differences regarding the num-

ber of units of analysis between the experimental groups. For a clearer rep-

resentation and better comparability, the process measures of social modes

of co-construction and epistemic activities will be additionally reported in

percentages. Effects of the scripts will be presented with z-scores.

Categorization

With the help of the ‘Coding System for a Multi-Level Analysis of

Knowledge Co-Construction’ (Weinberger et al., 2002), each unit can be

analyzed simultaneously on levels of social processes (social modes of co-

construction) and cognitive processes (epistemic activities).

(1) Social modes of co-construction. Any unit of analysis in the dis-

course was coded with respect to social modes of co-construction that indi-
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cate an increasing degree of transactivity, namely, externalisation, elicita-

tion, quick consensus building, integration-oriented consensus building, and

conflict-oriented consensus building. The inter-rater reliability regarding

social modes of co-construction, which was measured with Cohen’s Kappa,

���� �������

(a) Externalization. Units have been coded as externalization if they

were neither prompted by learning partners or constructed as a response to

any other contribution of learning partners. Thus, new initiating messages

typically contained externalization, as for instance in “My first impression is

that the pupil ascribes his bad performance in mathematics to talent.”

(b) Elicitation. A unit is coded as elicitation if a learner aims to di-

rectly trigger a specific reaction from the learning partners. This is typically

done by question asking (e.g., “Why do you believe that Michael ascribes

his deficits to an internal, stable cause?”), but syntactically not restricted to

questions. Equally, directive discourse moves, such as “You should mention

the attribution of the parents,” aim to elicit a specific reaction by a learning

partner and are accordingly coded as elicitation.

(c) Quick consensus building has been coded when learners agree

without further comments (e.g., “Yes”). Agreement may be expressed by

short sign of approvals or by literal repetition of what has already been said

(A: “Michael does not feel like making an effort in math;” B: “He simply

does not learn for this subject”) or by juxtaposition (“Both are somehow

correct”).

(d) Integration-oriented consensus building. Segments in which con-

tributions by a learning partner are adopted into one’s own considerations,

but were not previously considered, have been coded as integration-oriented

consensus building. This includes sublation of perspectives and explicit

adoption of perspectives (e.g., A: “Michael attributes to internal, stable

causes;” B: “The parents attribute to talent;” C: “Both Michael and his par-

ents have a detrimental attribution pattern”), but does not refer to mere

agreement.
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(e) Conflict-oriented consensus building. Utterances that dismiss,

modify, or devaluate contributions of learning partners have been coded as

conflict-oriented consensus building. In this way, not only explicit, but also

implicit rejections indicated by slight repairs or modifications of contribu-

tions of partners are regarded to as conflict-oriented. Thus, individual con-

flict-oriented segments are indicated by explicit rejections (“I don’t think

so”), replacements (A: “The attribution of the teacher is de-motivating;” B:

“The attribution of the teacher is beneficial”), modification (A: “The attri-

bution of the parents is positive because it liberates Michael of his feelings

of guilt;” B: “It is positive in the sense that the parents do not put pressure

on Michael, but accept him principally”), or critical endorsement (A: “The

teacher motivates Michael by ascribing his bad performance to laziness;” B:

“The teacher motivates Michael by also evaluating the attributions of his

parents”).

(2) Epistemic and non-epistemic activities. Raters had to differenti-

ate the various epistemic activities and if a unit of analysis was epistemic or

non-epistemic. The inter-rater reliability of the individual epistemic and

	
	���������� ����������� �������������������������
��	����������� � �
.90.

Contributions have been classified as non-epistemic, when the con-

tent of the contributions was neither about theoretical concepts, nor case

information. Thus, typical for non-epistemic activities were students’ di-

gressions off topic, e.g., “The weather could be better today.” Coordinating

activities of learners have been also coded as non-epistemic, e.g., “Where is

everybody?”. The epistemic activities describe the tasks of learners to con-

struct problem space, conceptual space, and interrelations between both

spaces.

(a) Construction of problem space. Relations between two concep-

tual components have been coded as construction of problem space when

both components are case information. In other words, participants con-

structed problem space whenever they repeated or paraphrased case infor-

mation in order to acquire a better model of the situation. One characteristic

of the construction of problem space is that no theoretical concepts are re-
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ported as in, for example “Michael’s mother says that no one in the family is

actually witty anyway; this she said with a smile.”

(b) Construction of conceptual space. If participants built relations

between two theoretical concepts, this relation was coded as construction of

conceptual space. Thus, the repetition of concepts of the theoretical text has

been coded as construction of theoretical conceptual space. In the example

“An attribution towards talent is an internal, stable attribution,” a relation

between two theoretical concepts is constructed (“attribution towards talent”

and “internal, stable attribution”).

(c) Construction of relations between conceptual and problem space.

When the participants related theoretical concepts and case information,

these utterances were classified as constructions of relations between con-

ceptual and problem space. In other words, this category describes how

learners applied concepts to problems. For example, in the utterance “That

Michael said, ‘I am just not talented’ points to an internal attribution,” the

theoretical concept “internal attribution” was applied to the case information

“Michael said ‘I am just not talented.’”

6.5.2 Learning outcome measures

The co-construct as well as the individual acquisition of various

forms of knowledge have been considered as learning outcomes. These two

dimensions of learning outcomes have been assessed at different times dur-

ing the experiment. Basis for knowledge as co-construct is the discourse of

learning groups. The individual acquisition of applicable knowledge has

been assessed in individual post-tests. The data source for the individual

acquisition of applicable knowledge was the individual analysis of a transfer

case. The pen and paper analyses of the individual participants was seg-

mented and coded in the same way as discourse with the ‘coding system for

a multi-level analysis of knowledge co-construction.’ The dimension of so-

cial modes of co-construction were not applied, because analysis of the

transfer case was accomplished without references to learning partners. 958
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units of analysis have been segmented in all analyses of the transfer case.

Raters were blind to the experimental condition during the coding procedure

of the individual post-test.

In the collaborative learning phase as well as in the individual post-

test phase, learners were asked to analyze cases with the help of the attribu-

tion theory. Several concepts of attribution theory needed to be connected to

information of the individual problem cases. Applicable knowledge has

been measured with the amount of adequate relations between theoretical

concepts and case information. Individual relations of theoretical concepts

to case information have been identified as adequate with respect to the

theoretical text and an expert solution, and allocated to focused respectively

multi-perspective applicable knowledge. The problem cases typically raise

the question, how a person may perform in future exams. On the one hand,

these problem cases contain information that denotes future failures because

a person shows some attribution behavior detrimental to learning. These

aspects can be regarded to as the most prominent within the problem case or

as the core problem. The contributions that built adequate relations of con-

cepts of the theoretical text to these problems have been coded as focused

applicable knowledge. On the other hand, the problem cases typically con-

tain some information that indicate possibilities for future improvement of

the protagonist due to some beneficial attributions of his or her social envi-

ronment. These attributions of others may counter the most prominent det-

rimental attributions of the protagonist of the problem case. Thus, a com-

plete analysis of the problem case, in comparison to an expert analysis, must

build on a range of aspects of the problem case that may be regarded to as

sub-problems. Utterances have been coded as multi-perspective applicable

knowledge when participants adequately related concepts of the theoretical

text to the sub-problems of the problem case that have not been regarded to

as part of the core problem, but have been seen as necessary for a complete

analysis of the problem case by an expert solution.

Focused applicable knowledge as a co-construct has proven to be a

��������� �������� ���
	�������  = .77). Although it depicts several inde-

pendent sub-problems by definition, multi-perspective applicable knowl-

edge� ���� ���
� �
��	� �
� ��� ��������� ���
	�������  = .66). The individual
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acquisition of focused and multi-perspective applicable knowledge was

��������� ��� ���	�� ���������
����� �������������� ��
	�������  = .66, and re-

������������
	�������  = .55.

For a better comparability with the outcomes regarding both the co-

constructs and the individual acquisition of focused and multi-perspective

applicable knowledge, all outcome measures will be reported as z-scores.

6.6 Control Variables

Control variables were assessed with the help of pen and paper tests

and questionnaires that included multiple choice items and a baseline case.

The data for the control variables were collected prior to the experiment

except for computer-specific attitudes, which were measured after the col-

laborative phase in order to avoid priming effects. The individual control

variables included:

(1) Demographic data. Several demographic variables, namely gen-

der, age, and first language (and years speaking German as a foreign lan-

guage) have been assessed with a questionnaire.

(2) Prior knowledge. Prior knowledge has been assessed with respect

to applicable knowledge. Prior applicable knowledge has been assessed with

a baseline case, comparable to the problem cases of the collaborative phase

and the transfer case. For this reason, the ‘coding system for a multi-level

analysis of knowledge co-construction’ has been applied to the pre-test case

analyses. Raters were again blind with respect to experimental condition.

629 units of analysis have been segmented and categorized regarding appli-

cable prior knowledge. With the students’ analysis of the problem case, fo-

cused and multi-perspective applicable prior knowledge was measured.

However, the 1st-year-students disposed of extremely little applicable prior

knowledge. Thus, 90% of the students were unable to construct a relation

that was attributable to focused applicable knowledge, and 76% of the stu-

dents could not produce relations attributable to multi-perspective applica-
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ble knowledge. Three coding units regarding focused as well as multi-

perspective applicable knowledge were shown as the empirical maximum of

individuals’ prior knowledge. Due to this floor effect, possible differences

�������	�� �
������ ���
	�������  = .49) and multi-perspective applicable

 	
����������
	�������  = .33) could not be reliably measured.

(3) Learning strategies. The learning strategies were measured with

the help of Wild and Schiefele’s (1994) scale prior to the experiment. Reli-

����������������������������
	�������!�����  = .64).

(4) Social anxiety. Social anxiety was measured with the help of

Rost and Schermer’s (1997) scale prior to the experiment. Reliability was

meas������������
	�������!�����  = .92).

(5) Uncertainty orientation. Uncertainty orientation has been as-

������� ��
�� �
� ���� �"�����	�� ��� ����#� ����� ��
	�������  = .72 (Dalbert,

1996).

(6) Interest. The interest towards the learning environment has been

measured with a scale of some self-developed items in a questionnaire prior

to the experiment based on Prenzel, Eitel, Holzbach, Schoenhein, and

Schweiberer (1993; see also Krapp, 1999), e.g., “Please mark the statements

that apply to you with an × (from ‘does not apply’ to ‘does apply’): ‘I am

interested in getting to know new pedagogical theories and concepts’”

���
	�������  = .74).

 (7) Computer-specific attitudes. In order to not prime participants

with respect to learning with computers, participants were asked after the

experiment to report their computer-specific attitudes regarding their belief

of how computers may de-personalize society, based on a questionnaire by

Richter et al. (2001)$���
	������  = .77.
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6.7 Treatment Check

It has been checked if the treatments were realized by the partici-

pants in the intended way. Both SCOS- and ECOS-prompts should have

been answered according to the intention of the individual prompt. For in-

stance, the SCOS-prompt “WE HAVE NOT REACHED CONSENSUS

CONCERNING THESE ASPECTS:” should have been followed by differ-

ence of opinions between the learning partners. In other words, the learning

partners were supposed to engage in conflict-oriented consensus building. If

the learners engaged in other social modes, e.g., if the response to this

prompt signaled quick consensus building, the prompt has been coded as

‘not answered in the intended way’ regardless of possible reasons for not

responding in the intended way, e.g., lack of knowledge. Therefore, the

treatment check consisted of the assessment of responses to the prompt that

diverged from the intention of the prompt. Additionally to unintended re-

sponses, missing responses to prompts were counted and entered the treat-

ment check. The results of the treatment checks are calculated in relation to

the number of prompts of the individual conditions.

Additionally, SCOS guided learners through the individual discus-

sion boards of the problem cases and pre-structured the number of the mes-

sages that the participants should contribute. This number of messages was

the same for all participants (eight messages in total). Therefore, the number

of messages and the heterogeneity of the number of messages will be ana-

lyzed as additional treatment checks of the SCOS. As an indicator for het-

erogeneity of the number of messages within the groups, dissimilarity scores

based on standard deviations of the number of messages will be analyzed

(cf. Cooke, Salas, Cannon-Bowers, & Stout, 2000; Fischer & Mandl, 2001).

6.8 Statistic Procedures

All main and interaction effects will be tested with univariate

ANOVA for statistical significance. Significant findings of an univariate
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ANOVA will be reported with regard to their effect sizes of explained vari-

ance ( 2). Post-hoc group comparisons will be calculated with unpaired t-

tests. For correlation of the single process dimensions with the outcomes of

collaborative knowledge construction, multiple linear regressions will be

conducted. Effect sizes will be reported with reference to the explained vari-

ance with the adjusted R2-value. Relations between outcomes as co-

construct and as individual acquisition will be calculated with Pearson’s

bivariate correlation.

As the individual learners influence each other in the learning

groups, all tests will be calculated based on groups of three, as unit of analy-

sis. In order to explore relations between processes and individually ac-

quired knowledge an exception to this group level procedure will be made

because aggregation bias can be expected (Sellin, 1990). A hierarchical lin-

ear model may not be applied due to high requirements of this statistic pro-

cedure, e.g., large number of aggregated units (Ditton, 1998; Mok, 1996).

Relations between processes and knowledge as co-construct will not be cal-

culated, as variables of both dimensions feed from the same data in the col-

laborative phase.

As the total amount of analysis segments of the data sources are not

identical, processes and learning outcomes will be graphically presented as

z-scores to improve comparability. The z-transformations have been calcu-

������
���� ������
��� �������!	� �������
�� �%&���������� �
�� ���� �����������
tests, except differences between learning prerequisites. In order to warrant,

�����������
�������	
����������������	������	�	������'�������#��	� �������
�
.10 was used instead.

6.9 Case Studies

In addition to quantitative analyses, case studies with detailed de-

scriptions and interpretations of four discourses will be presented – one for

each experimental condition. The case studies aim to illustrate the actual

collaboration of learners on the web-based discussion boards. In this way,
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the specific social and cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction will be qualitatively visualized in the specific discourse contexts in

which they emerge (Chi, 1997; Yin, 2003). The case studies may explain

more closely why and how the various social modes and epistemic activities

are more or less essential components of collaborative knowledge construc-

tion. The case studies serve further to more generally evaluate discourse

structures regarding transactivity and frequency of epistemic versus non-

epistemic activity. In order to illustrate discourse structures, the case studies

provide an overview of complete discourses with the help of a graphical

coding analysis with coarser granularity of the units of analysis than in the

quantitative studies.

6.9.1 Procedure of the case studies

The case studies follow qualitative analysis procedures (cf. Chi,

1997; Yin, 2003). First, the data of the conversational activities will be pre-

sented. This includes the graphical overview of the completed discourse, as

was available onscreen to the learners. Furthermore, the individual messages

will be listed in the temporal order they were posted (which does not neces-

sarily correspond to the order of the graphical overview). Second, the dis-

courses are analyzed in detail with respect to social and cognitive processes

of collaborative knowledge construction. Finally, the case studies will be

interpreted, and with the help of a graphical coding analysis, social and cog-

nitive processes of collaborative knowledge construction will be allocated in

the respective discourse structures.

Data of the conversational activities

The case studies are based on complete discourses of learning groups

about one problem case. The data of the conversational activities include the

code names of the participants authoring the messages, the time the mes-

sages were posted, the position of the messages on the web-based discussion

board, and the written words of the messages themselves. Figures of the
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onscreen overview of the completed discourses, as they were available to

the participants, will be presented. These figures include information about

the title, author, time, and position of the messages on the web-based dis-

cussion board (see figure 6.3.3d). This information will additionally be pro-

vided with each message text in order to make the messages identifiable

with reference to the overview figure.

Authors of the messages. The learners will be referred to with their

code names on the web-based discussion board, namely Ahorn, Birke, and

Pinie. These code names were provided to all participants of the study in

order to warrant anonymity. Of course, the participants of each case study

were not identical, but were simply given the same code names in each of

the separate experimental collaborative learning sessions.

Time the messages were posted. Information about the time the indi-

vidual messages were posted is provided in the overview figures. In order to

help identify the messages in the overview figures, the exact time the mes-

sages were sent off will also be reported when the complete texts of the

messages are presented.

Position of the messages on the web-based discussion board. Mes-

sages on the web-based discussion board can take various positions, de-

pending on whether they have been posted as a message that initiates a dis-

cussion thread or as a reply to a message. Initiating messages are located on

the left of the screen on top of prior initiating messages. In this way, the

initiating message that was posted last will be located at the top left. When a

message is posted as a reply, it is placed below the message it is replying to,

indented to the right, and graphically connected with a dotted line. This

graphical connection builds a discussion thread. A discussion thread may

consist of several, increasingly indented messages when replies are being

responded to.

Text of the message. The actual text of the message starts with the

information that is provided in the overview figure (title, author, position in

the discussion thread, and the time it was posted). This information will be

printed in bold letters. The actual message text may contain text that is

automatically quoted from prior messages. This text is marked with an ‘>’
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and printed in shaded gray in order to improve identification of the new

words of a message. Some messages in the script conditions also contain

prompts. These prompts are written in capital letters.

Social and cognitive processes in the case studies

After presenting the data of the conversational activities, the data

will be interpreted in reference to the theoretical framework of the study.

First, the social processes of the discourse will be analyzed. This analysis

includes an evaluation of the discourse with respect to transactivity. Fur-

thermore, the social modes of co-construction will be identified and ana-

lyzed with respect to their individual function within the discourse structure.

Second, the cognitive processes that show in discourse will be analyzed.

The discourses will be evaluated with respect to the frequency of epistemic

versus non-epistemic activities. Subsequently, the various kinds of epis-

temic activities will be analyzed in detail. Beyond the identification of the

various epistemic activities, the discourses will be evaluated with respect to

the quality of learners’ analyses. In this way, typical comprehension failures

of students regarding Weiner’s (1985) attribution theory may be discovered.

Graphical Coding Analysis

The case studies will be illustrated with the help of a graphical cod-

ing analysis (cf. Keefer et al., 2000). This graphical coding analysis aims to

provide an overview of the social and cognitive processes in the separate

case studies. For this reason, the units of the graphical coding analysis are

the separate messages.

The messages are represented with various shapes depending on the

main epistemic activity they represent. Construction of problem space is

indicated by hexagons, whereas construction of conceptual space is repre-

sented by diamonds. Squares indicate construction of relations between

conceptual and problem space. Oval shapes represent non-epistemic activity

(see figure 6.9.1a).
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Social modes of co-construction will be represented either within the

message symbols or as connections between the message symbols (see fig-

ure 6.9.1b). The social mode of externalization will be indicated with a ring

inside the respective message symbol. Elicitation is indicated with an upside

down triangle within the message that contains the elicitation. The messages

will be connected with arrows of various lines indicating the respective so-

cial modes of consensus building. The arrows start from the message that is

showing the respective social mode and points to the contribution it is refer-

ring to. A weak arrow indicates quick consensus building, a medium-sized

arrow indicates integration-oriented consensus building, and a thick arrow

indicates conflict-oriented consensus building.

Figure 6.9.1a: Symbols for epistemic activities

Figure 6.9.1b: Symbols for social modes of co-construction

Symbols for social modes of co-construction

= Externalization = Elicitation

= Quick
consensus
building

= Integration-
oriented
consensus
building

= Conflict-
oriented
consensus
building

Symbols for epistemic activities

= Construction of
problem space

= Construction of
conceptual space

= Construction of
relations between
conceptual and
problem space

= Non-epistemic
activity
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Beyond social and cognitive processes, some more information is

displayed in the graphical coding analysis. Apart from the social modes of

consensus building, messages may be connected because they have been

posted as replies to initiating messages. These connections are indicated by

dotted lines and mirror discussion threads as represented by the web-based

discussion board. The columns of the graphical coding analysis will display

what position the separate messages take within the discussion threads. The

number of new words indicating the length of messages, is displayed by the

length of the message symbols. One millimeter of length of the message

symbols represents ten new words that a message contains. The width of a

message symbol does not hold information. Furthermore, the messages are

posted at different times. This time is displayed vertically, starting from the

first message on top of the graphic to the last one on the bottom. One milli-

meter represents one minute. Messages that lack new words will be pre-

sented with ×. Finally, the colors of the message symbols represent the indi-

vidual participants Ahorn, Birke, and Pinie (see figure 6.9.1c).

Figure 6.9.1c: Symbols for formal aspects of collaboration

Symbols for formal aspects of collaboration

= connection
within a
discussion
thread

= 10 minutes

= Ahorn posting 10 words

= Birke posting 50 words

= Pinie posting 100 words

= totals to
80 minutes
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Interpretation of the case studies

Finally, the case studies will be interpreted with respect to the spe-

cific research questions. In this way, discourse structures will be identified

in reference to the graphical coding analysis. Furthermore, the quality of the

discourse will be discussed in reference to comprehension failures of the

learners, and in reference to the functionality of the social and cognitive

process phenomena. Based on the theoretical framework of the study, the

significance of specific social and cognitive processes with respect to col-

laborative knowledge construction will be discussed.

6.9.2 Selection of the discourses for the case studies

Discourses on one of three problem cases for each experimental

condition were selected for the case studies. The case studies aim to illus-

trate the quantitative results. In order to select case studies that well repre-

sented the script effects, discourses of learning groups were randomly cho-

sen from the two middle quartiles of summed up focused and multi-

perspective individually acquired knowledge. From the three discourses that

resulted from the three problem cases that each group was given, the dis-

course, which most clearly showed specific social and cognitive processes,

was selected as the case study. The selected discourses were either about the

problem case “Asia” or about the problem case “Math.” The problem case

“Asia” is about Asian students having more beneficial attribution patterns

than Western students (see figure 6.3.3d). The problem case “Math” is about

a student who is subject to various attributions regarding his in-class-

failures of mathematics (see section 6.3.2 and figure 6.3.3c). The selected

discourse without script (DWS) is mainly characterized by quick consensus

building and non-epistemic activities. The discourse facilitated with the so-

cial script (SCOS) is mainly characterized by elicitation, conflict-oriented

consensus building, and construction of relations between conceptual and

problem space. The discourse that was facilitated with the epistemic script

(ECOS) is characterized by externalization and construction of relations

between conceptual and problem space. Finally, the discourse facilitated
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with both scripts (ESCOS) is characterized by quick consensus building and

non-epistemic activities.
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7 Results of the Empirical Study

Results of the study will be reported on grounds of all 96 partici-

pants. The experimental groups will be abbreviated with DWS for discourse

without structure induced by cooperation scripts (= control group), ECOS

for epistemic cooperation script, SCOS for social cooperation script, and

ESCOS for the combination of both epistemic and social cooperation script.

First, results of the treatment check will be reported. Second, the research

questions will be quantitatively analyzed. Finally, one case study will illus-

trate each experimental condition.

7.1 Treatment Check

On average, about 60 % of the prompts were responded to in the in-

tended sense. No substantial differences with respect to the usage of the

prompts could be found between the three experimental groups that were

facilitated by prompts (χ2
(2) = 2.48, n. s.). This analysis is based on a com-

parison of the groups of three with any form of cooperation script (n = 24).

With respect to the number of messages, the main effect of the SCOS can be

considered to be substantial and large (F(1,28) = 16.05; p < .05; 2 = .36).

Furthermore, no effect of the ECOS (F(1,28) = 2.89; n. s.) and no interaction

effect (F(1,28) = 2.99; n. s.) can be found. The participants of the DWS-group

(control) and the ECOS-learners authored more messages than the SCOS-

learners, which wrote about eight messages (= 24 messages within a learn-

ing group of three), with or without additional ECOS, which was intended

(see table 7.1). The smaller deviations from the suggested 24 messages in

the SCOS-conditions can be explained by handling mistakes or messages

that were written in addition to script suggestions. With respect to heteroge-

neity of the number of messages, a large main effect of the SCOS can be
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found (F(1,28) = 19.45; p < .05; 2 = .41). Beyond that, neither a main effect

of the ECOS (F(1,28) = 0.03; n. s.) nor an interaction effect (F(1,28) = 0.29; n.

s.) can be found. While DWS- and ECOS-discourse without SCOS-support

appear to be heterogeneous within the learning groups, with respect to the

amount of messages sent, the number of messages were equally distributed

over all group members in the SCOS-conditions (see table 7.1). The effect

sizes point to the fact that the SCOS clearly determined the number of mes-

sages being sent. Therefore it can be said that in general, the treatments have

been used in the intended way.

Table 7.1: Number of messages in the individual experimental settings

DWS

M    (SD)

ECOS

M    (SD)

SCOS

M    (SD)

ESCOS

M    (SD)

Number of

messages
49.13 (18.72) 35.00 (13.58) 25.63 (2.07) 25.50 (1.93)

Heterogeneity

of number of

messages

4.69 (2.84) 4.10 (3.67) 0.55 (0.68) 0.86 (0.66)

7.2 Effects of Scripts on Processes of Collaborative
Knowledge Construction

In this section, effects of the treatments on social and cognitive proc-

esses of collaborative knowledge construction in the text-based CSCL envi-

ronment will be reported. The data have been collected on the web-based

discussion boards of one of the three problem cases in the collaborative

phase which lasted 80 minutes for all four experimental conditions.
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7.2.1 Effects of scripts on social processes

First, the main effects of the social script, the epistemic script, and

the interaction of both scripts regarding the social modes of co-construction,

externalization, elicitation, quick consensus building, integration-oriented

consensus building, and conflict-oriented consensus building will be pre-

sented. These social modes have been distributed unevenly over the dis-

course and between the individual experimental groups (see table 7.2.1).

Table 7.2.1: The means of the five social modes of co-construction in the

groups of three in the individual experimental conditions

(percentages may not add up to 100 % due to truncation).

DWS

M    (SD)

%

ECOS

M    (SD)

%

SCOS

M    (SD)

%

ESCOS

M    (SD)

%

Externalization 4.41 (4.02)

31 %

11.71 (5.74)

57 %

4.75 (7.33)

25 %

4.93 (7.80)

26 %

Elicitation 2.00 (2.37)

14 %

1.00 (1.67)

5 %

2.25 (2.77)

12 %

1.26 (1.53)

7 %

Quick consensus
building

4.04 (4.22)

28 %

3.04 (4.62)

15 %

5.12 (5.36)

27 %

5.44 (7.98)

29 %

Integration-
oriented consen-
sus building

0.59 (1.53)

4 %

0.75 (3.27)

4 %

0.54 (1.38)

3 %

0.85 (2.66)

4 %

Conflict-
oriented consen-
sus building

3.30 (3.48)

23 %

4.17 (4.83)

20 %

5.96 (5.50)

32 %

6.44 (5.62)

34 %

Externalization

First of all, the effects of the two factors and their combination are

presented with regard to externalization. With respect to externalization, an

effect of the ECOS (F(1,28) = 24.10; p < .05; 2 = .46), an effect of the SCOS

(F(1,28) = 11.95; p < .05; 2 = .30), and an interaction effect of both treat-
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ments (F(1,28) = 18.13; p < .05; 2 = .39) can be seen. All of these effects are

large. The ECOS has a large positive effect on externalization. Learners in

the ECOS-group showed three times as much externalization than any other

group. More than half of their discourse activity can be described as think-

ing aloud in front of the group. Additional social structure clearly reduces

the effect, however, to a low level achieved by the SCOS alone as well (see

figure 7.2.1a).

 Figure 7.2.1a:Effects of the scripts on externalization.

Elicitation

With respect to elicitation, a main effect of the ECOS could be found

(F(1,28) = 3.46; p < .05; 2 = .11), but no main effect of the SCOS (F(1,28) =

0.14; n. s.) or an interaction effect (F(1,28) = 0.14; n. s.) can be found (see

figure 7.3.1b). Thus, the SCOS cannot foster elicitation beyond the scope of

elicitation as phenomenon in unscripted, open discourse. The ECOS, how-

ever, substantially reduces elicitation. This is a medium-sized effect. The

descriptive data (see table 7.2.1) suggests that this was also the case for the

ESCOS-condition, because ESCOS-learners produce equally little elicita-

tion.
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 Figure 7.2.1b:Effects of the scripts on elicitation.

Quick consensus building

With respect to quick consensus building, a SCOS-effect (F(1,28) =

3.32; p < .05; 2 = .11), but no ECOS (F(1,28) = 0.03; n. s.) or interaction ef-

fect (F(1,28) = 0.98; n. s.) can be found.

 Figure 7.2.1c:Effects of the scripts on quick consensus building.
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The SCOS-effect is medium-sized and positive, suggesting that the

SCOS facilitates quick consensus building. Even though the diagram sug-

gests an interaction effect (see figure 7.2.1c), the significance testing does

not confirm an interaction effect. This might be explained by the rather high

standard deviations (see table 7.2.1). The descriptive data further suggests

that the ECOS-learners generally engaged little in any form of consensus

building. This becomes particularly clear when the values are being propor-

tionally considered.

Integration-oriented consensus building

With respect to integration-oriented consensus building, no effects of

the SCOS (F(1,28) = 0.00; n. s.), the ECOS (F(1,28) = 0.16; n. s.), or an interac-

tion effect (F(1,28) = 0.02; n. s.) can be found. Integration-oriented consensus

building – which turned out to be a relatively rare and not a homogeneously

distributed phenomenon – is not affected by any treatment or combination

of treatments (see table 7.2.1). The z-scores for integration-oriented consen-

sus building are M = -.04 (SD = .65) for DWS, M = .06 (SD = 1.49) for

ECOS, M = -.11 (SD = .55) for SCOS, and M = .09 (SD = 1.20) for ESCOS.

Conflict-oriented consensus building

With respect to conflict-oriented consensus building, a substantial

main effect of the SCOS (F(1,28) = 4.10; p < .05; 2 = .13), but no ECOS-

effect (F(1,28) = 0.15; n. s.), or an interaction effect (F(1,28) = 0.09; n. s.) can

be found (see figure 7.2.1d). The SCOS-effect is medium and indicates that

the SCOS substantially facilitates conflict-oriented consensus building.

Considering the descriptive, proportional data, about one third of the

utterances that the learners who were supported with SCOS produced were

conflict-oriented. In contrast, only about every fifth utterance of learners

who were not supported with SCOS was conflict-oriented (see table 7.2.1).
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 Figure 7.2.1d:Effects of the scripts on conflict-oriented consensus building.

7.2.2 Effects of scripts on cognitive processes

The effects of the two factors, ECOS and SCOS, and their interac-

tion are presented below with regard to (non-)epistemic activities.

The epistemic activities were clearly unevenly distributed over the

discourse in favor of the epistemic activity of constructing relations between

conceptual and problem space (see table 7.2.2). The main epistemic activity

of learners (90% and above) was the construction of relations between con-

ceptual and problem space in the distinct experimental conditions.

Furthermore, the descriptive statistics suggest a difference between

the experimental group without cooperation scripts vs. with cooperation

scripts regarding all epistemic and non-epistemic activities, as was hypothe-

sized. The mean of epistemic activities for the DWS-groups is M = 10.08

(SD = 6.84) in contrast to M = 16.67 (SD = 15.17) for groups supported

with any form of script. The mean of non-epistemic activities for the DWS-

groups is M = 4.54 (SD = 3.72) in contrast to M = 2.94 (SD = 2.68) for

groups supported with any form of script. A post-hoc analysis proves this
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difference to be substantial with respect to epistemic activities (t(85.68) =

-2.92; p < .05) and regarding non-epistemic activities (t(94) = 2.28; p < .05).

Table 7.2.2: Epistemic activities in contrast to non-epistemic activities and

the respective epistemic activities.

DWS

M    (SD)

%

ECOS

M    (SD)

%

SCOS

M    (SD)

%

ESCOS

M    (SD)

%

Epistemic vs. non-epistemic activities

Non-epistemic
activities

4.22 (3.64)

29 %

3.17 (3.94)

15 %

2.92 (1.74)

16 %

2.48 (1.93)

13 %

Epistemic ac-
tivities in total

10.11 (6.81)

71 %

17.50 (10.38)

85 %

15.71 (15.98)

84 %

16.44 (17.63)

87 %

The respective epistemic activities*

Construction of
problem space

0.44 (0.75)

4 %

1.67 (1.90)

10 %

0.46 (0.83)

3 %

0.74 (2.01)

5 %

Construction of
conceptual
space

0.33 (0.68)

3 %

0.13 (0.34)

1 %

0.08 (0.28)

0.5 %

0.07 (0.27)

0.5 %

Construction of
relations be-
tween concep-
tual and problem
space

9.33 (6.67)

92 %

15.71 (9.90)

90 %

15.17 (15.59)

97 %

15.63 (16.62)

95 %

*Percentages refer to the epistemic activities in total and may not add up to
100 % due to truncation.

Construction of problem space

With respect to the construction of problem space, a substantial main

effect of the ECOS (F(1,28) = 5.41; p < .05; 2 = .16), but no SCOS-effect

(F(1,28) = 1.10; n. s.), or an interaction effect of both factors (F(1,28) = 1.64; n.

s.) can be found (see figure 7.2.2a).
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The negative results of the significance testing of interaction may

also be led back to the relatively high standard deviations of the single val-

ues (see table 7.2.2). The ECOS substantially facilitated the construction of

problem space. This ECOS-effect proves to be large.

 Figure 7.2.2a:Effects of the scripts on the construction of problem space.

Construction of conceptual space

Regarding the construction of conceptual space, a substantial main

effect of the SCOS (F(1,28) = 4.07; p < .05; 2 = .13), but no ECOS-effect

(F(1,28) = 2.29; n. s.), or an interaction effect (F(1,28) = 2.29; n. s.) can be

found (see figure 7.2.2b).

The interaction is probably not significant due to extremely high

standard deviations of the typically rare phenomenon of construction of

conceptual space (see table 7.2.2). The SCOS significantly reduced the con-

struction of conceptual space. This SCOS-effect is medium-sized.
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 Figure 7.2.2b:Effects of the scripts on the construction of conceptual space.

Construction of relations between conceptual and problem
space

 Figure 7.2.2c:Effects of the scripts on the construction of relations between

conceptual and problem space.
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effect of the SCOS (F(1,28) = 3.58; p < .05; 2 = .11), and an interaction effect

(F(1,28) = 3.20; p < .05; 2 = .10) can be found (see figure 7.2.2c). The effects

can be considered to be large, regarding the ECOS-effect and medium, re-

garding the SCOS and the interaction effects. Apparently, any script treat-

ment facilitated the construction of relations between conceptual and prob-

lem space. The interaction effect shows, however, that this facilitation ap-

pears to have a peak limit – the effects of both treatments do not add up.

7.3 Effects of Scripts on Outcomes of Collaborative
Knowledge Construction

In this section, the outcomes of knowledge co-construction with re-

spect to focused and multi-perspective applicable knowledge as co-construct

and as individual acquisition will be reported. First of all, the raw data re-

garding the outcomes will be presented (see table 7.3). The separate forms

of knowledge can not be compared based on the raw values. Therefore, data

illustrating the effects of scripts will be presented in z-scores.

Table 7.3: Raw values of learning outcomes regarding (focused and

multi-perspective) knowledge as co-construct and (focused

and multi-perspective) individually acquired knowledge.

DWS

M    (SD)

ECOS

M    (SD)

SCOS

M    (SD)

ESCOS

M    (SD)

Knowledge as co-construct

Focused 1.21 (1.69) 2.96 (3.18) 2.04 (2.99) 2.29 (3.31)

Multi-
perspective

2.50 (2.17) 2.75 (2.98) 2.50 (3.13) 3.17 (3.70)

Individually acquired knowledge

Focused 4.10 (2.47) 2.36 (2.22) 3.93 (1.79) 3.43 (2.48)

Multi-
perspective

2.29 (1.57) 1.28 (1.45) 4.22 (3.08) 1.76 (2.02)
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7.3.1 Effects of scripts on knowledge as co-construct

In the following paragraph, the effects of both factors and their com-

bination, with regard to focused and multi-perspective applicable knowledge

as co-construct in the collaborative phase, will be examined.

First of all, the results show that the learners clearly applied more

knowledge than in the individual pre-tests. In the pre-test, 90% of the par-

ticipants were unable to construct a relation that was attributable to focused

applicable knowledge, and 76% of the participants could not produce rela-

tions attributable to multi-perspective applicable knowledge (cf. section

6.6). During the collaborative phase, however, only 37% of the participants

did not construct any relation that shows focused applicable knowledge, and

27% did not show any multi-perspective applicable knowledge. The empiri-

cal maximum for individuals regarding focused applicable knowledge were

13 coding units, the empirical maximum for individuals regarding multi-

perspective applicable knowledge were 12 coding units. The minimum was

0 units for both focused and multi-perspective knowledge as co-construct.

Focused applicable knowledge as co-construct

With respect to focused applicable knowledge as co-construct, a sub-

stantial effect of the ECOS (F(1,28) = 6.44; p < .05; 2 = .19), but no effect of

the SCOS (F(1,28) = 0.63; n. s.), nor an interaction effect (F(1,28) = 0.63; n. s.)

can be found (see figure 7.3.1).

This ECOS-effect is large. The epistemic script ECOS has facilitated

focused applicable knowledge as co-construct. That means, that learners,

who were supported with ECOS, could better analyze the cases collabora-

tively with respect to the elementary case information.
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 Figure 7.3.1: Effects of the scripts on focused applicable knowledge as a

co-construct.

Multi-perspective applicable knowledge as co-construct

With respect to multi-perspective applicable knowledge as a co-

construct, no effects of the SCOS (F(1,28) = 0.00; n. s.), the ECOS (F(1,28) =

0.16; n. s.), or an interaction effect (F(1,28) = 0.02; n. s.) can be found. That

means, that learners were not facilitated by any script or combination of

scripts to analyze the problem cases together based on multi-perspective

applicable knowledge. The z-scores for multi-perspective applicable knowl-

edge were M = -.07 (SD = .73) for DWS, M = .01 (SD = 1.01) for ECOS, M

= -.07 (SD = 1.06) for SCOS, and M = .15 (SD = 1.25) for ESCOS.
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7.3.2 Effects of scripts on individually acquired knowl-
edge

In the following section, the effects of both scripts and their combi-

nation with respect to the individual acquisition of applicable knowledge

will be presented with z-scores for better comparability with the applicable

knowledge as a co-construct. Applicable knowledge will be presented with

respect to focused and multi-perspective applicable knowledge.

First of all, the participants clearly showed more applicable knowl-

edge than in the pre-test and on a similar level as in the collaborative phase

(cf. sections 6.6 and 7.3.1). Only 29% of the participants were not able to

show focused applicable knowledge and 49% of the participants could not

show multi-perspective applicable knowledge. The range for both focused

and multi-perspective applicable knowledge was from min = 0 to max 10

coding units for individual learners. The participants only showed slightly

more applicable knowledge in the collaborative phase. However, in the col-

laborative phase, learners were also still provided with the theoretical text in

contrast to the individual post-test.

Individually acquired focused applicable knowledge

With regard to focused applicable knowledge, no main effects of the

ECOS (F(1,28) = 1.59; n. s.), and the SCOS (F(1,28) = 0.03; n. s.), respectively,

could be found. However, the interaction effect of both factors proves sig-

nificant and large (F(1,28) = 5.60; p < .05; 2 = .17; see figure 7.3.2a). With

the combination of both scripts, a level of individually acquired focused

applicable knowledge can be reached that is comparable to the level of the

DWS-control-group.
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 Figure 7.3.2a:Effects of the scripts on individually acquired focused appli-

cable knowledge.

Individually acquired multi-perspective applicable knowledge

Regarding multi-perspective applicable knowledge, an effect of the

ECOS can be found (F(1,28) = 6.89; p < .05; 2 = .20), as well as an effect of

the SCOS (F(1,28) = 3.56; p < .05; 2 = .11), but no interaction effect is ob-

servable (F(1,28) = 1.32; n. s.). The SCOS has a positive medium-sized effect

on the individual acquisition of multi-perspective applicable knowledge. A

large effect is produced by the ECOS that impedes the acquisition of multi-

perspective applicable knowledge (see figure 7.3.2b).
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 Figure 7.3.2b:Effects of the scripts on individually acquired multi-

perspective applicable knowledge.

7.4 Relations between Processes and Outcomes of
Collaborative Knowledge Construction

In this section, the relations between variables examined in the col-

laborative phase (social processes, cognitive processes, and knowledge as

co-construct) and individual acquisition of applicable knowledge will be

reported. Multiple linear regressions and bivariate correlations will be cal-

culated. The multiple linear regressions will be calculated on the basis of

non-overlapping categories that cover 100% of each of the two process di-

mensions. Furthermore, relations between knowledge as co-construct and

individually acquired knowledge will be reported. The relations will be ex-

plored on individual levels.
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7.4.1 Relations between social processes and outcomes
of collaborative knowledge construction

In this section, the social modes of co-construction and their relation

to individual acquisition of applicable knowledge will be examined. Multi-

ple linear regressions will be calculated including the five social modes of

co-construction, namely externalization, elicitation, quick consensus build-

ing, integration-oriented consensus building, and conflict-oriented consen-

sus building with regard to individual acquisition of applicable knowledge.

Regarding individually acquired applicable knowledge an individual

level analysis shows that conflict-oriented consensus building relates posi-

tively with focused applicable knowledge, but explains little variance (F(1, 94)

= 4.55; p < .05; R2
adj. = .04). With regard to individually acquired multi-

perspective applicable knowledge, a substantial positive relation to elicita-

tion of an equally small effect size can be found (F(1, 94) = 4.27; p < .05;

R2
adj. = .03).

7.4.2 Relations between cognitive processes and out-
comes of collaborative knowledge construction

In this section, epistemic activities will be portrayed regarding their

relation to individual acquisition of applicable knowledge. Multiple linear

regressions are calculated, including construction of problem space, con-

struction of conceptual space, construction of relations between conceptual

and problem space, and non-epistemic activities with respect to individual

acquisition of applicable knowledge.

An individual level analysis shows that a model consisting of posi-

tive relations of construction of conceptual space and constructions of rela-

tions between conceptual and problem space strongly relates to focused ap-

plicable knowledge (F(2, 93) = 64.06; p < .05; R2
adj.� �� �&()�� *��� ���
��� 
�

construction of conceptual space in this model is �����+��	������ ���
���
�
construction of relations between conceptual and problem space is  =.76.
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With regard to individually acquired multi-perspective applicable knowl-

edge, a substantial and strong relation to construction of relations between

conceptual and problem space can be found (F(1, 94) = 52.80; p < .05; R2
adj. =

.35). The effect sizes of these substantial relations are large. Epistemic ac-

tivities, characterized by individual learners referring to conceptual space,

relate to individually acquired focused applicable knowledge. Relations

between conceptual and problem space relate to the individual acquisition of

multi-perspective applicable knowledge.

7.4.3 Relations between knowledge as co-construct and
individual acquisition of knowledge

In table 7.4.3, the bivariate correlation of focused and multi-

perspective applicable knowledge as co-construct with individually acquired

focused and multi-perspective applicable knowledge is presented. Learners

who applied more multi-perspective knowledge collaboratively, have often

been learners whose members individually acquired more focused applica-

ble knowledge. No other substantial relations were found.

Table 7.4.3: Relations of knowledge as co-construct with individually

acquired knowledge.

Focused
knowledge as
co-construct

Multi-perspective
knowledge as
co-construct

Focused applicable knowledge as
individual acquisition

-.09 .37*

Multi-perspective applicable
knowledge as individual acquisition

-.18 -.06

* p < .05 tested two-sided
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7.5 Case Studies

In the following sections, one case study for each experimental con-

dition will be presented. First of all, a discourse without cooperation script

(DWS) will be reported. Subsequently, a discourse that was facilitated with

the social script (SCOS) and a discourse that was facilitated with the epis-

temic script (ECOS) will be presented. Finally, a discourse that was facili-

tated with both social and epistemic scripts will be presented (ESCOS).

Within the separate case studies, the data of the conversational activities

will be presented first. The presentation of the discourse data aims to closely

resemble the appearance of the discourses on the web-based discussion

boards. Mistakes in spelling of the participants, for example, will not be

corrected. The discourses will be presented in complete form regarding one

of the problem cases that the participants were expected to discuss and ana-

lyze. This includes the overview of the web-based discussion board and the

full text of the individual messages as they were also available to the par-

ticipants of the study. Subsequently, the social and cognitive processes ob-

servable in the discourse will be analyzed and the data of each case study

will be interpreted. In order to visualize the social and cognitive processes, a

graphical coding analysis will be applied to each case study.

7.5.1 DWS – discourse without cooperation script

First of all, a discourse of a learning group that was not facilitated

with a cooperation script will be analyzed. The problem case requests stu-

dents to explain and discuss why Asian students produce better results in

mathematical tests than American and European students do on grounds of

attribution theory. Ahorn in this DWS-group was a 25 year old female in her

first semester at the university. Birke was a 20 year old female student in her

first semester. Pinie was a 24 year old female Czech student, with German

as her second language. She had 5 years German speaking experience. Pinie

was in her second semester.
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Data of the conversational activities

As figure 7.5.1a shows, there is one discussion thread with two more

messages aiming to initiate a new discussion thread, which were not re-

sponded to. This discourse was conducted on the afternoon of the 23rd of

January 2001.

Figure 7.5.1a: Overview of a discourse without cooperation script

The first message of this discussion was produced by Ahorn at

14:54:37 titled “Halt!”. In this message, Ahorn attempted to coordinate the

learning group and suggested to further analyze another problem case.

1st message titled “Halt!” by Ahorn posted at 14:54:37

Ich bin mir nicht sicher, ob wir den Fall
Nachhilfelehrer schon ausdiskutiert haben! Gehen wir nochmal
zurück!

This message was responded to by Birke about 13 minutes later.

Notably, Birke did not refer to the initiating message, but started to analyze

the case.

2nd message in the „Halt!“ discussion thread posted by Birke at
15:07:12

> Ich bin mir nicht sicher, ob wir den Fall
> Nachhilfelehrer schon ausdiskutiert haben! Gehen wir nochmal
> zurück!
Vielleicht haben die Asiaten generell eine andere
Einstellung und werden schon dahingehend erzogen nicht an
ihrer eigenen Begabung zu zweifeln

Only a few minutes later, Birke posted a new message, which was

not responded to. In this message, Birke also attempted to coordinate task

activities regarding another problem case.
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3rd message initiating a new discussion thread titled „Aufgaben-
aufteilung“ posted by Birke at 15:10:52

Haben nur noch wenig Zeit gehe zurück zu Mathe
und schreibe Analyse

With the fourth message, the third learning partner, Pinie, entered the

discussion. Pinie suggested an alternative explanation for the problem case.

4th message in total and 3rd message in the “Halt!” discussion
thread posted by Pinie at 15:11:35

>> Ich bin mir nicht sicher, ob wir den Fall
>> Nachhilfelehrer schon ausdiskutiert haben! Gehen wir nochmal
>> zurück!
> Vielleicht haben die Asiaten generell eine andere
> Einstellung und werden schon dahingehend erzogen nicht an
> ihrer eigenen Begabung zu zweifeln
Es ist auch möglich, dass die Lehrer durch
Evaluation von den Schülern sich bemühen das Interesse und
Motavation hoch zu erhlaten. - Reattributionstraining.Pinie

Birke suggested that both aspects were valid and declared to briefly

address these aspects.

5th message in total and 4th message in the “Halt!” discussion
thread posted by Birke at 15:13:32

>>> Ich bin mir nicht sicher, ob wir den Fall
>>> Nachhilfelehrer schon ausdiskutiert haben! Gehen wir nochmal
>>> zurück!
>> Vielleicht haben die Asiaten generell eine andere
>> Einstellung und werden schon dahingehend erzogen nicht an
>> ihrer eigenen Begabung zu zweifeln
> Es ist auch möglich, dass die Lehrer durch
> Evaluation von den Schülern sich bemühen das Interesse und
> Motavation hoch zu erhlaten. - Reattributionstraining.Pinie
Ok alles beides dannschreibe ich halt schnellwas
hier zu

In the meantime, Ahorn, who posted the first message in this web-

based discussion board, composed an analysis of her own. Again, Ahorn’s

message was not responded to, even though Ahorn was referring to some

aspects of the partners’ analyses.

6th message initiating a new discussion thread titled “Fall3 Ana-
lyse” posted by Ahorn at 15:15:24

Aufgrund Ihrer Erziehung haben die Asiatischen
Kinder ein positiveres Attributionsverhalten. Das heißt
sie erklären Mißerfolge nicht mit mangelnder eigener
Begabung sondern mit mangelnder Anstrengung und  die
Erfolge entsprechend.Ich würde auch sagen, daß das auf
die Erziehung zurückzuführen ist!
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Finally, Birke translated her proposal to juxtapose both Pinie’s, and

her own case analyses into action.

7th message in total and 5th message in the “Halt!” discussion
thread posted by Birke at 15:17:02

>>>> Ich bin mir nicht sicher, ob wir den Fall
>>>> Nachhilfelehrer schon ausdiskutiert haben! Gehen wir nochmal
>>>> zurück!
>>> Vielleicht haben die Asiaten generell eine andere
>>> Einstellung und werden schon dahingehend erzogen nicht an
>>> ihrer eigenen Begabung zu zweifeln
>> Es ist auch möglich, dass die Lehrer durch
>> Evaluation von den Schülern sich bemühen das Interesse und
>> Motavation hoch zu erhlaten. - Reattributionstraining.Pinie
> Ok alles beides dannschreibe ich halt schnellwas
> hier zu
Wahrscheinlich werden Asiaten schon früh auf ein
gutes Selbstbewußtsein getrimmt und besitzen dadurch
ein gutes Selbstbewußtsein und eine ”stabile”
Überzeugung von sich selbst. Außerdem lassen es die Lehrer
gar nicht zu, dass die Schüler an sich selbst
zweifeln.(Reattributionstraining) und wohl auch die Eltern unter´stütze

Social processes

Several social processes can be identified in this discourse example.

The participants interacted with each other in different ways. With the first

message, Ahorn aimed to elicit some reaction from her learning partners,

asking them to return to another problem case. Birke’s reply to this message

was not actually responding to this elicitation. Instead, she externalized her

perspective upon the case. Subsequently, Birke posted a message external-

izing her next steps, which also concerned another problem case. Again, this

message was not responded to. The next message was the only message to

contain a direct reference to a prior message: Pinie posed an alternative ex-

planation, and thus, engaged in conflict-oriented consensus building. The

participants did not resolve this conflict, but juxtaposed the two perspectives

and quickly built a consensus. Pinie did not comment further on Birke’s

attempt to juxtapose Pinie’s analysis to her own. Ahorn’s second message,

which externalized another analysis of the case, was also being ignored. In

the last message, Birke composed an analysis referencing both Pinie’s prior

analysis and her own. These perspectives were not linked to an integrated

perspective upon the problem case. Instead, Birke signaled quick consensus
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when referring to her learning partners and indicated that both aspects were

correct.

To what extent did these unscripted learning partners engage in

transactive discourse? There are several indications that this discourse can

be referred to as hardly transactive. Several messages appear to be com-

pletely ignored. In particular, several messages that contain elicitation were

not followed by any response. Interestingly enough, this includes all mes-

sages from one member of the learning group (Ahorn). This student ap-

peared to be somewhat closed out of the group processes even though she

tried to relate to the partners’ contributions. Furthermore, Birke’s coordi-

nating move was not responded to. When referring to contributions of

learning partners, Birke signaled quick consensus at all times. In this way,

the one more transactive, conflict-oriented discourse move that Pinie made

did not become a starting point for the learners to discuss multiple perspec-

tives upon the case. Instead, the analyses were not linked, but accumulated.

In this way, the discourse did not exceed each student’s individual perform-

ance. The overall structure of this discourse was determined by quick con-

sensus building and unanswered elicitation. The learners did not build on

each others’ contributions. On the contrary, learners seemed to be discon-

nected from each other. One of the learners was being ignored; another one

only contributed one message. The learners did not systematically build on

each others’ contributions, but rather appeared to engage in random, ad-hoc

interactions fulfilling minimal requirements regarding consensus building.

Cognitive processes

 With respect to cognitive processes, the extent to which learners en-

gaged in epistemic activities can be analyzed. In the discourse above, learn-

ers frequently needed to coordinate their activities. The coordination con-

cerning the other two cases as can be seen in the 1st and in the 3rd message,

as well as in the present case (see 5th message). These messages can be re-

garded as non-epistemic activities. Thus, the learners only engaged in epis-

temic activities to analyze the problem case in four of the seven messages.
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The learners only engaged in one specific kind of epistemic activity.

The learners neither portrayed the respective principles of attribution theory

they wanted to apply, nor did they attempt to discuss aspects of the pre-

sented case problem. Instead, immediately after coordinating themselves,

learners constructed relations between conceptual and problem space. Even

though Birke and Pinie considered two different perspectives, these ap-

proaches to solve the problem case only marginally relate to attribution the-

ory. Birke argued that Asians “generally have a different attitude” and Pinie

suggested that “Asian teachers aim to foster motivation.” These learners

quickly converged towards these possible explications of the case. The

quality of their analyses can be characterized as being punctual and incom-

plete, because they do not refer well to Weiner’s (1985) attribution theory.

Furthermore, the attribution theory terminology was used inadequately.

Birke suggested that Asians “dispose of a ‘stable’ self-concept.” However,

stability in Weiner’s (1985) attribution theory refers to characteristics of

ascribed causes of success or failure instead of more or less stable personal-

ity traits. The learners did not continuously develop better conceptions of

the problem case, but rather aimed to satisfy minimal requirements to pres-

ent some kind of scarcely elaborated analysis. One of the participants,

Ahorn, produced a more adequate analysis of the case. Ahorn recognized

that Asians may show different, more beneficial attribution behavior (in-

stead of determined personality traits). However, Ahorn’s message was not

responded to and her considerations did not enter Birke’s final analysis. On

top of that, the learners poorly managed the time allotted to analyze the

case. The discussion took place in the last 20 minutes of the overall 80 min-

utes allowed for the collaborative phase. They quickly worked on the task at

a superficial level and mainly aimed to coordinate their activities in the

separate virtual spaces.

Interpretation of the discourse data

The discourse as a whole appears to be unbalanced in regard to sev-

eral aspects (see figure 7.5.1b). Regarding both social and cognitive de-

mands of the learning task, this discourse represents satisficing. Contribu-

tions were unevenly spread, contributions and learners were ignored, and
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consensus was quickly built. The quality of the analyses is low. Learners did

not explore problem space or conceptual space at all. The learners offered

instead separate shots at how the case could be analyzed. The separate, in-

complete, and inaccurate analyses were not well connected. The learners did

not build shared conceptions of the problem. Instead, learners showed sub-

optimal management of their time and the virtual spaces they moved in.

Furthermore, they appeared to be occupied, to some extent, with

coordinating group activities.
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Figure 7.5.1b: Graphical coding analysis of a discourse without scripts.
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of the three learners may not have understood the central idea of attribution

theory. The central idea of attribution theory states that personal success or

failure may be explained by stable/variable and internal/external causes, and

that these explanations or attributions may be more or less beneficial for

further learning. Instead, the participants consider the causes as being actual

personality traits or attributes that may be directly more or less beneficial

for learning.

7.5.2 SCOS – discourse with social cooperation script

In this section, a discourse that was facilitated with the social coop-

eration script is discussed. Again, the case is about the advantage of Asian

over Western students in mathematics that learners should discuss based on

attribution theory. Ahorn in the present SCOS-case-study was 24 years old,

female, and in her first semester. Birke was a 25 year old female in her first

semester. Pinie was 24 years old, female, and in her second semester. The

first language of all participants was German.

Data of the conversational activities

The discourse took place on the evening of the 17th of January 2001.

At a first glance, the SCOS-learners kept exactly to the given structure as

the treatment check has suggested (see figure 7.5.2a).

Figure 7.5.2a: Overview of a SCOS-discourse
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A case analyst wrote a first analysis of the case, the two constructive

critics answered this first analysis, the case analyst answered both critiques,

the critics again responded to their respective answer, and finally, the case

analyst composed a new analysis of the case. Furthermore, the learners did

not modify the message titles which were set by the SCOS. Therefore, the

first message is titled “Erste Analyse des Falls Asien” and the further mes-

sages are called “Konstruktive Kritik,” “Antwort auf Kritik,” and finally

“Neue Analyse des Falls Asien.” The initial analysis was posted at 18:15:28

by the case analyst Ahorn.

1st message titled “Erste Analyse des Falls Asien” posted by
Ahorn at 18:15:28

Die asiatischen Eltern haben anscheinend die
Misserfolge eher auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückgeführt.
Im Fallbeispiel steht leider nicht, wie die
amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern und Schüler sich Erfolge
und Misserfolge erklärt haben. Aber offensichtlich
hatten sie ungünstigere Attributionsmuster: Sie haben
vielleicht Misserfolge auf mangelnde Begabung zurückgeführt
oder Erfolge auf den Zufall. Aber wie gesagt, das
steht hier nicht drin. Man sollte wohl ein
Reattributionstraining mit den amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern
und Schülern machen.

The next message was posted 8 minutes later as was assured by the

SCOS by participant “Pinie.” Pinie responded to all prompts of the con-

structive critic by giving some instructions to Ahorn about how to analyze

the case. These instructions are either representing a general task strategy

like “Focus on the task!” or “Give explanations!” or can be described as

vague content-specific hints towards “Cultural context of the case.” Pinie

did not pick up specific aspects of Ahorn’s analysis.

2nd message titled “Konstruktive Kritik” posted by Pinie at
18:23:36

> Die asiatischen Eltern haben anscheinend die
> Misserfolge eher auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückgeführt.
> Im Fallbeispiel steht leider nicht, wie die
> amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern und Schüler sich Erfolge
> und Misserfolge erklärt haben. Aber offensichtlich
> hatten sie ungünstigere Attributionsmuster: Sie haben
> vielleicht Misserfolge auf mangelnde Begabung zurückgeführt
> oder Erfolge auf den Zufall. Aber wie gesagt, das
> steht hier nicht drin. Man sollte wohl ein
> Reattributionstraining mit den amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern
> und Schülern machen.
FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:

Ausführung ist sehr unausführlich und nicht
themenflächendeckend genug.
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PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
SIND:
Es liegt meiner Meinung nach eher am Umfeld und
dessen Struktur und kulturellem Aufbau und

MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
Geh mehr auf die eigentliche Frage ein und
analysiere die Leistungsunterschiede-Problematik. Gib mehr
Beispiele für die besseren Attributionsmerkmale.

The third message was again posted 8 minutes later by “Birke.”

Again all critic prompts were considered by “Birke.” Birke, at first, won-

dered why Ahorn qualified her statements. In this way, she criticized formal

aspects of Ahorn’s initial analysis. Subsequently, Birke pointed out further

explanations for the case that complement Ahorn’s analysis on a concrete

level.

3rd message titled “Konstruktive Kritik” posted by Birke at
18:31:32

> Die asiatischen Eltern haben anscheinend die
> Misserfolge eher auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückgeführt.
> Im Fallbeispiel steht leider nicht, wie die
> amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern und Schüler sich Erfolge
> und Misserfolge erklärt haben. Aber offensichtlich
> hatten sie ungünstigere Attributionsmuster: Sie haben
> vielleicht Misserfolge auf mangelnde Begabung zurückgeführt
> oder Erfolge auf den Zufall. Aber wie gesagt, das
> steht hier nicht drin. Man sollte wohl ein
> Reattributionstraining mit den amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern
> und Schülern machen.
FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
Warum zögerst Du so mit Deiner Antwort? Ich
glaube schon, dass Du teilweise recht hast.

PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
SIND:
Ich glaube, dass es noch weitere
Erklärungsmöglichkeiten gibt. Ich denke, dass die Kinder ihren Misser-
folg
weniger auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückführen (die
können sie ja nicht verändern) als vielmehr darauf, dass
sie sich zu wenig angestrengt haben.

MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:

Ich glaube, wenn Du schreibst, dass die Kinder
die Ursache in der mangelnden Anstrengung sehen,
lässt sich auch deren höhere Motivation erklären.

As suggested by the social cooperation script, the fourth and fifth

messages were composed by the case analyst, Ahorn, and are replies to the

constructive critiques. First of all, Ahorn replied to Birke’s critique using all

prompts of the case analyst that respond to the critic prompts. In her case

analyst reply, Ahorn first of all explained why she qualified her statements.

Subsequently, Ahorn actually continued to discuss the case based on Birke’s
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suggestions and refined her initial analysis. Furthermore, Ahorn aimed to

construct conceptual space regarding a specific dimension of the attribution

theory, eliciting Birke’s help.

4th message titled “Antwort auf Kritik” posted by Ahorn at
18:43:00

>> Die asiatischen Eltern haben anscheinend die
>> Misserfolge eher auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückgeführt.
>> Im Fallbeispiel steht leider nicht, wie die
>> amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern und Schüler sich Erfolge
>> und Misserfolge erklärt haben. Aber offensichtlich
>> hatten sie ungünstigere Attributionsmuster: Sie haben
>> vielleicht Misserfolge auf mangelnde Begabung zurückgeführt
>> oder Erfolge auf den Zufall. Aber wie gesagt, das
>> steht hier nicht drin. Man sollte wohl ein
>> Reattributionstraining mit den amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern
>> und Schülern machen.
> FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
> Warum zögerst Du so mit Deiner Antwort? Ich
> glaube schon, dass Du teilweise recht hast.
> PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
> SIND:
> Ich glaube, dass es noch weitere
> Erklärungsmöglichkeiten gibt. Ich denke, dass die Kinder ihren Misserfolg
> weniger auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückführen (die
> können sie ja nicht verändern) als vielmehr darauf, dass
> sie sich zu wenig angestrengt haben.
> MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
> Ich glaube, wenn Du schreibst, dass die Kinder
> die Ursache in der mangelnden Anstrengung sehen,
> lässt sich auch deren höhere Motivation erklären.

ZU DEN UNKLARHEITEN:
Ich habe gezögert, weil im Fall steht, dass sich
die günstigeren Attributionsmuster ”im Hinblick auf
die Dimensionen der Stabilität” erklären lassen. Da
dachte ich, dass nur internal stabile und external
stabile Attributionen darunter fallen.

ZU UNSEREN MEINUNGSVERSCHIEDENHEITEN:
Wenn variable Attributionen da auch gemeint sind,
denke ich, dass Du recht hast - das wär dann internal
variable Attribution.

ZU DEN ÄNDERUNGSVORSCHLÄGEN:
Und dann wäre die Erklärung für die höhere
Motivation auch richtig.

Wie siehst denn Du das? Ist mit ”Dimensionen der
Stabilität” gemeint, dass es sich nur um stabile
Attributionen handelt oder auch um variable? Andererseits
hätten sie sich dann den Spruch auch sparen können.

Subsequently, Ahorn replied to Pinie’s critique, basically using all

prompts of the case analyst that respond to the critic prompts, but implying

that the last prompt was responded to earlier. Ahorn appeared to have spent

less time answering Pinie’s critique. Basically, Ahorn defended herself

against Pinie’s critique pointing out that there is only little case information.
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She also elicited Pinie to contribute more concrete suggestions regarding her

critique.

5th message titled “Antwort auf Kritik” posted by Ahorn at
18:47:40

>> Die asiatischen Eltern haben anscheinend die
>> Misserfolge eher auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückgeführt.
>> Im Fallbeispiel steht leider nicht, wie die
>> amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern und Schüler sich Erfolge
>> und Misserfolge erklärt haben. Aber offensichtlich
>> hatten sie ungünstigere Attributionsmuster: Sie haben
>> vielleicht Misserfolge auf mangelnde Begabung zurückgeführt
>> oder Erfolge auf den Zufall. Aber wie gesagt, das
>> steht hier nicht drin. Man sollte wohl ein
>> Reattributionstraining mit den amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern
>> und Schülern machen.
> FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
> Ausführung ist sehr unausführlich und nicht
> themenflächendeckend genug.
> PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
> SIND:
> Es liegt meiner Meinung nach eher am Umfeld und
> dessen Struktur und kulturellem Aufbau und
> MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
> Geh mehr auf die eigentliche Frage ein und
> analysiere die Leistungsunterschiede-Problematik. Gib mehr
> Beispiele für die besseren Attributionsmerkmale.
ZU DEN UNKLARHEITEN:

In dem Fallbeispiel steckt ja auch nicht
sonderlich viel Information. Nur dieses ”vor allem
günstigere Attributionsmuster im Hinblick auf die
Dimensionen der Stabilität” und das hab ich erklärt. Meiner
Meinung nach, gibt es da nur die eine Erklärung. Schreib
mir doch Deine Vorschläge
ZU UNSEREN MEINUNGSVERSCHIEDENHEITEN:
Es geht doch um die Attributionsmuster. Und da
ist nur eine Information gegeben (so).
ZU DEN ÄNDERUNGSVORSCHLÄGEN:

so.

Eight minutes later, Pinie posted another constructive critique as

suggested by the script. Pinie basically responded to Ahorn’s elicitation for

more concrete suggestions.

6th message titled “Konstruktive Kritik” posted by Pinie at
18:55:21

>>> Die asiatischen Eltern haben anscheinend die
>>> Misserfolge eher auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückgeführt.
>>> Im Fallbeispiel steht leider nicht, wie die
>>> amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern und Schüler sich Erfolge
>>> und Misserfolge erklärt haben. Aber offensichtlich
>>> hatten sie ungünstigere Attributionsmuster: Sie haben
>>> vielleicht Misserfolge auf mangelnde Begabung zurückgeführt
>>> oder Erfolge auf den Zufall. Aber wie gesagt, das
>>> steht hier nicht drin. Man sollte wohl ein
>>> Reattributionstraining mit den amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern
>>> und Schülern machen.
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>> FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
>> Ausführung ist sehr unausführlich und nicht

>> themenflächendeckend genug.
>> PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
>> SIND:
>> Es liegt meiner Meinung nach eher am Umfeld und
>> dessen Struktur und kulturellem Aufbau und
>> MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
>> Geh mehr auf die eigentliche Frage ein und
>> analysiere die Leistungsunterschiede-Problematik. Gib mehr
>> Beispiele für die besseren Attributionsmerkmale.
> ZU DEN UNKLARHEITEN:
> In dem Fallbeispiel steckt ja auch nicht
> sonderlich viel Information. Nur dieses ”vor allem
> günstigere Attributionsmuster im Hinblick auf die
> Dimensionen der Stabilität” und das hab ich erklärt. Meiner
> Meinung nach, gibt es da nur die eine Erklärung. Schreib
> mir doch Deine Vorschläge
> ZU UNSEREN MEINUNGSVERSCHIEDENHEITEN:
> Es geht doch um die Attributionsmuster. Und da
> ist nur eine Information gegeben (so).
> ZU DEN ÄNDERUNGSVORSCHLÄGEN:
> so.
FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
Die Stabilität hat sowohl zeitlich stabile als
auch variable Ursachenmöglichkeiten. Geh auf beide
Gesichtspunkte ein.

PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
SIND:
Alles was Du gesagt hast war richtig, nur versuch
Deine Analyse nicht so speziell zu halten. Mathematik
ist in Asien einer der wichtigsten Gesichtspunkte im
Schulwesen, berücksichtige auch das.

MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
Die Kinder sehen die Ursache evtl. in der
mangelden Anstrengung. Deshalb ist die Motivation in Ihren
Fällen durchaus zu steigern.

Another eight minutes later, Birke posted another constructive cri-

tique as suggested by the script. Birke responded to Ahorn’s elicitation and

indicated further that Ahorn and Birke had come to some kind of agreement

on how to understand the theory in order to analyze the case.

7th message titled “Konstruktive Kritik” posted by Birke at
19:03:37

>>> Die asiatischen Eltern haben anscheinend die
>>> Misserfolge eher auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückgeführt.
>>> Im Fallbeispiel steht leider nicht, wie die
>>> amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern und Schüler sich Erfolge
>>> und Misserfolge erklärt haben. Aber offensichtlich
>>> hatten sie ungünstigere Attributionsmuster: Sie haben
>>> vielleicht Misserfolge auf mangelnde Begabung zurückgeführt
>>> oder Erfolge auf den Zufall. Aber wie gesagt, das
>>> steht hier nicht drin. Man sollte wohl ein
>>> Reattributionstraining mit den amerikanischen und europäischen Eltern
>>> und Schülern machen.
>> FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
>> Warum zögerst Du so mit Deiner Antwort? Ich
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>> glaube schon, dass Du teilweise recht hast.
>> PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
>> SIND:
>> Ich glaube, dass es noch weitere
>> Erklärungsmöglichkeiten gibt. Ich denke, dass die Kinder ihren Misserfolg
>> weniger auf die Aufgabenschwierigkeit zurückführen (die
>> können sie ja nicht verändern) als vielmehr darauf, dass
>> sie sich zu wenig angestrengt haben.
>> MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
>> Ich glaube, wenn Du schreibst, dass die Kinder
>> die Ursache in der mangelnden Anstrengung sehen,
>> lässt sich auch deren höhere Motivation erklären.
> ZU DEN UNKLARHEITEN:
> Ich habe gezögert, weil im Fall steht, dass sich
> die günstigeren Attributionsmuster ”im Hinblick auf
> die Dimensionen der Stabilität” erklären lassen. Da
> dachte ich, dass nur internal stabile und external
> stabile Attributionen darunter fallen.
> ZU UNSEREN MEINUNGSVERSCHIEDENHEITEN:
> Wenn variable Attributionen da auch gemeint sind,
> denke ich, dass Du recht hast - das wär dann internal
> variable Attribution.
> ZU DEN ÄNDERUNGSVORSCHLÄGEN:
> Und dann wäre die Erklärung für die höhere
> Motivation auch richtig.
> Wie siehst denn Du das? Ist mit ”Dimensionen der
> Stabilität” gemeint, dass es sich nur um stabile
> Attributionen handelt oder auch um variable? Andererseits
> hätten sie sich dann den Spruch auch sparen können.
FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:

Ja, ich glaube, dass mit der Dimension der
Stabilität einfach gemeint ist, ob eine Ursache stabil oder
variabel ist.
PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
SIND:

Ich glaube sie wollten damit nur sagen, dass wir
nicht auf die Lokalität eingehen sollten.
MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:

Ich habe eigentlich keine neuen Vorschläge, bis
auf dass Du Deine ”vielleichts” eigentlich streichen
kannst. Ansonsten: siehe 1.Kritik.

Finally, Ahorn, the case analyst, composed a new analysis of the

case 16 minutes later, as determined by the script. Ahorn referred to several

aspects of her rather adequate first analysis, but also regarded the construc-

tive critique that had been posed during discourse by Birke. This construc-

tive critique also entered the final analysis.

8th message titled “Neue Analyse des Falls Asien” posted by
Ahorn at 19:19:44

Also: Wenn die asiatischen Eltern und Kinder vor
allem günstigere Attributionsmuster im Hinblick auf die
Dimensionen der Stabilität haben, sehen sie den Grund für
ihre Erfolge und Misserfolge in ihrer Anstrengung und
nutzen Fähigkeit und Begabung nicht als
Erklärungsmuster. So glauben sie bei jeder neuen Aufgabe, durch
große Anstrengung ein gutes Ergebnis bekommen zu
können. Der Zufall sollte bei ihnen nur als
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Erklärungsmuster für Misserfolge dienen.

Sind ihre Attributionsmuster gerade im Hinblick
auf die Dimension der Stabilität ungünstiger als die
der asiatischen Eltern und Kinder, so begründen
amerikanische und europäische Eltern und Kinder ihre Leistungen
eher mit Begabung (was nie motivationsfördernd ist)
und bei Erfolgen mit der Aufgabenschwierigkeit. Der
Zufall könnte bei den Europäern und Amerikanern auch mal
als Erklärung für gute Ergebnisse herhalten müssen.

Social processes

In the SCOS-condition, learners were expected to adopt specific

roles and engage in specific social modes of co-construction. Have the

learners engaged in the social modes that were suggested by the SCOS?

First of all, Ahorn engaged in externalization in order to act out her role as

case analyst. Subsequently, the constructive critics posted their messages.

Both Birke and Pinie actually composed reviews that consisted of elicitation

and conflict-oriented consensus building. Apparently, the learners adopted

the social script suggestions well. Pinie criticized in general, that the first

analysis of Ahorn needed to be elaborated. Subsequently, she hinted to-

wards alternative aspects that Ahorn needed to consider. Finally, she ex-

plicitly advised Ahorn to focus on the actual question and give more exam-

ples. In her first message, Birke suggested that Ahorn should not qualify her

statements, because she is right in some parts. Subsequently, Birke pointed

out the aspects that have not yet been considered by Ahorn, thus following a

typical ‘yes-but’ critique structure. Ahorn generally agreed with Birke’s

critique. It can be noted that Ahorn was about to integrate Birke’s sugges-

tions. Furthermore, Ahorn was inviting Birke to join in analyzing the case

by asking a specific question concerning conceptual space and thus, also

engaged in elicitation.

In contrast, Ahorn was defending herself against Pinie’s critique.

Again Ahorn was aiming to elicit more information from Pinie in spite of

the fact that she had indicated that she did not agree with her critique. In this

way, Ahorn engaged in conflict-oriented consensus building. Pinie was ac-

tually embarking on giving more detailed feedback and critically addressed

the same aspects as Birke did. It is possible that Pinie had followed the par-

allel discussion thread of Ahorn and Birke, and adopted Birke’s critique.
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However, this was not indicated by Pinie. Pinie seriously engaged in the

role of the critic, requesting that Ahorn also considers “that mathematics is

an important aspect in the Asian school system.” Notably, Pinie did not

back up this statement with any proof. Pinie’s critiques were apparently

based on the authority of her externally induced social role as constructive

critic rather than on the authority of proof warranting her claims. Consider-

ing that Pinie was studying only in her second semester of educational sci-

ences and is the same age as her learning partners, she was displaying con-

siderable certainty in her role as critic. For instance, her final statement was

that “the motivation of the kids can, by all means, be increased.” In the next

message Birke also responded to Ahorn’s elicitation. Furthermore, she

flexibly used the second prompt (WE HAVE NOT REACHED CONSEN-

SUS CONCERNING THESE ASPECTS:). This means, she did not point

out another difference of opinion after the second prompt, but continued the

discussion which had evolved within this ‘difference-of-opinions-frame’

constituted by the corresponding prompts. Finally, she again referred to her

initial critique, which consisted of encouragement to take the collaboratively

constructed analysis as granted, instead of qualifying her statements. Con-

clusively, Ahorn aimed to build an integration-oriented consensus. In the

actual final analysis, Ahorn referred to various aspects which had been con-

sidered in the preceding discussions, instead of simply copying her initial

analysis.

Cognitive processes

In general, the learners engaged only in epistemic activities in con-

trast to non-epistemic activities. That means, the learners clearly aimed to

jointly analyze the case. As the quantitative data suggests, the construction

of relations between conceptual and problem space is the primary epistemic

activity of the learners. The separate discussion threads of the two construc-

tive critics display some differences, however, about how learners approach

the case. Pinie vaguely referred to alternative explanations such as cultural

context. Ahorn responded to this critique by pointing to missing case infor-

mation, which can be regarded to as an attempt to construct problem space.

In contrast, Birke directly complemented Ahorn’s analysis. Ahorn inte-
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grated Birke’s critique and subsequently aimed to construct conceptual

space together with Birke. Ahorn and Birke appeared to construct a shared

conception of the theory and its application in the concrete case. Clearly,

Ahorn’s conceptions regarding one dimension of attribution theory were

enhanced. As a result of collaborative knowledge construction, Ahorn had

begun to understand that the dimension ‘stability’ has two specifications,

namely, being variable or stable. As a consequence, Ahorn was enabled to

formulate a new analysis based on her initial, and basically adequate analy-

sis, but also based on the knowledge that had been collaboratively con-

structed in discourse.

Interpretation of the discourse data

First of all, the learners have reproduced the exact discourse struc-

ture provided by the SCOS, consisting of eight specific messages. Overall

the discourse represents a highly coherent and transactive structure (see fig-

ure 7.5.2b). It can be seen that the SCOS-learners have not only referred to

each other, but have also operated on and shared each others’ conceptions to

build better analyses of the case. The learners were able to productively ap-

ply the externally induced cooperation script. The scripted roles, however,

were used flexibly. Ahorn did not take over and integrate any given form of

critique. She accepted Birke’s critique, but particularly defended her analy-

sis against Pinie’s critique. This may indicate that the externally induced

SCOS needs to be represented in the learner’s mind in a sensible, flexible

way. Learners may need to understand the underlying principle of the script

with respect to the learning goals in order to apply the script accordingly.

The social script apparently has facilitated learners to produce spe-

cific social modes of co-construction. There are indications, however, that

learners may not be able to fulfill the requirements of the social roles being

only supported with the respective prompts. The case study shows that

learners may act as critics, but fail to understand problem space, conceptual

space, and the relations between conceptual and problem space themselves.

In this way, inadequate conceptions may enter the discourse and may be

decisively represented due to the authority given by the social script. In the
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present case study, however, inadequate conceptions were not integrated.

Instead, the case analyst was able to distinguish justified from misleading

critique.
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Figure 7.5.2b: Graphical coding analysis of a SCOS-discourse.
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quired to analyze and discuss is about a fictional student who is subject to

various attributions regarding his in-class-failures of mathematics. See sec-

tion 6.3.2 for a description of the case. Ahorn of the ECOS-case-study was a

19 year old, female in her first semester. Birke was 23 years old, female,

and also in her first semester. Birke indicated that Bosnian was her first lan-

guage and that she had spoken German for 7 years. Pinie was a 20 year old

female student in her first semester.

Data of the conversational activities

In the ECOS-discourse, which was conducted on the morning of the

16th of January 2001, there are three messages initiating discussion threads.

At a first glance at the overview page (figure 7.5.3a), two of these messages

appear to actually build discussion threads, i.e. they appear to be responded

to. A closer inspection however, reveals that all of the replies lack new

words. These empty postings may indicate that the learners have called up

the messages without intention to answer, but to return to the overview

page. Then, instead of clicking the back button, they pushed the response

button and sent off an empty message in order to come back to the overview

page. It is possible that these learners only remembered this more compli-

cated way back to the overview page.

Figure 7.5.3a: Overview of an ECOS-discourse

As the learners’ responses have been left empty, there are actually

only three messages. The first message was posted by Ahorn at 10:13:31

titled “mathe.” In this message the first and the last prompt was not re-
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sponded to. In this analysis several misconceptions were displayed regard-

ing concepts of attribution theory and their application.

1st message titled “mathe” posted by Ahorn at 10:13:31

MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
 FALLINFORMATIONEN:

FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
- GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
es gehen mißerfolge voraus
- IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
EXTERNAL?
die lokalität ist external, da die eltern ihm
einreden,daß er einfach nicht begabt.und internal, da er es
selber glaubt und das als ausrede nimmt
- WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
die ursache ist variabel, weil er faul ist und
nur mit spickzettel auskommt
- ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?es wird fremd
attribuiert(lehrerin)

PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
da der junge von den eltern immer bestätigt
bekommt, daß die ganze familie in mathe einfach nicht
begabt ist, wird er selbst sich nicht aufraffen und
anfangen zu lernen. die eltern schieben es einfach auf
seine begabung. diese meinung nimmt er natürlich an.man
muß ihm deutlich machen daß er begbt ist und eine
gute leistung in mathe erreichen kann, wenn er anfängt
zu lernen. er muß von seinen fähigkeiten überzeugt
und motiviert werden

NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:

The next message was posted 23 minutes later. This message was

initiating a new discussion thread. The quality of the analysis was extremely

high and more or less resembled expert analyses of the case.

2nd message initiating a new discussion thread titled “Attribu-
tionstheorie-->Mathe” posted by Pinie at 10:36:55

MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:
- Selbstattribution Michaels
- Meinung der Lehrerin
- Meinung der Eltern
- geringe Motivation Michaels

FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
- GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
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- Misserfolge
- IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
EXTERNAL?
- internal
- WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
- Michael und seine Eltern: stabile Ursache
(Begabung)
- Lehrerin: variable Ursache (Anstrengung)
- ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
- Michael attribuiert selbst, nach seiner Meinung
ist die Ursache seine Begasbung (internal stabil)
- Seine Eltern geben die gleiche Ursache für
seinen Misserfolg an
- Die Lehrerin hält seine mangelnde Anstrengung
(internal variabel) für die Ursache

PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
- Wenn Michael weiterhin seine Begabung als
Ursache für seinen Misserfolg hält, werden seine
Leistungen wohl kaum besser, da er denkt, dass er an dieser
Ursache sowieso nichts ändern kann.
- Wohingegen wenn er die Ursache des Misserfolgs
in der mangelnden Anstrengung erkennt, kann er indem
er sich mehr anstrengt seine Leistungen verbessern.

NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:
- Dass er auf einem Schulfest trinkt.
- Dass Michael auf das nächste Schuljahr gespannt
ist.

The 3rd message was posted 16 minutes after the 2nd message and did

not contain any words apart from the quoted message it was responding to.

Apparently, the author herself read her analysis once more.

3rd message in total and 2nd message in the “mathe” thread
lacking new words posted by Ahorn at 10:52:10

The 4th message was posted shortly afterwards, containing an analy-

sis of the case by the third learning partner. There is no clear explanation

why this discussion thread is titled “DINA.” Most likely, the student wanted

to indicate her actual name. The student marked the last prompt with “X”

and thus did not respond to this prompt in the intended way. Birke basically

appeared to have understood the underlying principles of attribution theory,

but only focused on specific aspects of the problem case. The student wrote

the complete message in capital letters. In order to distinguish the words of

the participant from the prompts, all words of the student are presented in

small letters.
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4th message in total initiating a new discussion thread titled
“DINA” posted by Birke at 10:54:27

MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:
um etwas zu erziehlen muß man sich anstrengen
zeile1-3
EINE FREMDATTRIBUTION(DIE ELTERN)ALS AUSREDE
FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
- GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
ein mißerfolg, da das kind denk seine eltern
”waren nicht gut”im mathe  und leben trozdem warum soll
ich mir dann so viele gedanken machen wie ich es
weiter machen soll
- IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
EXTERNAL?
es ist internal,also es wird das alles als
begabun schwache angenommen zeile 3-8
- WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
auf eine stabile die selben zeilen wie oben
- ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
der betroffene wird selbst attribuiert aber auch
fremdattribuiert

PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
da der betroffene von seine eltern
”unterschtutzt”ist bzw es werden keine gesprache entwickel wo die
eltern dem kind erklaren sollen wenn die nicht so gut
gewesen sind soll sich das kind etwas anstrengen um denen
auch spater vielleicht helfen zu konen und so das kind
motiviren kann es sein dass das kind nur so viel erziehlt
wie es notig ist um ins nächste jahr zu kommen.

NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:
x

Any further postings were left empty. In the 5th message, the author

called up her own message again. The last two empty messages were the

third postings within the respective discussion threads.

5th message in total and 2nd message in the “DINA” thread lack-
ing new words posted by Birke at 10:56:58

6th message in total and 3rd message in the “DINA” thread lacking
new words posted by Pinie at 11:09:09

7th message in total and 3rd message in the “mathe” thread lack-
ing new words posted by Pinie at 11:12:31
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Social processes

The portrayed ECOS-discourse is minimally transactive. Learners

only engaged in externalization. Each learner had posted a more or less

complete analysis of the case without referring to any message of a learning

partner. In this regard, learners did not actually discuss with each other. If

learners were able “to operate on each other’s reasoning,” this could not be

traced in the individual analyses presented here. The students did not at all

fulfill the requirement to build consensus.

Cognitive processes

The individual analyses were epistemic activities only. As the first

prompt suggested learners to construct problem space, this epistemic activ-

ity can be found in those analyses that have responded to this prompt. How-

ever, most reactions to this first prompt can also be described as an attempt

by learners to construct relations between conceptual and problem space.

The analyses of the learners lack construction of conceptual space. Instead,

the learners aimed to immediately apply concepts to the case. The analyses

differ with regard to their adequacy. Whereas Birke produced an analysis of

the case which closely resembles an expert analysis, several misconceptions

can be traced in Ahorn’s analysis. Ahorn confused the locality concept (in-

ternal vs. external) with self-attribution vs. attribution of others. Further-

more, there are indications that Ahorn did not fully understand the concep-

tion of the cognitive attribution theory. She confers to attributes rather than

attributions. Interestingly enough, this lack of understanding does not pre-

vent her from making adequate prognoses and suggest proper pedagogical

interventions. She appears to understand the educational implications of

attribution theory without being able to abstract the principles and to con-

struct an adequate mental model of the theory.

Interpretation of the discourse data

In general, the activities of the learners in the ECOS-discourse took

place parallel to each other with no mutual referencing whatsoever (see fig-
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ure 7.5.3b). The qualities of the separate analyses vary greatly from high to

low, with one learner continuously showing misconceptions, one learner

referring to some aspects of the problem case, and one learner producing a

complete and accurate analysis of the problem case. One may question

whether these learners profited from each other. It is possible that they did

not consider the approaches of their learning partners, continued to hold on

to their point of view, and as a consequence, failed to acquire multiple per-

spectives. Furthermore, a typical comprehension failure can be identified.
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Figure 7.5.3b: Graphical coding analysis of an ECOS-discourse.

One learner failed to understand that the attribution theory does not

determine case characteristics, but what the individual believes to be the

cause for personal success or failure. This appears to be a typical compre-
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hension failure of learners dealing with attribution theory. Typically, these

learners infer that the protagonist of the problem case is actually too ‘lazy,’

instead of analyzing, for instance, whether the protagonist himself believes

that he is lazy and attributes school failure to this laziness. An example for

this misconception of the attribution theory can be found in the present case

study.

In conclusion, it can be said that not all members of a learning group

may be able to adequately apply epistemic scripts. The epistemic script may

support expertlike approaches of some learners, but cannot reduce miscon-

ceptions of those learners who have not understood the underlying princi-

ples of the attribution theory. Furthermore, the epistemic script may facili-

tate individual rather than collaborative knowledge construction. In the pre-

sent case study, for instance, learners did not discuss their individual ap-

proaches at all. Therefore, epistemic scripts may not produce the specific

outcomes that are associated with collaborative knowledge construction.

Learners may not internalize multiple perspectives upon a subject matter,

but adhere rigidly to more or less adequate initial approaches.

7.5.4 ESCOS – discourse with social and epistemic co-
operation scripts

In this section a discourse that was facilitated with both epistemic

cooperation script as well as social cooperation script is portrayed. The

problem case that the students are supposed to analyze and discuss is again

about the student who is subject to various more or less beneficial attribu-

tions regarding his failures in the subject mathematics. The case is com-

pletely quoted in section 6.2.2. Ahorn of the ESCOS-case-study was a 19

year old female in her first semester. Birke was a 29 year old female also in

her first semester. Birke’s first language was Hungarian. She had spoken

German for 7 years. Pinie was a 21 year old female student in her first se-

mester.
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Data of the conversational activities

As the social script component suggests, eight messages had been

posted in the ESCOS-discourse which was conducted on the morning of the

12th of January 2001. The discourse structure resembles exactly the exter-

nally induced structure of one case analyst (Pinie) and two constructive

critics (Ahorn and Birke). The learners did not modify the message titles

which were set by the script (see figure 7.5.4a).

Figure 7.5.4a: Overview of an ESCOS-discourse

Pinie, the case analyst, started the discourse with the first analysis

“Erste Analyse des Falls Mathe” at 10:44:05. In this first message, the epis-

temic component of the ESCOS-condition was realized. Pinie did not use

the first prompt in the intended way to collect relevant case information that

can be explained with attribution theory. Instead, she gave a concise and

accurate analysis of the case. All following prompts were responded to in

the intended way. The rest of the given analysis is somewhat redundant.

1st message titled “Erste Analyse des Falls Asien” posted by Pinie
at 10:44:05

MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:
michael und seine eltern machen die mangelnde
begabung, die wohl in der familie liegt, für die schlechten
matheleistungen verantwortlich - laut b. weiner also eine
internal stabile attribution.
seine lehrerin ”beschuldigt” ihn der faulheit,
eine internal variable attribution.

FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
- GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
misserfolg
- IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
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EXTERNAL?
internal, da die begabung beim schüler selbst
lokalisiert ist
- WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
auf eine stabile
- ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
beides ist der fall, denn michael selbst sagt,
daß mathe nicht ”sein fach” ist (hier also die
selbstattribution). andererseits liegt auch fremdattribution vor, da
seine eltern ihn ebenfalls durch ursachenzuschreibungen
beeinflussen .
ausserdem attribuiert seine lehrerin von aussen,
indem sie sagt, m. wäre faul.

PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
michael wird sich wohl kaum weiter anstrengen, da
er überzeugt ist, nichts an seinen leistungen im
fach mathe ändern zu können. die stabile variable ist
ja für ihn nicht veränderbar.

NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:
michaels vater hatte ebenfalls untrricht bei der
gleichen lehrerin, dies ist aber meiner meinung nach keine
attribution.

The next message was posted eight minutes later at 10:51:45 as fore-

seen by the social component of ESCOS. The ‘constructive critic,’ Birke,

sent only a message consisting of the prompts, but did not produce any new

comments herself.

2nd message titled “Konstruktive Kritik” lacking new words
posted by Birke at 10:51:45

The third message was posted by Ahorn at 10:58:35 which is a little

earlier than suggested by the script. Ahorn did not use the full eight minutes

of the critic’s phase, but sent off the message prior to the end of the count-

down. As a response to the prompt “WE HAVE NOT REACHED CON-

SENSUS CONCERNING THESE ASPECTS:” Ahorn wrote “I completely

agree with you.” Thus it can be said that this prompt had not been responded

to in the intended way. Concerning the desire for clarity and modification

proposals, Ahorn referred to the case information that Pinie had referred to

as not relevant for an analysis based on attribution theory. This case infor-

mation points out that Ms Weber was a teacher for both the father and the

son. Ahorn asked Pinie to better explain her point regarding this case infor-

mation.
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3rd message titled “Konstruktive Kritik” posted by Ahorn at
10:58:35

> MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
> michael und seine eltern machen die mangelnde
> begabung, die wohl in der familie liegt, für die schlechten
> matheleistungen verantwortlich - laut b. weiner also eine
> internal stabile attribution.
> seine lehrerin ”beschuldigt” ihn der faulheit,
> eine internal variable attribution.
> FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
> ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
> - GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
> MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
> misserfolg
> - IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
> EXTERNAL?
> internal, da die begabung beim schüler selbst
> lokalisiert ist
> - WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
> URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
> auf eine stabile
> - ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
> AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
> beides ist der fall, denn michael selbst sagt,
> daß mathe nicht ”sein fach” ist (hier also die
> selbstattribution). andererseits liegt auch fremdattribution vor, da
> seine eltern ihn ebenfalls durch ursachenzuschreibungen
> beeinflussen .
> ausserdem attribuiert seine lehrerin von aussen,
> indem sie sagt, m. wäre faul.
> PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
> PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
> michael wird sich wohl kaum weiter anstrengen, da
> er überzeugt ist, nichts an seinen leistungen im
> fach mathe ändern zu können. die stabile variable ist
> ja für ihn nicht veränderbar.
> NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
> michaels vater hatte ebenfalls untrricht bei der
> gleichen lehrerin, dies ist aber meiner meinung nach keine
> attribution.

FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
Warum ist es keine Attribution des Vaters, wenn
er bei der gleichen Lehrerin Unterricht hatte?

PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
SIND:
Bin völlig deiner Meinung.

MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
Letzten Punkt (besser) begründen! WARUM?

At 11:06:56 the case analyst Pinie responded to Ahorn’s constructive

critique. Pinie appreciated Ahorn’s “complete agreement.” Furthermore,

Pinie began to discuss the case information that Ms Weber was a teacher to

both the father and the son. Whilst discussing this case information, Pinie

showed some inaccurate use of attribution theory terminology referring to

‘attributes’ instead of ‘attributions.’
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4th message titled “Antwort auf Kritik” posted by Pinie at 11:06:56

>> MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
>> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
>> michael und seine eltern machen die mangelnde
>> begabung, die wohl in der familie liegt, für die schlechten
>> matheleistungen verantwortlich - laut b. weiner also eine
>> internal stabile attribution.
>> seine lehrerin ”beschuldigt” ihn der faulheit,
>> eine internal variable attribution.
>> FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
>> ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
>> - GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
>> MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
>> misserfolg
>> - IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
>> EXTERNAL?
>> internal, da die begabung beim schüler selbst
>> lokalisiert ist
>> - WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
>> URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
>> auf eine stabile
>> - ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
>> AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
>> beides ist der fall, denn michael selbst sagt,
>> daß mathe nicht ”sein fach” ist (hier also die
>> selbstattribution). andererseits liegt auch fremdattribution vor, da
>> seine eltern ihn ebenfalls durch ursachenzuschreibungen
>> beeinflussen .
>> ausserdem attribuiert seine lehrerin von aussen,
>> indem sie sagt, m. wäre faul.
>> PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
>> PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
>> michael wird sich wohl kaum weiter anstrengen, da
>> er überzeugt ist, nichts an seinen leistungen im
>> fach mathe ändern zu können. die stabile variable ist
>> ja für ihn nicht veränderbar.
>> NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
>> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
>> michaels vater hatte ebenfalls untrricht bei der
>> gleichen lehrerin, dies ist aber meiner meinung nach keine
>> attribution.
> FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
> Warum ist es keine Attribution des Vaters, wenn
> er bei der gleichen Lehrerin Unterricht hatte?
> PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
> SIND:
> Bin völlig deiner Meinung.
> MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
> Letzten Punkt (besser) begründen! WARUM?
ZU DEN UNKLARHEITEN:
ich dachte,daß es irgendwie nicht mit den
attributionen zusmmenhaängt, es könnte aber auch sein, daß hier
das attribut ´zufall´ vorliegt, was aber nicht
variavbel ist, da in der nächsten mathearbeit er immer noch
die gleiche lehrerin haben wird.

ZU UNSEREN MEINUNGSVERSCHIEDENHEITEN:
super.

ZU DEN ÄNDERUNGSVORSCHLÄGEN:
ich kann mir nicht vorstellen, daß die tatsache,
daß sie die gleiche lehrerin haben, etwas mit m.´s
anstrengung, begabung oder sonst einem attribut
zusammenhängt.
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Pinie composed the next reply as case analyst to the ‘constructive

critique’ of Birke, which lacked new words. Pinie’s message contained

elicitation with reference to the three social prompts aiming to provoke a

response from Birke, who had not yet contributed.

5th message titled “Antwort auf Kritik” posted by Pinie at 11:10:13

>> MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
>> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
>> michael und seine eltern machen die mangelnde
>> begabung, die wohl in der familie liegt, für die schlechten
>> matheleistungen verantwortlich - laut b. weiner also eine
>> internal stabile attribution.
>> seine lehrerin ”beschuldigt” ihn der faulheit,
>> eine internal variable attribution.
>> FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
>> ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
>> - GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
>> MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
>> misserfolg
>> - IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
>> EXTERNAL?
>> internal, da die begabung beim schüler selbst
>> lokalisiert ist
>> - WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
>> URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
>> auf eine stabile
>> - ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
>> AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
>> beides ist der fall, denn michael selbst sagt,
>> daß mathe nicht ”sein fach” ist (hier also die
>> selbstattribution). andererseits liegt auch fremdattribution vor, da
>> seine eltern ihn ebenfalls durch ursachenzuschreibungen
>> beeinflussen .
>> ausserdem attribuiert seine lehrerin von aussen,
>> indem sie sagt, m. wäre faul.
>> PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
>> PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
>> michael wird sich wohl kaum weiter anstrengen, da
>> er überzeugt ist, nichts an seinen leistungen im
>> fach mathe ändern zu können. die stabile variable ist
>> ja für ihn nicht veränderbar.
>> NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
>> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
>> michaels vater hatte ebenfalls untrricht bei der
>> gleichen lehrerin, dies ist aber meiner meinung nach keine
>> attribution.
> FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
> PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
> SIND:
> MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
ZU DEN UNKLARHEITEN:
ist scheinbar alles klar?!

ZU UNSEREN MEINUNGSVERSCHIEDENHEITEN:
sind wohl einer meinung.

ZU DEN ÄNDERUNGSVORSCHLÄGEN:
blebt alles so, wie es ist...?
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In the 6th message, Birke produced her first and only contribution in

this web-based discussion board as response to Pinie’s elicitation and the

prompts. This response was not at all intended by the prompts.

6th message titled “Konstruktive Kritik” posted by Birke at
11:21:06

>>> MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
>>> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
>>> michael und seine eltern machen die mangelnde
>>> begabung, die wohl in der familie liegt, für die schlechten
>>> matheleistungen verantwortlich - laut b. weiner also eine
>>> internal stabile attribution.
>>> seine lehrerin ”beschuldigt” ihn der faulheit,
>>> eine internal variable attribution.
>>> FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
>>> ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
>>> - GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
>>> MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
>>> misserfolg
>>> - IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
>>> EXTERNAL?
>>> internal, da die begabung beim schüler selbst
>>> lokalisiert ist
>>> - WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
>>> URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
>>> auf eine stabile
>>> - ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
>>> AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
>>> beides ist der fall, denn michael selbst sagt,
>>> daß mathe nicht ”sein fach” ist (hier also die
>>> selbstattribution). andererseits liegt auch fremdattribution vor, da
>>> seine eltern ihn ebenfalls durch ursachenzuschreibungen
>>> beeinflussen .
>>> ausserdem attribuiert seine lehrerin von aussen,
>>> indem sie sagt, m. wäre faul.
>>> PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
>>> PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
>>> michael wird sich wohl kaum weiter anstrengen, da
>>> er überzeugt ist, nichts an seinen leistungen im
>>> fach mathe ändern zu können. die stabile variable ist
>>> ja für ihn nicht veränderbar.
>>> NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
>>> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
>>> michaels vater hatte ebenfalls untrricht bei der
>>> gleichen lehrerin, dies ist aber meiner meinung nach keine
>>> attribution.
>> FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
>> PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
>> SIND:
>> MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
> ZU DEN UNKLARHEITEN:
> ist scheinbar alles klar?!
> ZU UNSEREN MEINUNGSVERSCHIEDENHEITEN:
> sind wohl einer meinung.
> ZU DEN ÄNDERUNGSVORSCHLÄGEN:
> blebt alles so, wie es ist...?
FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
deine analyse ist ok.
PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
SIND:
ich bin einverstanden
MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
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kann alles so bleiben ,wie es ist

The 7th message – a constructive critique – was posted by Ahorn at

11:31:07. Ahorn only responded to the last ‘modification proposal’ prompt.

Here, Ahorn aimed to repair the inaccurate use of the term ‘attribute’ and

put the case information excluded by Pinie into the context of Weiner’s

(1985) attribution theory.

7th message titled “Konstruktive Kritik” posted by Ahorn at
11:31:07

>>> MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
>>> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
>>> michael und seine eltern machen die mangelnde
>>> begabung, die wohl in der familie liegt, für die schlechten
>>> matheleistungen verantwortlich - laut b. weiner also eine
>>> internal stabile attribution.
>>> seine lehrerin ”beschuldigt” ihn der faulheit,
>>> eine internal variable attribution.
>>> FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
>>> ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
>>> - GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
>>> MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
>>> misserfolg
>>> - IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
>>> EXTERNAL?
>>> internal, da die begabung beim schüler selbst
>>> lokalisiert ist
>>> - WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
>>> URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
>>> auf eine stabile
>>> - ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
>>> AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
>>> beides ist der fall, denn michael selbst sagt,
>>> daß mathe nicht ”sein fach” ist (hier also die
>>> selbstattribution). andererseits liegt auch fremdattribution vor, da
>>> seine eltern ihn ebenfalls durch ursachenzuschreibungen
>>> beeinflussen .
>>> ausserdem attribuiert seine lehrerin von aussen,
>>> indem sie sagt, m. wäre faul.
>>> PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
>>> PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
>>> michael wird sich wohl kaum weiter anstrengen, da
>>> er überzeugt ist, nichts an seinen leistungen im
>>> fach mathe ändern zu können. die stabile variable ist
>>> ja für ihn nicht veränderbar.
>>> NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
>>> FALLINFORMATIONEN:
>>> michaels vater hatte ebenfalls untrricht bei der
>>> gleichen lehrerin, dies ist aber meiner meinung nach keine
>>> attribution.
>> FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:
>> Warum ist es keine Attribution des Vaters, wenn
>> er bei der gleichen Lehrerin Unterricht hatte?
>> PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
>> SIND:
>> Bin völlig deiner Meinung.
>> MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
>> Letzten Punkt (besser) begründen! WARUM?
> ZU DEN UNKLARHEITEN:
> ich dachte,daß es irgendwie nicht mit den
> attributionen zusmmenhaängt, es könnte aber auch sein, daß hier
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> das attribut ´zufall´ vorliegt, was aber nicht
> variavbel ist, da in der nächsten mathearbeit er immer noch
> die gleiche lehrerin haben wird.
> ZU UNSEREN MEINUNGSVERSCHIEDENHEITEN:
> super.
> ZU DEN ÄNDERUNGSVORSCHLÄGEN:
> ich kann mir nicht vorstellen, daß die tatsache,
> daß sie die gleiche lehrerin haben, etwas mit m.´s
> anstrengung, begabung oder sonst einem attribut
> zusammenhängt.
FOLGENDE PUNKTE SIND MIR NOCH UNKLAR:

PUNKTE BEI DENEN WIR NOCH NICHT EINER MEINUNG
SIND:

MEINE VORSCHLÄGE FÜR EINE ÄNDERUNG DER ANALYSE:
Ich finde die Zuschreibung (bzw. das Attribut)des
Vaters besteht darin, die Lehrerin mitverantwortlich für
schlechte Zensuren zu machen, da er sie ja auch hatte,
genauso wie die schlechten Zensuren, oder? (”Der
Schrecken der Mathematiklehrer”)
Bin mir aber auch nicht so sicher.

Finally, Pinie composed the final analysis of the case which was ba-

sically built on the initial analysis, but also carefully integrated aspects that

Ahorn had brought forward. Pinie no longer responded to the last prompt.

8th message titled “Neue Analyse des Falls Asien” posted by Pinie
at 11:419:34

MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:
1. mangelnde begabung michaels, die scheinbar in
der familie liegt
2. michaels faulheit
3. der umstand, daß sein vehrhältnis zur lehrerin
quasi durch den vater schon negativ vorbelastet ist

FÜR DIESEN FALL RELEVANTE BEGRIFFE DER
ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
- GEHT DER ATTRIBUTION EIN ERFOLG ODER EIN
MISSERFOLG VORAUS?
eindeutig michaels misserfolge in mathe
- IST DIE LOKALITÄT DER ATTRIBUTION INTERNAL ODER
EXTERNAL?
zu 1.: internal, da wie schon gesagt die bagabung
in ihm selbst lokalisiert ist
zu 2.: internal, auch die faulheit liegt an/in
ihm selbst
zu 3.: external, es ist eher ein zufall, daß sein
vater die gleiche lehrerin hatte
- WIRD AUF EINE STABILE ODER EINE VARIABLE
URSACHE ATTRIBUIERT?
zu 1.: stabil
zu 2.: variabel, er könnte sich sehr wohl
anstrengen
zu 3.: auch eher variabel, er könnte ja mit der
lehrerin auch zurechtkommen, obwohl sein vater
schwierigkeiten mit ihr hatte
- ATTRIBUIERT DER BETROFFENE SELBST ODER WIRD VON
AUßEN FREMD ATTRIBUIERT?
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zu 1.: beides
zu 2.: fremdattribution, da durch die lehrerin
zugeschrieben
zu 3.: beides

PROGNOSE UND PÄDAGOGISCHE KONSEQUENZEN AUS DER
PERSPEKTIVE DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE:
m. wird sich nicht anstrengen, weil er meint,
seine mangelnde begabung nicht wettmachen zu können.
ausserdem denkt er ja, daß sein misserfolg auch
mit an der lehrerin liegt, und daß kann er sowieso
nicht ändern.

NICHT MIT DER ATTRIBUTIONSTHEORIE ERKLÄRBARE
FALLINFORMATIONEN:

Social processes

In the ESCOS-discourse, learners were expected to respond to the

epistemic prompts and to engage in conflict-oriented consensus building in

order to collaboratively construct better analyses and to foster more accurate

and multiple perspectives upon the subject matter. The data of the conver-

sational activities show, however, that in one analyst-critic discussion

thread, the critic was not at all able to engage in conflict-oriented consensus

building. Birke’s first message lacked new words and in Birke’s second

message the prompts were used for quick consensus building, which is the

exact opposite of the intended response. With respect to the desire for clar-

ity, Birke wrote that Pinie’s analysis was “ok;” in response to the difference-

of-opinions-prompt Birke signaled agreement; concerning modification

proposals Birke responded that “everything can stay as it is.”

In the parallel analyst-critic discussion thread, the learners also en-

gaged in quick consensus building. Ahorn wrote that she “completely

agreed” with Pinie’s analysis in response to the prompt “WE HAVE NOT

REACHED CONSENSUS CONCERNING THESE ASPECTS.” Ahorn, as

well as Birke, did not respond to this prompt in the intended way. In re-

sponse to the prompt “THESE ASPECTS ARE NOT CLEAR TO ME

YET” Ahorn aimed to learn from Pinie whether the specific case informa-

tion that Pinie regarded as “CASE INFORMATION THAT CANNOT BE

EXPLAINED WITH ATTRIBUTION THEORY” could nevertheless be

explained with attribution theory. This can be regarded as an elicitation, as it

was suggested by the social script component. In her response, Pinie consid-
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ered applying attribution theory to this case information. She wrote that “it

could be that the attribute ‘coincidence’ applies here.” Pinie also engaged in

conflict-oriented consensus building, however, when she confirmed her

prior estimation about the irrelevancy of this case information. In her second

and last critique Ahorn elaborates the ways in which this case information

may be explained with attribution theory. Due to the fact that this elabora-

tion opposed Pinie’s estimation, Ahorn also engaged in conflict-oriented

consensus building. Ahorn qualified her statements in a way that can be

regarded as elicitation: Ahorn wrote, “I believe the attribution [...] is di-

rected towards the teacher, isn’t it?”. Ahorn further wrote that she was “not

so sure” herself. As a result of this discussion thread, Pinie integrated this

aspect in her final analysis. However, Pinie did not integrate this aspect in

accordance to Ahorn’s interpretation of the case information, which was

adequately based on attribution theory. Instead, Pinie produced some mis-

conceptions when she integrated this aspect into her final analysis (see be-

low).

Overall, the discourse contains a non-transactive discussion thread as

well as a more transactive discussion thread. Birke did not join in to analyze

the problem case. Birke’s only activity was to accept Pinie’s initial analysis.

Therefore, Birke’s discussion thread can be considered as non-transactive.

In Ahorn’s discussion thread, some transactive discourse moves were dis-

played. Ahorn referred to one specific aspect of Pinie’s analysis. Ahorn and

Pinie began to discuss this aspect, which eventually led to Pinie integrating

this aspect into her final analysis.

Cognitive processes

The ESCOS-discourse begins with the first analysis posted by the

case analyst, Pinie. This analysis was supported by the epistemic script

component. Pinie immediately built relations between conceptual and prob-

lem space. Furthermore, Pinie and Ahorn mainly engage in this epistemic

activity. The frequency of this epistemic activity in the present case study is

in accordance with the quantitative data. The discourse also contains some

non-epistemic activities. After receiving a message without new words,
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Pinie aimed to elicit some kind of reaction from Birke. In this discussion

thread the learners did not actually advance in the learning task, but merely

agreed upon the initial analysis.

Apart from identifying specific epistemic activities, the quality of the

learners’ analyses can be evaluated. The prompt-supported first analysis

posted by Pinie closely matches expert analyses. Pinie appeared to have

understood that attribution theory is not about actual characteristics of the

learner or the environment, but about what learners and associated people

believe to be causing success or failure. Pinie composed a concise analysis

that includes multiple perspectives. One discussion thread was not helping

Pinie to refine her first analysis, because no new words were posted by

Birke. Ahorn’s critique, however, induced Pinie to adjust her analysis.

When comparing Pinie’s initial with her final analysis, indications

can be found, however, that this adjustment was a regression rather than an

improvement of the quality of the initial analysis. In her initial analysis

Pinie adequately identifies an internal stable attribution, because “[M]ichael

and his parents hold lack of talent [...] responsible for bad performance in

math.” In her final analysis, Pinie suggested that “lack of talent,”

“[M]ichael’s laziness,” and “biased relation to the teacher” are relevant case

information with regard to Michael’s failure in mathematics. This interpre-

tation of the problem case is inaccurate to some extent. Pinie did not indi-

cate that the protagonist of the problem case ascribes causes for his failure.

Pinie was referring to “attributes” instead of “attributions.”

How did the quality of Pinie’s analyses decrease? Pinie’s first mes-

sage, which was supported by the prompts, contained an adequate analysis.

Apparently, lacking a substantial critique, Ahorn asked for the elaboration

of the case information that Pinie regarded to as irrelevant for an analysis

based on attribution theory. Ahorn’s constructive critique aimed to indicate

that “Michael’s father attributes the failure to Michael’s teacher,” which

becomes evident in Ahorn’s second message (overall 7th message of the

discourse). Pinie failed to understand this relation between this case infor-

mation and attribution theory. In her final analysis she wrote that this “attri-

bution” is “external, because it is a coincidence that the father had the same

teacher,” and is “rather variable, because [Michael] could also get along
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with the teacher in spite of his father having had problems with her.” These

analyses are inadequate with respect to Ahorn’s objections and with respect

to attribution theory. An adequate interpretation of this case information

based on attribution theory and Ahorn’s suggestions needed to imply that

the father attributes and that the attribution can be classified as external and

stable, because Michael cannot choose his teachers himself.

There are indications that these misconceptions arose during Pinie’s

discourse with Ahorn. During the discussion of this case information, Pinie

started to refer to “attributes.” It is possible that Pinie failed to comprehend

Ahorn’s critique in the context of attribution theory. Instead of operating on

this case information based on attribution theory, Pinie continued to regard

this case information as not explainable with attribution theory, saying that

she “cannot see why the fact, that they had the same teacher had something

to do with [Michael’s] endeavors, talent, or any other attribute.” Finally,

when Pinie considered and integrated this case information into her final

analysis she did so on grounds of misconceptions instead of attribution the-

ory.

Interpretation of the discourse data

In the ESCOS-discourse, learners were expected to follow a specific

discourse structure according to the social script component equivalent to

the SCOS-discourse. The data of the conversational activities show that this

was the case. The surface structure, illustrated in figure 7.5.4a, reproduces

exactly the prescriptions of the social script component in the ESCOS-

discourse. In contrast to the SCOS-discourse, however, this surface structure

does not correspond to the actual discourse activities of the learning group

(see figure 7.5.4b). The “constructive critics” failed to engage in the specific

social modes of co-construction suggested by the social script component.

An analysis of the individual messages reveals that the social processes

hardly match the analyst-critic discourse structure.

In reference to a CSCL approach, which mainly aims to foster coor-

dination between learners, this discussion thread may be superficially re-
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garded to as best practice example for a highly coordinated discourse. The

learners had quickly established consensus. Apparently, the learners did not

suffer from channel reductions of text-based CMC, but could agree quickly

on a joint solution. Seen from the socio-cognitive perspectives of educa-

tional psychology on collaborative knowledge construction, however, this

discussion thread can be referred to as non-transactive and can be

hypothesized as being unproductive with respect to learning.
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Figure 7.5.4b: Graphical coding analysis of an ESCOS-discourse.

Overall, the high quality of the first analysis, possibly induced by the

epistemic script component, seemed to impede transactive discourse. The
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that the initial analysis of the case analyst was complete and accurate. Pinie

appeared to anticipate critique and was willing to integrate comments by the

critics without having built a conceptual space with which the critiques

could have been evaluated. As a consequence, Pinie adjusted her analysis in

an inadequate way, following misinterpretations of Ahorn’s critique and

considered the dimensions of attribution theory to also include ‘attributes.’

The present ESCOS-case-study can therefore be regarded to as an

example for a regressive discourse. What little critique was given to the case

analyst is overemphasized and gives rise to modification of an analysis,

which was actually fairly adequate in the first place.
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8 Discussion

In this chapter, the results will be interpreted on the grounds of the

conceptual framework of the study and prior findings. Some limitations of

the study will be discussed to qualify the results and avoid overgeneraliza-

tion. The results of the study will be further examined with respect to their

significance for the construction of CSCL environments. Finally, future re-

search questions, regarding the implementation of scripts in virtual seminars

and the attunement of the instructional support will be discussed.

The rationale of this study was that learners may co-construct appli-

cable knowledge when they collaboratively inquire and discuss problems.

Social and cognitive processes of collaborative learners have often been

observed, however, as deficient to the ends of learning to apply knowledge.

Therefore, both social and cognitive processes may require instructional

support. This may be particularly true for CSCL environments, which have

been argued to possibly foster collaborative knowledge construction (Clark

et al., in press), but which have also been portrayed as possible barriers for

collaborative knowledge construction (Bromme, Hesse, & Spada, in press).

One process-oriented form of instructional support that proved successful in

prior studies of educational psychology are cooperation scripts (e.g., Rosen-

shine et al., 1996). These cooperation scripts have been successfully imple-

mented into CSCL environments with the help of prompts (Nussbaum et al.,

2002; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1996). Cooperation scripts may aim at the

facilitation of cognitive and social processes. An epistemic cooperation

script has been conceptualized to facilitate important cognitive processes

and a social cooperation script aimed to facilitate social processes that have

been linked to collaborative knowledge construction. The combination of

both epistemic and social cooperation scripts was argued to potentially fa-

cilitate both social and cognitive processes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction. In other words, the two scripts were meant to foster discourse of

learners, that is of a high level with respect to epistemic activities and social
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modes. This means that the scripts aimed to facilitate discourse that can be

characterized as task-related, based on theoretical concepts, exploratory, and

critical, as learners monitor the adequacy of each other’s contributions (cf.

Mercer & Wegerif, 1999). Although the discourse of learners may not mir-

ror actual learning processes without loss and distortion of information, a

multi-dimensional, qualitative and quantitative discourse analysis may still

indicate, to some extent, how knowledge is collaboratively constructed. It

was argued that even though the influence of learners’ discourse on knowl-

edge acquisition may be highly complex and indirect, social and cognitive

processes as they surface in discourse may be related to learning

(Gerstenmaier & Mandl, 1999; Vygotsky, 1986).

The results of the study show that cooperation scripts can funda-

mentally change discourse of learners and can be carefully directed towards

specific processes of collaborative knowledge construction. Furthermore,

cooperation scripts proved to substantially affect learning outcomes. Results

show that all experimental groups acquired knowledge, as compared to their

pre-test results, but knowledge acquisition can be further enhanced or im-

peded by specific prompt-based scripts implemented in CSCL environ-

ments. Therefore, as can be seen in prior studies, this study shows that with

the help of prompts, the script approach can be realized in CSCL environ-

ments with comparable efficiency (Rosenshine et al., 1996). Furthermore, it

could be shown that social and cognitive processes, as they surface in the

discourse of learners, do, to some extent, relate to learning outcomes. These

results need to be discussed and interpreted in more detail.

8.1 Instructional Support by Social Cooperation
Scripts

First of all, effects of social cooperation scripts will be discussed

with respect to the individual research questions of the study. These re-

search questions were oriented towards effects on social processes, effects
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on cognitive processes, and effects on outcomes of collaborative knowledge

construction.

8.1.1 Effects of social cooperation scripts on social pro-
cesses

To start off, the treatment check shows that the social cooperation

script has any one member of a learning group producing exactly the same

amount of messages. Participants without social cooperation script sent

more messages, but show a substantially higher heterogeneity in respect to

number of messages. That means, that some learners may produce many

messages in discourse without social cooperation script, but some other

learners of the same learning group may only post very few messages. Fur-

thermore, the social cooperation script clearly influences the social modes of

co-construction. It produces substantial effects on externalization, quick

consensus building, and conflict-oriented consensus building. The effect on

externalization was large and negative, whereas the social cooperation script

produces medium-sized positive effects on quick and conflict-oriented con-

sensus building. The social script affects learners to reduce externalization,

meaning not to think aloud in front of the group on their own, but rather to

orient their contributions towards the contributions of the learning partners.

Thus, it can be said that social cooperation scripts can improve transactivity

of learners’ discourse. The positive effect on quick consensus building may

indicate that the demands of the social script to critically evaluate contribu-

tions of learning partners in a specified time frame are often responded to in

an unintended way. It is possible that learners confronted with the demand

to be critical, are inclined to signal their general acceptance in spite of their

roles in order to foster social coherence. At the same time however, the so-

cial script facilitates conflict-oriented consensus building, meaning that

learners are supported to evaluate contributions from their learning partners

more critically and to anticipate critical review regarding their own contri-

butions, which may improve collaborative knowledge construction. Thus it

can be stated that the social script works in the intended way to foster a

more critical discourse of learners. A possible explanation for facilitating
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both quick and conflict-oriented consensus building can be deduced from

the SCOS-case-study. Learners may engage in ‘yes-but-critique,’ stating, for

instance, that they understood the point of view of their learning partners,

but nevertheless formulate critique. Even though social script learners may

still feel inclined to soften their critique by signaling quick consensus, the

social cooperation script suggests conflict-oriented consensus building to be

a socially desirable way to interact with one’s learning partners. Conflict-

oriented consensus building may often be neglected in CMC, due to high

coordination demands. Therefore, facilitation of conflict-oriented consensus

building may be particularly important in CSCL environments. Some stud-

ies suggest that learners may not often show this social mode in collabora-

tive knowledge construction spontaneously or may not be able to produc-

tively resolve conflicts (e.g., Tudge, 1989). In this way, social cooperation

scripts can facilitate collaborative knowledge construction and reduce the

known satisficing problem of CSCL, meaning that learners tend to satisfy

only minimal requirements of the collaborative learning environment

(Chinn et al., 2000; Linn & Burbules, 1993).

8.1.2 Effects of social cooperation scripts on cognitive
processes

In general, the cooperation scripts facilitate epistemic and reduce

non-epistemic activities. The relative frequency of the individual epistemic

activities may differ substantially depending on the actual domain and task

of learners (Fischer et al., 2002). It can clearly be seen that the facilitation of

epistemic activity supports findings of prior studies, indicating that coop-

eration scripts realized in CSCL environments reduce non-epistemic and

facilitate epistemic activities (Baker & Lund, 1997). Furthermore, the social

script in particular reduces the construction of conceptual space. This indi-

cates that the social structure provided by the social script demands learners

to apply theoretical concepts to problem space rather than to report about

them. It is possible that the roles of case analyst and constructive critic are

understood in the sense that these roles demand working on the problem,

which has been interpreted by the learners as to apply concepts to case in-
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formation. Different roles, like teacher and student, may instead facilitate

the construction of conceptual space (Reiserer, 2003). This assumption is

affirmed, because the social script additionally facilitates the construction of

relations between conceptual and problem space. The social script roles ap-

pear to suggest that learners deal with the problem case on grounds of theo-

retical concepts.

8.1.3 Effects of social cooperation scripts on outcomes
of collaborative knowledge construction

Collaborative knowledge construction aims, in conclusion, to im-

prove learning outcomes, meaning in particular, to foster applicable knowl-

edge and multiple perspectives on subject matters. Some studies indicate

that these goals can rarely be accomplished, because learners rarely show

activities spontaneously in collaborative knowledge construction related to

these learning outcomes. Thus, the benefits of collaborative knowledge con-

struction are rarely exploited. The social script has aimed to foster social

processes in order to actually realize benefits of collaborative knowledge

construction. The results show that the social script affects neither focused

nor multi-perspective applicable knowledge as co-construct. There is also

no social script effect on individually acquired focused applicable knowl-

edge. However, the social script substantially facilitates the individual ac-

quisition of multi-perspective applicable knowledge with medium-sized

effects. This result could be regarded to as encouraging, because the social

script seems to promote the benefits of collaborative knowledge construc-

tion, namely to learn to approach a problem from multiple perspectives. The

social cooperation script may emphasize the notion of collaborative knowl-

edge construction as a trial and error test bed for learners (Gordin, Gomez,

Pea, & Fishman, 1996; Slavin, 1992). Learners may try and err regarding

knowledge as co-construct, but this trial and error within a learning group

may facilitate individual knowledge construction – particularly when a so-

cial cooperation script personalizes mutual monitoring of co-construction

processes of peers by realizing such social roles as constructive critic (cf.

Schwarz, Neuman, & Biezuner, 2000). Thus, knowledge as co-construct of
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learning groups supported with a social script may be similar to knowledge

as co-construct of control groups, but simultaneously individual knowledge

acquisition can be fostered (Larson et al., 1985). Social script learners ex-

pect to be criticized by their peers. Thus, learners anticipate socio-cognitive

conflict and develop multiple perspectives to explain case information. In

summary it can be said that the social script establishes a specific transac-

tive, critical, and error tolerant micro culture of collaborative knowledge

construction. The social script facilitates the individual acquisition of multi-

perspective applicable knowledge and enables learners to apply concepts to

a problem from multiple perspectives.

8.2 Instructional Support by Epistemic Cooperation
Scripts

In this section, effects of epistemic cooperation scripts will be dis-

cussed with respect to the individual research questions of the study re-

garding effects on social processes, effects on cognitive processes, and ef-

fects on outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction.

8.2.1 Effects of epistemic cooperation scripts on social
processes

With regard to social modes of co-construction, the study shows that

opposite to the social script, the epistemic cooperation script strongly sug-

gests that learners engage in the social mode of externalization. The epis-

temic script affects learners to think aloud in front of the group, e.g., putting

forth suggestions to analyze the cases. Therefore, epistemic scripts may be

functional to some extent. It could be argued that groups working on a

problem together may be efficiently supported with epistemic cooperation

scripts, because they could motivate learners to externalize their knowledge

in CMC. Epistemic cooperation scripts, however, appear to have major
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negative effects on social modes of co-construction for groups who intend to

construct knowledge collaboratively. A substantial, medium-sized negative

effect of the epistemic script has been found regarding elicitation. Appar-

ently, the epistemic script induces learners to analyze the problem cases

individually and does not suggest using the learning partners as resources.

In this respect, epistemic cooperation scripts could obstruct the benefits of

collaborative knowledge construction by reducing the need to inquire and

discuss a problem in transactive discourse. Epistemic cooperation scripts

may instead distract learners from referring to each other – a problem dis-

cussed early on in the scripted cooperation approach (Dansereau, 1988).

This means that the epistemic script may suggest individual ap-

proaches to solve a problem. Similar to a checklist, the epistemic script pro-

vides learners with an adequate strategy with which they can solve problem

cases individually. This ‘checklist’ may have reduced the motivation of

learners to invest a lot of cognitive and meta-cognitive efforts in the actual

collaboration. Why should learners, who dispose of a functional and ac-

knowledged strategy, invest extra effort in conflict-oriented, exploratory

talk? Epistemic script learners are held to believe they can solve problems

alone. Learner may fall victim to an illusion of competence, disregarding

inconsistencies within their individual approaches. As a consequence, the

epistemic script promotes the often-described tendency of learners to mini-

mize collaborative demands (cf. Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986; Renkl &

Mandl, 1995). By providing learners with ‘the adequate task strategy,’ the

epistemic script seems to enable learners to segment and share the task and

solve it fairly independent of support by peer learning partners. The techni-

cal aspects of CMC may further intensify this effect. Text-based CMC may

increase the demands to coordinate communication within a group due to

filtered out context cues (cf. Hesse et al., 1997). CMC may therefore foster

the tendency to segment and share the task instead of collaborative ap-

proaches to critically discuss multiple perspectives. Simultaneously, social

relations and responsibility of the anonymous peer learners in CMC may

become salient only after some time of collaboration within the group

(Matheson & Zanna, 1990). Therefore, epistemic cooperation scripts in

CSCL environments may further hamper transactivity in learners’ discourse.

Less transactive learning discourse may, however, reduce the potential of
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collaborative learning scenarios to teach learners to adopt and apply multi-

ple perspectives (Teasley, 1997). This may be the case for the epistemic

script of this study.

8.2.2 Effects of epistemic cooperation scripts on cogni-
tive processes

The epistemic script facilitates learners to construct problem space

and to construct relations between conceptual and problem space. These

medium-sized effects of epistemic cooperation scripts on epistemic activi-

ties appear to be highly dependent on the single aspects that the epistemic

cooperation script aims at. For instance, the epistemic script of this study

prompts learners to construct problem space (e.g., with the prompt “CASE

INFORMATION THAT CAN/CANNOT BE EXPLAINED WITH AT-

TRIBUTION THEORY:”) and to produce relations between conceptual and

problem space (e.g., with prompts like “DOES A SUCCESS OR FAILURE

PRECEDE THIS ATTRIBUTION?”). Thus, the results suggest that coop-

eration scripts may be carefully directed to influence specific epistemic ac-

tivities. In this way, the effects of the epistemic script on epistemic activities

can be closely related to what the individual prompts of the epistemic script

aim at. This systematic facilitation of specific epistemic activities may go

beyond a general beneficial effect of cooperation scripts on epistemic ac-

tivities. The epistemic script of the study is clearly restricted to facilitate

construction of problem space and construction of relations between con-

ceptual and problem space in contrast to other epistemic scripts that also

facilitate the construction of conceptual space (e.g., Dufresne et al., 1992).

As the results show, a general effect on epistemic activities may not only be

achieved by a cooperation script directly aiming at specific epistemic ac-

tivities, but also by scripts that provide structure to social aspects of collabo-

rative knowledge construction or that simply aim to coordinate and reduce

demands of computer-mediated discourse (Baker & Lund, 1997).
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8.2.3 Effects of epistemic cooperation scripts on out-
comes of collaborative knowledge construction

The epistemic script fosters focused applicable knowledge as a co-

construct. This major effect indicates that epistemic cooperation scripts may

direct the attention of learners in specific directions and facilitate learners to

apply knowledge to the more central aspects of a problem. There are indica-

tions that the epistemic script enables learners to concentrate on the most

elementary aspects of the complex problem cases and solve them as long as

they are provided with this kind of support in the collaborative phase. Multi-

perspective applicable knowledge as co-construct, however, is not influ-

enced by the epistemic script. This result emphasizes that the epistemic co-

operation script of this study strongly guides cognitive processes of learners

to concentrate on specific aspects of the task. In this way, the epistemic

script may not sufficiently facilitate a complete analysis of the problem

cases, which should include multiple perspectives. Instead, the epistemic

script suggests that an analysis is completed once any prompt has been re-

sponded to one time. In this regard, the epistemic script does not facilitate

recurrent analyses from multiple perspectives in discourse.

The facilitation of focused applicable knowledge as co-construct in-

dicates that learners are enabled to identify the most elementary aspects of

the complex problem cases, but also perceive the demands of the learning

task to be satisfied when these aspects are identified with help of the epis-

temic cooperation script. There is no meta-cognitive component of the

epistemic script to facilitate intra-personal monitoring of learners to deter-

mine whether a first analysis was adequate, sufficient, and actually complete

(cf. King, 1999). Therefore, the epistemic script may not have instantiated a

more expertlike approach towards solving the problems, which is charac-

terized by first constructing conceptual, instead of problem space (Dufresne

et al., 1992). The epistemic script may in this way pose an efficient tool for

experts who already possess the relevant knowledge structures, but guide

novice learners to focus on problem space. As was shown above, the epis-

temic script also reduces transactivity, which may impede learning partners

to inter-personally monitor the adequacy of the individual analyses as well.
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Furthermore, the results regarding the learning outcomes show that

the epistemic script impedes the individual acquisition of applicable knowl-

edge. Even though there is no substantial effect of the epistemic script on

the individual acquisition of focused applicable knowledge, there is a strong

and significant negative effect of the epistemic script on the individual ac-

quisition of multi-perspective applicable knowledge. This effect is opposite

to the effect of the social cooperation script regarding this learning outcome.

Even though learners may be able to solve the problem cases well, as long

as they are provided with the epistemic cooperation script, they fail to ac-

quire knowledge that can be applied individually and independent of the

epistemic cooperation script. It is possible that the epistemic cooperation

script reduces or substitutes reflective reasoning in regard to the learning

content (Reiser, 2002). Similar findings have been reported by Webb et al.

(1986), who argue that collaborative tasks accomplished with instructor

prompting do not facilitate knowledge construction, because students may

depend on the instructor’s assistance rather than to learn from the instruc-

tor’s suggestions and prompts. The ECOS may foster the identification and

solution of problems, but does not facilitate learners to construct a mental

conceptual model to comprehend various facets of the problem and the ap-

plication of the relevant theoretical concepts.

If these explanations apply, epistemic cooperation scripts could be

improved in several ways. First, epistemic scripts may better represent ex-

pert strategies for learners (Dufresne et al., 1992). The rationale of the epis-

temic script was to support learners to find the relevant case information and

to distinguish it from irrelevant case information. Apparently, this does not

represent expert strategies well. Epistemic script should maybe instead

guide learners’ attention towards conceptual space. Second, meta-cognitive

components may need to be added to epistemic scripts, e.g., to prompt

learners to consider the improvement of their individual knowledge (King,

1999; Larson et al., 1985), or social components as has been accomplished

in the group with both epistemic and social script (see also Palincsar & Her-

renkohl, 1999). Third, successively fading this kind of instructional support

(Collins et al., 1989) may facilitate the internalization of task strategies to

apply knowledge to problem case information suggested by epistemic coop-

eration scripts.
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Thus, it can be summarized that where the social cooperation script

exploits the benefits of collaborative knowledge construction, the epistemic

cooperation script, in contrast, impedes the specific potential of collabora-

tive knowledge construction. Learners are facilitated to apply knowledge as

co-construct, but are affected negatively to acquire multiple perspectives of

how to apply knowledge individually.

8.3 Interaction Effects of the Factors ‘Social Coop-
eration Script’ and ‘Epistemic Cooperation
Script’

The rationale of the study was, on one hand, to facilitate learners to

deal with the tasks (epistemic activities), and, on the other hand, to facilitate

learners’ interactions (social modes of co-construction). The combination of

both cooperation scripts was supposed to result in a discourse of high qual-

ity regarding epistemic activities and social modes of co-construction. Basi-

cally, additive effects have been expected on grounds of the socio-cognitive

approaches. However, the factors, ‘social script’ and ‘epistemic script,’ in-

teract in some respects. The combination of both scripts sometimes pro-

duces results beyond those that could be achieved with the scripts separately

or the scripts seem to counteract and nullify each other. In this way, several

explanations may apply to the single interaction effects and need to be con-

sidered against the theoretical background and the respective context of

each interaction effect found.

8.3.1 Interaction effects on social processes

With respect to social modes of co-construction, a substantial and

large interaction effect could be found regarding externalization. Where the

epistemic script produces a large positive effect on externalization, the so-

cial script substantially reduces externalization in discourse of collaborative
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learners. Thus, an actual nullification could be expected by the combination

of both cooperation scripts. However, another explanation of interaction

effects seems to apply, namely that one of the factors appears to be domi-

nant regarding a specific dependent variable. In the condition with both

scripts, the case analyses are facilitated by the epistemic script component,

but simultaneously, distribution of roles and structuring of specific activities

of these roles are facilitated throughout discourse by the social script com-

ponent. In this way, the epistemic script component is actually reserved to

the case analyst of the social script. Both constructive critics are to relate to

the initial case analysis and not to apply the epistemic script component

themselves. Therefore, the factor ‘social script’ dominates the factor ‘epis-

temic script’ regarding the social processes of collabortive knowledge con-

struction. The combination – high quality of initial analysis and transactive

discussion of this analysis – aims to result in interaction effects regarding

processes and outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction that could

not be achieved with social and epistemic cooperation scripts separately.

The case studies suggest, however, that learners may not be able to act out

the social role of constructive critic when an initial analysis is of a high

quality. In this case, the basic premises of collaborative knowledge con-

struction may lack. Collaborative knowledge construction requires complex

tasks and resource interdependence (Cohen, 1994). When facilitated with

the epistemic prompts, the collaborative task to discuss a complex problem

may have shifted to become a more simple task that can be solved by an

individual learner.

8.3.2 Interaction effects on cognitive processes

With respect to epistemic activities, a medium-sized interaction ef-

fect on the construction of relations between conceptual and problem space

can be found. As both social and epistemic cooperation scripts facilitate the

construction of relations between conceptual and problem space, it might be

expected that these effects add up. The results suggest a plateau effect, how-

ever. That means, that each of the script conditions facilitate construction of

relations between conceptual and problem space to a certain upper limit.
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Even though proportional differences are slim, it has been shown that

groups facilitated with any kind of script or combination of scripts perform

better than the control group with respect to the total amount of construc-

tions of relations between conceptual and problem space. This indicates that

the amount of relations between conceptual and problem space levels off. It

is possible that an optimal level can be achieved with any form of the re-

searched cooperation scripts (see also Baker & Lund, 1997).

8.3.3 Interaction effects on outcomes of collaborative
knowledge construction

No interaction effects can be found with respect to focused and

multi-perspective applicable knowledge as co-construct or with respect to

individual acquisition of multi-perspective applicable knowledge. A large

interaction effect on the acquisition of focused applicable knowledge is ob-

servable, however. Neither treatment appears to separately foster acquisition

of focused applicable knowledge. When both cooperation scripts are com-

bined, however, the level of individual acquisition of focused applicable

knowledge can be improved. Then again, this level does not supercede the

level of the control group. Learners who are provided with both scripts

reach a similar level, regarding this outcome variable as the control group.

This substantial interaction effect towards the opposing direction as

the main (non-substantial) effects of the two factors, which makes the

groups with both scripts more similar to the control groups, could be ex-

plained by an overprompting or overscripting effect (Dillenbourg, 2002;

Rosenshine et al., 1996). The two scripts may direct the attention of learners

towards too many points and thus strain the cognitive load of learners (cf.

Dansereau, 1988; Gräsel, Fischer, & Mandl, 2001; Gräsel et al., 1994).

Therefore, learners of the group with both scripts may abandon the scripts

altogether, that is they may ignore the scripts. There are no further indica-

tions, however, that learners cannot use both cooperation scripts simultane-

ously. The treatment check shows that learners of all experimental condi-

tions can sufficiently handle the CSCL environment in any of the script
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conditions. Thus, another explanation needs to be applied. It is possible that

the epistemic script component facilitates focused knowledge as co-

construct, and simultaneously the social script component facilitates transfer

and internalization of focused knowledge as co-construct. Thus, learners

supported with both scripts may individually acquire focused applicable

knowledge. Here, further analyses and studies may be necessary to evaluate

and eventually differentiate whether learners were facilitated by both scripts

to apply and then to transfer co-constructed knowledge beyond the collabo-

rative phase.

8.4 Relations between Processes and Outcomes of
Collaborative Knowledge Construction

Social and epistemic cooperation scripts indeed influence the dis-

course processes of learners and – eventually as a consequence – also affect

the outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction. Against the theoreti-

cal background of cooperation scripts, this assumed relation may be inde-

pendent of the respective cooperation scripts. Groups without cooperation

scripts that are induced externally by interface design, act based on the in-

ternally represented scripts they themselves spontaneously apply. For in-

stance, learners of the control group may eventually decide to distribute the

responsibility of the three cases equally within the groups of three. How-

ever, this was not evident in this study. Maybe the database needs to be en-

larged in order to quantitatively find discourse patterns of unscripted groups

(Neuman, Leibowitz, & Schwarz, 2000).

Of course, no relation between processes and outcomes may be

causal. Learners with superior individual learning prerequisites, for instance,

may be able to show specific processes of collaborative knowledge con-

struction and simultaneously acquire knowledge due to their superior prior

knowledge base rather than because they may have discussed subject mat-

ters in a specific way (cf. Renkl, 1997). Furthermore, social and cognitive

processes may not be assessed without distortion in discourse. Learners may
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not actively engage in discourse activities but still have advantageous

learning prerequisites and construct knowledge successfully (Fischer &

Mandl, 2000).

In the following paragraphs, results will be interpreted against the

background of socio-cognitive approaches holding the assumption that so-

cial and cognitive processes affect outcomes. It should be carefully noted,

however, that the quantitative analysis of these relations is exploratory and

that further qualitative case studies should be regarded to replicate these

results. In order to examine how the social and the cognitive processes relate

to individual acquisition of applicable knowledge, the following analyses

have been made. First, the relation between social processes and individual

acquisition of applicable knowledge, and second, the relation between cog-

nitive processes and individual acquisition of applicable knowledge has

been analyzed and will be discussed in this section. Finally, relation be-

tween knowledge as co-construct and individually acquired knowledge will

be explored. These relations have been analyzed on an individual level in

order to analyze whether or not specific activities can be related to learning

outcomes of individual learners.

8.4.1 Relations between social processes and outcomes
of collaborative knowledge construction

There is a range of approaches linking various social modes of co-

construction to individual acquisition of knowledge. The idea of transactiv-

ity offers a framework for how these social modes may be weighted with

regard to collaborative knowledge construction. However, any social mode

has specific functions in the discourse of learners. Therefore, quantitative

relations between social modes of co-construction and individual knowledge

acquisition need to be carefully interpreted.

With respect to the relation between social modes of co-construction

and individually acquired focused applicable knowledge, conflict-oriented

consensus building, in particular, appears to be important. Against a socio-
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cognitive background, learners who critically evaluate the contributions of

their learning partners may also need to develop their own mental models

and acquire new knowledge to sustain critique (Walton & Krabbe, 1995).

Conflict-oriented consensus building may require learners to explore the

learning environment more actively than other social modes of co-

construction. Thus, with respect to the relation between social modes of co-

construction and individual acquisition of focused applicable knowledge,

the results are consistent with socio-constructivist assumptions about con-

flict-oriented consensus building as a social mode that is important to

learning (De Lisi & Goldbeck, 1999; Piaget, 1985).

Individual acquisition of multi-perspective applicable knowledge

relates to elicitation. This result emphasizes King’s (1999) findings on the

importance of asking questions for collaborative knowledge construction. It

is possible that learners who are using learning partners as a resource may

be more able to add their partners’ perspectives to their own. Thus, elicita-

tion may indicate that learners are accumulating multiple perspectives.

Both relations of these social modes with the respective dimensions

of individually acquired applicable knowledge are substantial, but are of

small effect size. These relations may indicate that individual social modes

may be hardly linkable to the learning outcome of individual learners. Con-

sidering that any social mode may have a specific function for collaborative

knowledge construction, analysis may need to shift to questioning, to what

extent any particular social mode is actually functional in the specific con-

text in learners’ discourse. For instance, does conflict-oriented consensus

building actually result in accommodation of the individual perspectives, or

do learners instead defend their positions eristically? Discourse structures

may need to be analyzed in order to find indications that any particular so-

cial mode leads to the expectations of what is to be theoretically assumed.
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8.4.2 Relations between cognitive processes and out-
comes of collaborative knowledge construction

It has been argued that epistemic activities, in contrast to non-

epistemic activities, relate in general with individual acquisition of applica-

ble knowledge in collaborative knowledge construction, which is based on

complex problem-solving tasks (Cohen, 1994). Recent studies refined this

perspective, indicating that epistemic activities characterized by the use of

theoretical concepts and their relations to case information relate to individ-

ual knowledge acquisition (Fischer et al., 2002), whereas the equally epis-

temic activity of working on case information does not relate to knowledge

acquisition. The results of the present study can affirm this relation. Indi-

vidually acquired focused applicable knowledge clearly relates to a model

consisting of both the construction of conceptual space and the construction

of relations between conceptual and problem space, even though the con-

struction of relations between conceptual and problem space explains most

of the variance. Regarding relations of epistemic activities with individual

acquisition of multi-perspective applicable knowledge, construction of rela-

tions between conceptual and problem space is the only epistemic activity

showing co-variation. These findings indicate that applicable knowledge in

particular may be facilitated by application of concepts rather than reporting

on concepts. The construction of relations between conceptual and problem

space takes on a pivotal role in several respects. Learners have mainly en-

gaged in this epistemic activity. Furthermore, large effect sizes regarding

the relations between this epistemic activity and outcomes are observable. It

is possible that this epistemic activity may indicate, in a refined manner,

whether or not the learners engaged in the actual learning task to analyze

problems. Therefore, Cohen’s (1994) perspective can be confirmed and re-

fined. Learners dealing with complex learning tasks basically do acquire

knowledge when they remain on task.
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8.4.3 Relations between knowledge as co-construct and
individual acquisition of knowledge

The two outcome dimensions, knowledge as co-construct and indi-

vidually acquired knowledge, hardly relate. Only multi-perspective knowl-

edge as co-construct co-varies to some extent with individual acquisition of

focused applicable knowledge. This result is counter-intuitive to some ex-

tent. Against a socio-cultural background, relations between knowledge as

co-construct and individual acquisition of knowledge, should be strong.

Learners who collaboratively apply focused knowledge should learn how to

apply this knowledge individually as well. There is, however, no indication

that this is the case. Presumably, the knowledge as co-construct is not sub-

ject to internalization and transfer, meaning that the collaborative knowl-

edge construction may rather be referred to as a test bed in which partici-

pants may learn from their mistakes rather than by adequate knowledge ap-

plication. The relation between multi-perspective knowledge as co-construct

to individually acquired focused knowledge may affirm this assumption.

Learners who apply knowledge from multiple perspectives in collaboration

may better conceptualize the basic ideas of the theory they are supposed to

apply. In this respect learners individually acquire focused knowledge.

8.5 Discussion of Processes and Discourse Struc-
tures in the Case Studies

The case studies have aimed to illustrate the quantitative results.

Furthermore, the case studies aimed to identify the social and cognitive dis-

course structures as well as the comprehension failures of students. The case

studies have added value to the study by identifying and illustrating these

aspects in the separate experimental conditions. Quantitative analyses may

conceal how and why social and cognitive processes emerge in discourse of

learners. Case studies reveal to what extent specific process phenomena

correspond with theoretical assumptions. First, discourse structures will be

discussed in reference to each of the case studies. Subsequently, typical
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comprehension failures will be examined as they have emerged regardless

of experimental condition.

Discourse structures in the case studies

The first case study describes a learning group that was not facili-

tated with any script. The DWS-discourse does not span over the whole

collaborative phase. Instead, the learners have quickly built consensus satis-

ficing minimal requirements of the learning environment. Satisficing has

been regarded to as a pivotal problem of collaborative knowledge construc-

tion (Chinn et al., 2000). The reasons for the satisficing discourse may be

that students generally aim to minimize their efforts. It is possible that stu-

dents have adopted a learning culture in which resources need to be econo-

mized. For instance, students may frequently experience that they need to

concentrate only on tests that determine their further certification. There-

fore, learners may not spend more effort than is necessary on learning envi-

ronments that are not directly related to certification. There are indications,

however, that oppose this explanation. In general, students have indicated in

questionnaires and debriefings that they were interested in the learning envi-

ronment. The participants of the DWS-case-study pose no exception to this

generally high interest. Therefore, an alternative explanation needs to be

applied. The discourse about the problem case took place in the last few

minutes of the collaborative phase. In spite of the fact that the learners had

an online timer as well as a physical clock in order to manage time, it is pos-

sible that the participants were not able to coordinate the three problem

cases well. It is also observable that the learners in the DWS-case-study

needed to coordinate themselves throughout the discourse. Therefore, learn-

ers may have had difficulties in scripting their collaborative activities them-

selves. This problem may have been increased by the fact that collaboration

needed to be coordinated via text-based CMC. Therefore, it could be said,

that access to CMC may not be enough to foster collaborative knowledge

construction. Instead, the DWS-case-study may pose a good example for the

need to consider consolidated findings of CSCL research. CMC interfaces

may not be purposefully designed for CSCL and can be substantially im-
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proved by inducing structure to coordinate learners’ interactions (cf. Hesse

et al., 1997).

The second, SCOS-case-study showed, that collaborative knowledge

construction could be facilitated in CSCL to produce specific discourse

structures. The SCOS-discourse primarily reflects a highly transactive dis-

course structure. Transactivity has been regarded as a general measure of

discourse quality with respect to collaborative knowledge construction

(Teasley, 1997). The SCOS-case-study, in comparison to the quantitative

results, suggests that transactivity may be a concept, which needs to be fur-

ther refined. The social modes of co-construction may have separate func-

tions for collaborative knowledge construction. Furthermore, discourses

may need to be additionally analyzed regarding epistemic activities. The

learners of the SCOS-case-study have continuously engaged in transactive

discourse, but only some specific transactive interactions have added value

to collaborative knowledge construction. In one of the discussion threads,

the case analyst was able to adequately construct conceptual space together

with one of the constructive critics. In another discussion thread, however,

the second constructive critic did not produce valuable input for the case

analyst to refine her analysis of the problem case. Therefore, a decisive as-

pect of the SCOS-case-study was the ability of the case analyst to evaluate

the qualities of the critiques and to flexibly apply the social cooperation

script.

Prototypical for problematic effects of the epistemic cooperation

script was the ECOS-case-study. The three participants posted three indi-

vidual analyses of the problem case without referencing each other. Even

though some learners’ analyses of the problem cases were adequate in com-

parison to an expert solution, some other learners produced analyses based

on misconceptions of the attribution theory. It could be argued that these

learners were not able to exploit the specific advantages of collaborative

knowledge construction, because they did not interact with each other ac-

tively. In this way, epistemic cooperation scripts may withdraw the basis for

collaborative knowledge construction. In this way, learners may also not

participate equally and share conceptions about a subject matter. This could

be regarded to as particularly problematic, because one of the implicit goals
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of collaborative knowledge construction is to establish equality in class-

rooms and foster shared knowledge in learning groups (Cohen & Lotan,

1995; Fischer & Mandl, 2001).

Finally, the ESCOS-case-study offers some explanation for why the

combination of a social script that improved interactions and an epistemic

script that improved problem-solving rarely added up to facilitate collabora-

tive knowledge construction. The social script component warranted that

learners engaged in analyst-critic discourse structures. Therefore, the

ESCOS-discourse was more transactive in comparison to the discourse

without the social script component. In addition, the epistemic script com-

ponent in the ESCOS-case-study supported the case analyst to compose a

highly adequate analysis. In this way, however, the constructive critics who

were supposed to help to refine the initial analysis were confronted with a

specific problem; they could not adopt their social roles well, because the

initial analysis left little space for improvement. As a consequence, the case

study poses a good example of how collaborative learners may regress to

some extent, because in collaborative knowledge construction, adequate

conceptions may also be called into question (see Schwarz et al., 2000).

In conclusion, learning environments that demand learners to discuss

complex subject matters in a zone of proximal development can be referred

to as a fundament for collaborative knowledge construction (Vygotsky,

1978). The learners are supposed to explore subjects that they are not yet

familiar with. Pivotal to collaborative knowledge construction in this zone

of proximal development is the instructional support. Those case studies, in

which an epistemic script component was applied (ECOS and ESCOS),

suggest that this instructional support may facilitate learners’ problem-

solving. The case studies further suggest, however, that an epistemic script

component may reduce the quality of interactions. Learners who are

equipped with the one correct task strategy to apply knowledge to problem

case information do not need to engage in collaborative knowledge con-

struction.

In comparison to the quantitative results, the case studies provide in-

formation about how and why specific discourse phenomena may be more

or less beneficial for collaborative knowledge construction. The quantitative
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results only explain the frequency of specific process phenomena. The case

studies, however, identify specific process phenomena and their interplay in

specific discourse structures. Furthermore, the case studies indicate that

scripts may achieve facilitation of specific processes at some costs. For in-

stance, social scripts may not improve the quality of learners’ analyses and

at the same time may foster an illusion of competence due to the authority

of the externally induced social roles. Epistemic scripts may facilitate learn-

ers to build adequate analyses at the costs of social interactions and inter-

nalization of applicable knowledge. The combination of both scripts may

not add up the benefits of both social and epistemic script. An initial analy-

sis, which is supported by the epistemic script component, may impede the

functionality of the social script component. It must be possible to make

improvements upon the initial analysis in order to be able to act out the so-

cial role of ‘constructive critic’. The epistemic script component, however,

may facilitate ‘case analysts’ to compose highly adequate initial analyses.

Therefore, it can be generalized from the case studies that scripts can suc-

cessfully aim at specific processes, but may also produce uninvited ‘side

effects.’

Comprehension failures

The case studies revealed typical comprehension failures of attribu-

tion theory. It is important to discuss these comprehension failures as indi-

cators for the general understanding of learners in the individual case stud-

ies. Furthermore, the identification of comprehension failures may be im-

portant in order to improve learning environments in the social sciences.

Teachers may anticipate the specific comprehension failures of students and

facilitate learning with the aim to reduce these misconceptions. Weiner’s

(1985) attribution theory may pose a typical cognitive theory that focuses on

cognition and beliefs of individuals as powerful factors for learning, rather

than actual personality traits. Learners often fail to understand that attribu-

tion theory does not reveal actual characteristics of a situation but instead

explains assumptions of individuals. The case studies show that a cognitive

perspective may not be intuitively comprehendible for students. Students

may not be accustomed to operating with cognitive concepts. Therefore,
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students of the social sciences may need to be additionally facilitated to

comprehend the underlying assumptions of cognitive theories.

8.6 Summary of the Results

The results of the study offer a rather coherent picture of the proc-

esses and outcomes, as well as the collaborative knowledge construction in

CSCL environments and their facilitation. Cooperation scripts may facilitate

the actual benefits of collaborative knowledge construction, which are to

learn to apply knowledge from multiple perspectives. Cooperation scripts

may also bring forward overscripting effects, impeding transactivity and

obstructing collaborative knowledge construction. Some results correspond

to prior findings on the barriers of collaborative knowledge construction.

Students who aim to only meet minimum requirements with regard to the

learning task and who refrain from transactive forms of collaboration, may

work together sufficiently, but acquire less applicable knowledge individu-

ally (Hogan et al., 2000; Linn & Burbules, 1993). Prompt-based cooperation

scripts implemented in a CSCL environment may facilitate specific dis-

course activities and learning outcomes.

Social cooperation scripts can motivate learners to engage in a more

conflict-oriented social mode in spite of the possibility that this mode may

be socially undesirable. Even though, social scripts may make the learning

task more difficult and demanding to some extent, this extra effort might be

decisive for the individual acquisition of knowledge (Reiser, 2002; Wiley &

Voss, 1999).

Some forms of instructional support may overprompt or overscript

learners, thus easing the learning tasks in an exaggerated manner, meaning

that the complexity of the task is being substantially reduced. Therefore,

collaborative knowledge construction that results from a demanding discus-

sion of complex problems may be hampered (Dillenbourg, 2002; Rosen-

shine et al., 1996). This appears to have been the case regarding the epis-

temic cooperation script.
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Epistemic cooperation scripts may impede some important social

processes of collaborative knowledge construction. Some learners may fo-

cus on content-aspects of the learning task rather than to engage in transac-

tive discourse (Dansereau, 1988; Teasley, 1997). In this way, epistemic

scripts may suggest more individual approaches to the learning task. Epis-

temic scripts may make the learning task too easy increasing overconfidence

of learners. Simultaneously epistemic scripts may substitute important meta-

cognitive learning activities. Neither the learners themselves nor their

learning partners may monitor the adequacy of the individual analyses.

Thus, learners may achieve adequate analyses as long as they are supported

with epistemic scripts, but may have difficulties internalizing a mental

model underlying the epistemic script. In this way, epistemic scripts without

any meta-cognitive components may act as a crutch for operating with

problems, which learners become dependent on, but not as a scaffold for

knowledge acquisition which is faded out after the learning phase.

8.7 Implications of the Study for the Facilitation of
CSCL and for further Research Questions

The study yielded that it is possible to facilitate the cognitive and the

social processes and the outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction

in CSCL environments with cooperation scripts. This approach may be con-

sidered as advantageous in contrast to prior training or moderation of col-

laborative knowledge construction in CSCL environments, because learners

may not be able to gather prior to CSCL in order to learn how to cooperate.

Prior training is costly and moderation of CSCL is a particularly difficult

enterprise, which may need additional qualification for teachers (Clark et

al., in press). Prompt-based cooperation scripts for CSCL environments in

contrast may warrant the quality of collaborative knowledge construction

independent of the variable competencies of learners and teachers. Scripts

that are implemented into CSCL environments with prompts can have im-

mediate effects on processes of knowledge co-construction. Prompts can

support learners to construct relations between conceptual and problem
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space and prompts can encourage learners to disagree and inquire multiple

perspectives (Nussbaum et al., 2002).

The results of this study suggest that especially social cooperation

scripts should be considered in order to improve knowledge co-construction.

Unguided interaction appears to be sub-optimal to some extent, but social

cooperation scripts can help learners to interact in specific ways. This sup-

port, which is oriented towards social processes, appears to facilitate spe-

cific cognitive processes and outcomes.

The study also shows, however, that epistemic cooperation scripts

can be detrimental for collaborative knowledge construction. Epistemic co-

operation scripts can overprompt learners to some extent (Rosenshine et al.,

1996). Important knowledge construction activities can be obstructed if

scripts facilitate epistemic activities of learners on a very concrete and de-

tailed level (Cohen, 1994). The epistemic cooperation script that has been

examined in this study has suggested specific relations between conceptual

and problem space. This script may substitute some cognitive processes that

are important for knowledge construction. It has been shown that epistemic

cooperation scripts can also be detrimental to social processes of collabora-

tive knowledge construction. Some learners appear to focus on epistemic

activities at the expense of some social processes (Dansereau, 1988). There-

fore, instructional designers may need to carefully ponder whether they

want to facilitate effects with or effects of the supported learning environ-

ment (Kollar et al., in press; Salomon, 1993a).

Instructional support of epistemic activities needs to be designed

carefully. Epistemic scripts should not support learners on a concrete level,

but rather facilitate activities that support meta-cognition, e.g., question

asking. In order to exploit the advantages of collaborative knowledge con-

struction, instructional support needs to encourage learners to construct

knowledge actively, whereas support that provides learners with an ade-

quate solution may obstruct knowledge construction. In this way, epistemic

cooperation scripts may be improved when meta-cognitive aspects are being

considered (cf. King, 1999).
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Recent studies emphasized the importance of argumentation for col-

laborative knowledge construction (e.g., Chinn et al., 2000; Keefer et al.,

2000; Leitão, 2000). Argumentation structures in discourse may correspond

with the reasoning of learners. These argumentation structures may, for in-

stance, include the presentation of various positions, backing of these posi-

tions with evidence or construction of counter-arguments. Little, however, is

known with respect to how argumentative knowledge construction can be

facilitated (Weinberger, Stegmann, Fischer, & Mandl, 2003). The facilita-

tion of argumentation with cooperation scripts may be an approach which

does not overscript learners in the sense of simplifying the task, but that

challenges learners to monitor and improve their contributions. It has been

argued that with the facilitation of learners’ argumentation, one basic prob-

lem of collaborative knowledge construction can be solved. Learners may

not actually construct knowledge together, but rather regress in discourse,

because they lack the adequate task strategies and knowledge necessary to

solve problems (cf. Tudge, 1989). Schwarz et al. (2000) found that even

“two wrongs may make a right if they argue together.” With the help of ar-

gumentative skills, learners may successfully challenge invalid ideas, which

emerge in discourse. Learners can thereby identify adequate perspectives,

which may foster knowledge acquisition. It is possible that argumentation

can also be fostered with prompt-based cooperation scripts implemented in

CSCL environments. Argumentative cooperation scripts may reduce over-

scripting effects and facilitate learners to better construct knowledge. This

may be particularly relevant, because even the social script, which lived up

to expectations, had some detrimental effects on argumentation as the

qualitative case studies show. Critics may be less concerned with backing

up their critique by authority of proof when a script is providing a social

kind of authority for critical statements. Studies on effects of social scripts

for CSCL on argumentation appear to back up this assumption (Weinberger

et al., 2003).
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8.8 Limitations of the Study

The results of the study may need to be put into perspective with re-

spect to their ecological validity, the analysis of collaborative knowledge

construction processes, and the instructional approach of cooperation

scripts.

The study has been conducted in a generally ecologically valid set-

ting. Learners have experienced the CSCL session as part of the standard

curriculum as the CSCL session substituted one session of a face-to-face

seminar. On the grounds of prior findings and a constructivist perspective, it

could be argued that the learners have constructed knowledge in a more ac-

tive way than in the standard lecture or seminar, in which learners may not

have the opportunity to produce 6 words per minute or more (Kern, 1995).

The downturn of this highly ecological setting is, however, that it is also

highly specific. It is yet unclear to what extent less complex and less debat-

able problems may initiate discussion in similar ways. Therefore, the results

need to be confirmed in a variety of settings with varying learning materials.

Furthermore, the study has regarded ad-hoc groups as one possible

case of how learners co-construct knowledge in CSCL environments. Typi-

cally, learners in CSCL environments are initially anonymous, and some

CSCL environments may foresee collaborative knowledge construction for

groups which ‘meet’ online by chance and only for short periods of time.

There is need, however, for empirical studies regarding the facilitation of

groups who learn together online for a longer period. Further studies need to

examine the effects of scripts for this long term collaboration. It may be

particularly interesting to examine how discourse shifts from initially

anonymous online groups to virtual communities, which accumulate a

shared knowledge base. As scripts may substitute knowledge construction to

some extent, the fading of instructional support may be an important crite-

rion for the facilitation of long-term collaborators (Collins et al., 1989).

One particular problem of CSCL and its facilitation is the varying

degree of acceptance of computer-mediated learning (cf. Richter et al.,

2001). Although learners may have perceived the learning environment of
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the study as part of their curriculum, it is yet unclear to what extent the

CSCL environment with the specific prompt-based cooperation scripts

would have been accessed when learners were not invited to a computer

laboratory at a specified time. Short interviews in the debriefing phase did

not reveal apparent differences regarding acceptance between the experi-

mental conditions. Other studies indicate that learners may try to avoid par-

ticipation in CMC, but may prefer to also meet FTF outside of a virtual en-

vironment (Hesse & Giovis, 1997; Reinmann-Rothmeier & Mandl, 2002).

The analysis of the various phenomena and effects of collaborative

knowledge construction has been subject to some paradigmatic changes

(Bruhn, 2000; Dillenbourg et al., 1995). After comparing collaborative to

individual learning, research aimed to identify conditions relevant for col-

laborative knowledge construction. An immense number of conditions and

complex interactions have been identified (Renkl & Mandl, 1995), and had

Mandl and Renkl (1992) ‘plea for more local theories of collaborative

knowledge construction’ (see also Renkl, 1997). Analysis of processes has

been regarded to as a way out of the complexity-dilemma of collaborative

knowledge construction (Bruhn, 2000). There are, however, many ap-

proaches towards relevant co-construction processes (see for example

Fischer, 2002). In the present study, the two most influential approaches

have been analyzed, which build on the idea that discourse between learners

is somehow related to the learning processes. Variance in learning outcome,

however, may not yet be sufficiently explained for several reasons.

First of all, there may be explanations other than social and cognitive

processes that account for the variance within collaborative knowledge con-

struction. O’Donnell and Dansereau (1992), for instance, suggest that apart

from social and cognitive aspects, affective and meta-cognitive dimensions

may need to be analyzed and facilitated.

Second, these process dimensions may interact. In this respect, it was

also necessary to analyze interaction of process with contextual variables.

More variance may be clarified, if learning prerequisites entered the actual

analysis. In this study, socio-cognitive approaches, which concentrate on

specific processes of collaborative knowledge construction, have been out-

lined and utilized as tools to analyze and facilitate collaborative knowledge
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construction. Obviously, many more approaches may need to be applied to

better understand collaborative knowledge construction. Educational psy-

chology appears to not yet dispose of the one theoretical approach that suf-

ficiently describes and predicts collaborative knowledge construction. Any

study of collaborative knowledge construction may thus take only one or a

limited number of perspectives towards the complex research object.

Third, research on collaborative knowledge construction is also lim-

ited with regard to the methodological repertoire. Apart from counting indi-

vidual discourse phenomena, research has shifted to analyze sequences of

discourse activities, because individual phenomena can take different

meanings for collaborative knowledge construction, depending on discourse

context. Furthermore, some theoretical approaches indicate that discourse

structure is better at predicting learning outcome of collaborative knowledge

construction than individual phenomena. For instance, transactivity may be

better analyzed, not by identifying individual more or less transactive dis-

course activities, but by qualitatively analyzing structures of mutual refer-

encing in discourse of learners. Neuman et al. (2000) applied a sequential

analysis which detects whether the probability of specific discourse activi-

ties following specific other discourse activities differs from chance. Thus,

they have found, for instance, that good problem solvers have regulations,

i.e. plans to conduct specific activities like “I will do it in several steps,”

being followed by justifications for these regulations. Janetzko and Fischer

(2002) propose a more advanced computer-supported approach which may

identify more complex recurring patterns that are determined a priori by the

researcher, supposedly based on theoretical assumptions. In this study, so-

cial modes and epistemic activities have been assessed in reference to dis-

course context (cf. Chi, 1997). The individual categories therefore give a

description of relations between individual utterances. The social modes of

co-construction in particular, have not been assessed as isolated units based

on surface criteria like “word x = category x,” but are interpretations of the

individual function of the respective social mode in discourse. It is possible

that the refinement of process measures is not as much a question of statisti-

cal method, but of granularity of the unit of analysis (cf. Chi, 1997). In order

to replicate quantitative findings on processes of collaborative knowledge

construction, qualitative analyses may be particularly useful. Therefore,
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additional graphical coding analyses have been presented with respect to

case studies of each of the experimental conditions, which may give better

impressions of collaborative knowledge construction processes when ap-

plied in correspondence with quantitative analyses.

Evidently, as collaborative knowledge construction is a complex re-

search matter, the pivotal criterion is the correspondence of the theoretical

and methodological repertoires. As processes of collaborative knowledge

construction can be complex, they have been referred to as a new ‘black

box’ by some researchers (Dillenbourg, 1999; Hogan et al., 2000). How-

ever, this ‘black box’ of collaboration can directly be subject to analysis and

facilitation. Discourse in CSCL in particular may be assessable with more

ease and can also be influenced more directly than was possible in FTF set-

tings. In this respect, research on CSCL may not only clarify processes in a

computer-supported setting, but also help to guide research on collaborative

knowledge construction in general towards relevant phenomena and func-

tions.

Apart from analyzing, the study aimed to facilitate processes and

outcomes of collaborative knowledge construction. Prompt-based coopera-

tion scripts appear to be a feasible and effective instructional approach for

CSCL. A more fundamental limitation of this instructional approach, how-

ever, needs to be discussed. Prompt-based cooperation scripts have been

applied as alternative instructional approach, e.g., to training learners to

collaborate (Rummel & Spada, in press), which may be difficult and costly

to realize in CSCL environments. The rationale of this instructional ap-

proach is that specific discourse activities are suggested, and thus, learning

outcome is also facilitated. As the results show, this instructional support

may overscript learners, however, in the sense that they do not internalize

the suggested task strategies to apply knowledge to problem case informa-

tion. This failure of internalization could possibly indicate a more general

problem of instructional support that substitutes what it aims to foster

(Reiser, 2002). In this way, the social cooperation script may have impeded

the acquisition of cooperative strategies. Learners of groups without social

cooperation script may have had the chance to consider better ways of col-

laboration for the next time they are supposed to collaborate in learning
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groups. The social script learners, however, may have not internalized the

collaboration strategies the social script suggested. Even though there is no

data supporting this assumption, the instructional approach builds on the

idea that learners may not need to acquire collaborative or task strategies

when they are supported with the respective scripts.

Prompt-based cooperation scripts may be applied with care for

learning groups who have not yet developed a self-supporting collaborative

learning culture. In order to initiate sustainable development, prompt-based

cooperation scripts should not substitute, but support already existing, ade-

quate scripts sensu Schank and Abelson (1977) for collaborative knowledge

construction. For a time of transition towards self-sustained collaborative

learning cultures, prompt-based cooperative scripts may, however, improve

acceptance and efficiency of collaborative knowledge construction (see

Renkl et al., 1996). In this respect it is important to note that the prompt-

based cooperation scripts conceptualized in this work may have given very

detailed instructions which were argued to be detrimental for complex

learning tasks, but also provided learners with sufficient degrees of freedom

regarding whether the detailed instructions must actually be used or could

be ignored (Cohen, 1994; Dillenbourg, 2002; Veerman & Treasure-Jones,

1999).

When summarizing the limitations of the study, several gaps can be

identified. The first gap can be noted between the analysis of processes of

collaborative knowledge construction and the development of instructional

support. It may be pointless to design scripts that regard all social modes or

epistemic activities, for instance. Instead, externally induced cooperation

scripts may need to be adopted to internally represented scripts. That means,

that scripts should only facilitate those activities of collaborative knowledge

construction that learners do not spontaneously engage in. It may particu-

larly difficult, however, to identify the individual deficits of learners re-

garding scripts. The starting point of the present study was, for instance, that

learners engaged in satisficing regarding specific social and cognitive proc-

esses. Thus, elicitation and conflict-oriented consensus building have been

facilitated in the present study. A second gap can be identified between the

aims of the instructional support and the actual effects of the instructional
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support on processes of collaborative knowledge construction. For instance,

the design of the present study did not foresee that learners facilitated with

the epistemic script would be impeded in elicitation. Scripts may have ‘side

effects’ or foster collaborative knowledge construction only at certain costs.

Lastly, there may be a gap between what can be observed in discourse and

internal processes of knowledge construction. In order to examine this dis-

tortion between discourse phenomena and learning, more case studies may

need to be applied in order to trace specific (mis-)conceptions of learners

throughout their collaborative phase and their individual post-test activities.

Furthermore, participants may need to be interviewed in detail in order to

better understand what can be observed in discourse. In-depth interviews

may not only aim to examine cognitive structures, but also to reveal goal

orientations, interests, and epistemological beliefs of learners regarding the

subject matter.

8.9 Conclusion

The most fundamental, recent change to learning has been motivated

by the introduction of computers as learning tools. This impact on learning

has been somewhat limited thus far improving access to education, rather

than improving quality of education. Beyond the practical advantages of

making education more accessible, text-based CMC, in particular, has been

argued to pose potentials for collaborative knowledge construction. Learners

may “see what they built together” (Pea, 1994), because the discourse proc-

esses are being recorded on a central database. Learners have more time to

formulate their contributions. They may therefore reflect better on what they

are going to contribute and what their learning partners have put forward

(Cohen & Scardamalia, 1998; Mason, 1998). Apparently text-based CMC is

facilitating epistemic discourse – learners concentrate on the learning task

rather than to engage in non-epistemic activities (Woodruff, 1995). Fur-

thermore, learners should participate actively in mutual construction of a

shared conception of a problem and a strategy to solve it. Text-based CMC

may reduce production-blocking effects and motivate learners to contribute
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(Kern, 1995). Learners in text-based CMC may then be judged by their

contributions, rather than their non-salient social background. Therefore,

learners who usually remain silent in class or whose active participation in

learning groups is unlikely may profit from CSCL environments with text-

based communication interfaces. However, there are indications that learn-

ers do not exploit these potentials of CSCL with text-based CMC, but rather

reproduce sub-optimal behavior regarding learning known in FTF collabo-

rative knowledge construction. For instance, learners rarely realize the

chance for equal and active participation in text-based CMC, but instead use

text-based CMC to “lurk” onto group processes (Hesse & Giovis, 1997;

Weinberger & Mandl, 2001). Learners may lack adequate scripts sensu

Schank and Abelson (1977) to collaboratively construct knowledge in

CSCL environments. Therefore, CSCL may need instructional support that

builds on acknowledged approaches of educational psychology. The ap-

proach analyzed in this work is to externally induce scripts for CSCL. Ulti-

mately, learners need to be facilitated to internalize functional scripts them-

selves. In order to continuously conceptualize better scripts for CSCL, ex-

isting scripts may need to be identified and endorsed with specifically de-

signed externally induced scripts. In conclusion, learners should be facili-

tated to flexibly apply a variety of scripts and to internalize the underlying

principles of externally induced scripts.

The results of the study suggest that this instructional support needs

to be carefully designed in order to maintain the complexity of tasks for

collaborative knowledge construction and to support a specific social struc-

ture of discourse (Palincsar & Herrenkohl, 1999; Reiser, 2002; Wiley &

Voss, 1999). Future studies of CSCL may further investigate what aspects

of collaborative knowledge construction instructional support should aim at,

e.g., argumentative knowledge construction, and how instructional support

may be attuned to avoid overscripting. These studies should be theory-

driven rather than guided solely by what is technologically feasible.

Future studies may not only respect complexity of collaborative

knowledge construction with regard to conceptualizing instructional sup-

port, but may also refer to multiple theoretical approaches and research tra-

ditions when analyzing collaborative knowledge construction.
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Educational psychology may further refine approaches to analyze

and facilitate specific processes and outcomes of collaborative knowledge

construction. CSCL research may provide technically advanced forms to

implement instructional approaches and reduce deficits of text-based CMC

regarding coordination of learners. Blending both research traditions,

learning environments may be conceptualized, realized, and actually im-

plemented into educational practice to qualitatively change learning through

CSCL.
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